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Overview of
WP3 Activities

The goal of the jointly executed research in WP3 is to provide the infrastructure
and the tools to build cultural heritage applications from. As illustrated in the
information processing view of the process (cf. Figure 1), there are three parts in
solving this problem:
 First of all you need an appropriate set of tools to operate on the cultural
heritage data. These tools produce data, ranging from text input over sound to
video and 3D scanning; they consume data, e.g. for display, or they modify
existing data, by enhancing and/or synthesizing the data. The main research
activity in WP3 is situated in this tool developing area. Chapter 4 describes the
tool development in the Common Infrastructure (WP3.3) and chapter 5
describes the development of additional new tools (WP3.2). Of course there is
a strong interaction between these two sets of tools.
 The way to exchange the data between the tools is through the information
store, also called the Cultural Heritage Data Object in the previous deliverable.
This information store does not necessarily correspond to a physical storage

Data synthesis
& modification

Data
producers

Information store
(CHDO)

Data
consumers

Figure 1: Information processing view of the cultural heritage processing pipeline.
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such as a database, but it may. For instants, when data is processed within an
application in a single pipeline, the intermediate data can be kept in memory.
But when different applications are using and exchanging information, a more
formally defined storage implementation may be required. Chapter 2 proposes
an implementation of such a cultural heritage information store based on an
existing content management system.
 Finally, exchange formats (shown by the arrows in Figure 1) must be defined to
guarantee a proper exchange of information. For long time preservation
additional requirements should be met. Epoch is not proposing to define new
or adapted standards. In our opinion, enough standards for our goals are
available. Often there are even too many to choose from, so we rather propose
guidelines to select an appropriate standard. Chapter 3 contains some agreed
upon guidelines for selecting standards for multimedia and 3D.
Of course, this infrastructure must be validated against real cultural heritage
processes. Chapter 6 illustrates how this infrastructure fits into the archaeological
process. Chapter 7 describes two planned chains of tools which will be used not
only to demonstrate how to use the tools in an application, but also to test the
interaction of the tools and the exchange of data between them.
The report ends with some appendices which contain extra technical information
about some of the topics covered before.
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Cultural Heritage
Content
Management
System

In the previous deliverable 3.6 the Cultural Heritage Data Object is proposed as
the data item, which keeps all related cultural heritage data together. It was
argued that container formats should be used to store this information, but no
actual standard was proposed. And apart from selecting the actual storage format,
a real information store has to be built too. The various nature and the large
quantities of data needed in digital cultural heritage projects like Epoch, naturally
opens a case for the use of a Content Management System (CMS), more or less
similar to what is now in wide use in the digital library world.
To figure out what is really needed, we approach the case using an example
scenario, for which we determine requirements. Then we elaborate on the
consequences, if we decide not to use any CMS or container class, but simply reuse an existing top level data object, e.g. a Collada object. The deficiencies and
problems contrast with the extra options opened by indeed choosing a dataobject neutral container class, as is automatically enforced using a CMS.
Subsequently, an introduction and comparison between three possible
standardized formats is presented. We chose one of them called METS. One way of
easily implementing METS is using the Fedora CMS.
Finally, we present a test application, to show the problems and benefits of using
the described approach.

2.1 Requirements
Let us take a case of a large historic site, like the Valley of the Kings in Egypt. The
amount of objects that need a description is enormous: there are about 627
tombs, with hundreds of noteworthy items (sarcophagi, masks, wall-paintings ...)
per tomb. Each item itself usually contains many ‘views’ or ‘presentations’; think
of 3D scans of a mask, photographic pictures, X-ray data, textual descriptions ...
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Many of these views themselves consist of several data objects: frontal pictures of
Tutankhamen's mask, dating from 1799 up to 2007.
Of course, we cannot know in advance what we will want to do with all this data
in the future. However, the following three requirements are an absolute
minimum:
1) Show me what you have!
Be able to present and access easily all parts of the data, from the most
general overview to the smallest detail. In our example: access data from
airplane flyovers of the terrain up to the tiniest inscription, from old black
and white pictures to X-ray data. And be only a ‘click away’ to navigate from
e.g. this inscription to comments from scholars on it and translations in
modern English.
2) Make an exhibition!
Distil self-contained subsets of this information for expositions, textbooks,
museums etc. In our example, distil sufficient material for an online
exhibition of pictures from the excavation of grave KV21 in 1817.
3) Preserve it!
Maintain this information for at least 100 years. Maintain means preserve
in the literal sense of the word, but also keep accessible under the fast
changing technological conditions, and update with any new information
that might come available. In our example, we could have to move from
JPEG images to PNG for patents reasons, to watermark our high quality
images to be able to track disallowed usage.
Let's now explore two, admittedly extreme, design options to these requirements:
a monolithic design, where the world is seen as a single monolithic object such as
a huge 3D object, and a modular design, where the world is a diverse collection of
interdependent items, assembled in a so called container class.

2.2 Monolithic approach: reuse a data object
Our world is largely 3D, so the most natural super format to make everything else
dependent upon, could be claimed to be 3D, like e.g. a Collada object. More
accurate would probably be a “3D + time” like format, but let's not overcomplicate
things. So we could see our ‘Valley of the Kings’ data set as a single huge 3D world,
containing links to all other 3D and non-3D data. Objects are naturally classified
according to the place they take in this world. The natural way to access the data
is through a 3D viewer; clicking on objects reveals any additional information on
them.
However, there are insurmountable problems with this kind of design. We
elaborate on some of them, showing what implications this design would have on
the implementation needed to fulfil the requirements described above.
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Show me the world!
The natural way to access the data is obviously a 3D navigation system; a kind of
3D browser and explorer should be developed. In many cases, this looks very
unpractical, because it forces a single view of the world onto the user. It has at
least the following negative consequences:
 Design of this single 3D browser and explorer will be very difficult or even
impossible on all but high end platforms. Computational power and graphics
resources on mobile devices for instance are not up to par for the moment to
load such an interface. Apart from these computational restrictions which
might ease up in the future, other practical limitations will always remain: 3D
navigation from a 5cm by 5cm mobile phone screen will never be comfortable.
Having to download top resolution images and a 3D mesh, costing valuable
time and money, only to spend valuable CPU time to downsample them is
definitely impractical.
 Navigation using such an interface will be a nightmare, even on high-end
platforms. 3D retrieval of objects is indeed a form of access we all naturally
know from real life, but in many cases it is not a convenient way. Searching is
cumbersome, lots of time is wasted getting somewhere as you can easily get
lost ...
 Personalization is very difficult. It might be usable for beginners, but return
users need to be able to remove annoyances of the standard interface by
customizing things to their own preferences. Access by ‘disabled’ terminals
(that have e.g. no 3D or even only a text interface) and by disabled users is
problematic too.
 Conceptually, the world is not 3D. How to properly represent a picture of the
opening of a sarcophagus somewhere in the 19th century into a 3D world? Or
descriptive texts on style elements of ‘all sarcophagi of that millennium’?
Make an exhibition!
The problem here is to select a subset of the data set, while keeping linking
consistent: inside the subset, referencing between objects should be of course
possible, but references going out of the subset should be either forbidden or
handled differently.
We'd have to distil a new dataset by copying selected parts out of the main data
set. As data and linking are mixed up, this means checking each part of each data
item separately. Chances of accidentally including unwanted data and accidentally
excluding data that is linked to in a complicated way are substantial.
Then, recursive traversals of the remaining data are needed to resolve dangling
links.
Finally this data, as it is a cleaned-out version of the main 3D world, will have to
be viewed using the 3D viewer. In case of our picture exposition, this is definitely
unpractical.
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Preserve it!
Several problems can be seen immediately:
 The physical preservation of the data is of course only indirectly influenced by
the way data is organized. Nevertheless, we have to keep large monolithic files.
Collections of smaller files are safer.
 We'd have to keep a single not-so-common (and not even stable) 3D format
available for 100 years. That looks totally unfeasible. Changing this file format
amounts to restarting from scratch.
 Following the technological changes can only be done in a disruptive way.
Updating e.g. JPEG images to PNG needs rewriting all the viewers and possibly
adaptations in the main file format.
 Exchanging data with other entities can only be done manually, as it is very
improbable that others will come up with a format compatible with ours.

2.3 Modular approach: create a container object
We admit that we cannot systematize all data needed into a single digital format.
We will have to resort to managing diverse collections of items, of which 3D
objects are just one example. As we consider every digital item a separate object,
we have to specify interlinking between objects explicitly, using a special
structure. There being no longer a super format, we can use various viewers to
access the data under various conditions.
In fact, this is nothing else than the information management systems in the
Digital Library approach. However, there are some specificities compared to a
classical digital library system; rules on data items have to be much less rigid: new
data can be added to old items, new types of data will appear, classification
systems and interlinking can change during the lifetime of the data set and novel,
unforeseen use of the data set cannot be excluded. Nevertheless, it would be nice
if this approach could leverage on what has been developed in the digital library
community before. Moreover, there have been ample discussions on long term
aspects of storage, exchange and accessibility, which do need to be reassessed in
the specific case of cultural heritage, but are largely identical. On top of that, there
is existing software and freeware available, so implementation and maintenance
costs can be minimized.

2.3.1 Requirements for a container class
Obviously, the formal design and choice of a container format is something that
needs planning and studying.
The general needs are:
 An existing standard should be preferred whenever possible. If that is not
possible, extensions to existing standards or profiling the standard should be
preferred over inventing something completely new.
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 Care should be taken to choose the simplest solution that serves the
requirements. Container classes can be very involved.
 Flexibility for accommodating future changes, because of unforeseen future
requirements, should be possible.
 The standard should be believed to be stable and in use for a sufficiently long
time.
 Intellectual property rights (IPR) issues should be incorporated. Not only for
the whole data object, but also for each of its data items separately.
The technical needs are:
 Preferable it is based on XML. As it is W3C recommended and in general use,
XML looks like the preferred way.
 Registration of unique identifiers to items or links should be possible. Think of
e.g. DOI (http://www.doi.org/). There are alternatives though.
 Write-Only objects: data objects should probably be write-only. As they might
be referenced from external sources, any change in them might invalidate these
links. The only way to prevent this (apart from unpractical back-links), is not to
allow changes to objects at all. Modifications to an object will create an new
(version of the) object.

2.3.2 Existing standards for container classes
Quite some container class standards exist, but most of them are very much tuned
to specific applications. Here we need containers suitable for “all multimedia” in
the wide sense of the word. That restricts our choice to two standards specifically
developed for this purpose, and one very general solution. Some more technical
details on these solutions can be found in the appendices, chapter 7.2A.
DIDL from MPEG-21
MPEG-21 is a standard from the Moving Pictures Experts Group, which is part of
ISO/IEC. This group brought us the very successful and widely used standards for
video MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and multimedia MPEG-4, and the less successful standard
for multimedia content description MPEG-7. And of course MPEG-21, which
standardizes a multimedia framework. Some relevant parts of MPEG-21 are:
 Part 2: Digital Item Declaration Language (DIDL)
 Part 3: Digital Item Identification Language (DIIL)
 Part 4: Intellectual Property Management and Protection (IPMP)
 Part 5: Rights Expression Language (REL)
 Part 7: Digital Item Adaptation (DIA)
Of interest to the cultural heritage community, as far as is clear for the moment, is
mainly Part 2, DIDL. If need for powerful IPR checking would become important,
Part 4 and Part 5 might be interesting too.
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As is obvious, the terminology is tuned for multimedia objects. Nevertheless, the
possibilities of the framework are much wider. Among digital libraries, a famous
user is the LANL (Los Alamos National Laboratory) Digital Library (paper [1]
describes exactly this implementation). E.g., there exists a DIDL plug-in for the
DSpace library software environment.
XPackage and RDF
RDF stands for Resource Description Framework; initially, it was a language for
representing information about resources on the web; generalized any digital
object will do. For more details, see http://www.w3c.org/RDF/.
XPackage is the XML package format. It can describe various resources and their
associations. It is based on XML, RDF and XLink. Strictly spoken, XPackage is a
RDF ontology. For more details, see http://www.xpackage.org/.
RDF and XPackage grew inside W3C. RDF is very widely used on the web, e.g., RSS
is based on RDF. Web ontologies like DAML+OIL and OWL are based on RDF and
RDF Schema. These are part of the ongoing work on the Semantic Web.
XPackage is supposedly the competitor of DIDL, part of MPEG-21. The major
difference is that RDF is less specific, less tuned to a particular application, but
therefore also more flexible for non-standard needs.
METS
Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS) is a framework to
structure relevant metadata (descriptive, administrative and structural) in the
digital library world. It's an XML Schema. METS is more or less the multimedia
version of the old and well known classical library standard MARC. The Digital
Library Federation started this effort. METS is actively being developed further,
with new versions coming out regularly. It leaves quite some implementation
details open and allows the use of profiles.
For clarity's sake: METS is not a standard for metadata as such, but can use and
incorporate e.g. Dublin Core or MARC or MODS data. It's not a storage file format
either. METS itself is obviously written in XML, but objects under its control can
be either inlined in the XML or referenced as URLs, files, database items etc.
METS is increasingly used in digital libraries and museums. DSpace and Fedora
have METS profiles.
In Europe, at least the following institutions are using METS in production
environments: Biblioteca Nacional (Portugal), Oxford Digital Library (UK),
Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru (Wales, UK), KOPAL project (Germany), Göttinger
Digitalisierungs-Zentrum (Germany), Biblioteca Digitale Provinciale (Italy),
PERSEE (France), and the University of Graz (Austria). It is also recommended by
‘Register Kwaliteitsinstrumenten Digitaal Erfgoed’ (Netherlands).
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Conclusion
At least each of MPEG-21/DIDL, RDF and METS can do the job. However, there is
more active development in METS and more interaction between METS and other
important standards in this field like MARC. So we decided to take METS as the
import/export container format we want to support.
Apart from a standard for the container, one has also to select standards for
coding the objects stored inside the container. As explained in the previous
deliverable, one should select the most appropriate format for each data type.
Guidelines for audio, video and 3D are given in chapter 3. Another example is the
use of RDF or a relational database for storing CIDOC-CRM information.

2.3.3 Requirements handled through the modular approach
Let us now explore how the requirements are handled, if we would implement the
modular approach, choosing e.g. METS as a container class, implemented as a
database behind a CMS system like e.g. Fedora. It will illustrate that few, but huge,
problems of the monolithic approach have been exchanged for maybe more, but
definitely smaller problems.
Show me the world!
 Opening a general view on the Valley of the Kings example would open a URL,
through which a database item “Valley Flyover” would be retrieved; METS
would suggest a 3D viewer to access this data. Navigating to other items will
automatically suggest the most appropriate browser. Mobile terminals can
access a suitable instance of the data stream, which either resides in the
repository, or is generated on the fly (e.g. by so called dissemination services of
Fedora).
 Navigating can be adapted to specific tasks like searching (direct interface to
the underlying database).
 Everything is de-centralized, so each user or terminal can keep his own
preferences and customizations.
 Conceptually, the world is again a diverse collection of various things. This fits
more closely to reality than a 3D only world.
Make an exhibition
 Query-and-copy from or query-and-link to the main database.
 As all links are explicitly stated, resolving links can be done automatically (if
needed at all, because unique identifiers make it possible to safely link from
anywhere to the repository).
 The appropriate viewer is automatically suggested. So no ending up with a
single all-in-one viewer for a simple picture exhibition here.
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Preserve it!
The problems to manage the data are considerably less than in the case of the
monolithic approach:
 We have to handle a large collection of items. This maps much more easily to
the use of databases and standard CMS. More expertise is available in these
domains.
 Many of the internal file formats can be chosen according to international
standards. Many other institutions will encounter exactly the same problems as
us with this data; so expertise from elsewhere can be used. For those items
where proper standards do not exist, we still can hope on help from others;
this in contrast with the monolithic case where we made our own version of
things and hence have to resolve all problems ourselves.
 Following the technological changes can be done in a way totally transparent
for the users. In the case of Fedora for example, moving from JPEG to PNG can
be done in bulk on the server. Applications that still reference the no-longerexisting JPEG will start up a service to make the requested JPEG on the fly from
the PNG.
 Exchanging data with other entities is trivial: export the entities to METS (or
another container class) and send it to the other party.
Conclusion
An extensive search for software that would implement a suitable modular CMS
system was done, and returned a set of tools that were usable and suitable for a
test scenario, but none that was exactly tailored for Epoch like environments.
DSpace (http://www.dspace.org/) is frequently used by libraries and archives
and fully supports METS and MPEG-21/DIDL. Fedora (http://www.fedora.info/),
not to be mixed up with the Fedora Linux distribution from RedHat, seems a bit
more suitable for our purposes because of its ‘dissemination objects’ (kind of
filter plug-ins in the server) and fine grained access control, but might have a
smaller community than DSpace. Internally, recent versions of Fedora use FOXML
(Fedora Object XML) for performance reasons. FOXML objects can be exchanged
with other Fedora repositories, but import and export in METS is supported;
METS1.4 and MPEG-21/DIDL plug-ins are under development. The decision was
taken to use Fedora.

2.4 Implementation of the test scenario
In order to check the feasibility of this approach and the real life problems
associated with, we decided to set up a test implementation according to a preagreed scenario.
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Figure 2: Overview and outside wall of the Pansa House in Pompeii.

2.4.1 Test scenarios data
We decided to use the House of Pansa in Pompeii (cf. Figure 2) as the topic for the
test. There is quite some data of various nature available on this excavated
mansion in region VI of Pompeii.

2.4.2 Test scenario software setup
A Fedora server is set up. A dedicated computer is installed with the latest Fedora
Core Linux distribution (FC6). The OSS web server Apache version 2.2.3 is
installed on it. Apache Tomcat servlet container (http://tomcat.apache.org/)
version 2.4 (which is also 5.5.17) is installed on top of that, to provide a suitable
Java Servlet. Java Platform Standard Edition Development Kit 1.6.0 from Sun is
needed to run this environment. Finally, the latest Fedora version 2.2, released Jan
19th 2007, from (http://www.fedora.info/) is installed using the above Java
version. Installation of Fedora provides several ways to store the physical data
stream: Postgresql, Oracle, MySQL or the Java SQL interface called Mckoi
(http://www.mckoi.com/database/). The latter is relatively slow, but easier to
integrate with Fedora. For the small test case of the Pansa House, we decided this
Mckoi would be good enough. For real production environments, Postgresql or
MySQL are better options. The complete system was tested to its spec. Note that
these software packages have diverse licensing schemes, but all of them are free
(both as in “free beer” and “free speech”) for research and non-profit sectors.
Data and metadata on the Pansa House were gathered by an archaeologist and put
up on a Wiki. This data is entered in the system using the Java Interface of Fedora.
Data can be added manually (item by item) or ingested in batch, via pre-prepared
XML files. Data streams from these items can be accessed through http requests:
e.g., “http://fedora.esat.kuleuven.be:8080/fedora/get/pompeii:7” (shortened
further on as “.../fedora/get/pompeii:7”) returns you a kind of status page on item
#7 (Figure 4 shows the resulting web page). The data streams associated with this
object can be monitored as follows: data stream 1 can be accessed directly as a
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Figure 3: Fedora Object properties.

URL “.../fedora/get/pompeii:7/DS1”. A more elaborate XML interface to the data is
also provided.
Next to data and metadata items, there are so called disseminator objects (of
which Figure 3 and Figure 4 are actually examples). These are objects that can act
on one or more data objects to generate new data on the fly. Suppose we want the

Figure 4: Access of the Fedora object “pompeii:7” using the default disseminator, showing the
associated data streams.
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image from data stream 1 but resized to 200 pixels wide, the URL
“.../fedora/get/pompeii:7/demo:27/resizeImage?width=200” will provide exactly
that. In a similar way data conversions, extremely important in our case, can be
done transparently. Other default disseminators which are available are image
manipulations (rescale, watermark, crop, convert, zoom, brightness/contrast,
thumbnail), text manipulations (convert from text to HTML or PDF, change style
sheets for HTML), and collection/list management. Additional disseminators can
be written in Java.
All Fedora objects are immutable. Any change to an object is in fact the creation of
an updated version of the objects. A full transaction log of all updates is kept and
previous versions of objects are accessible (unless explicitly denied).

2.4.3 Test scenario application
We shall publish the data of this Pansa house to three different audiences:
1) The casual Internet surfer with a standard browser on a standard
computer. For an example of web page output, see Figure 5.
2) A user browsing the net through a mobile device with limited bandwidth
and limited display resolution.
3) A museum visitor reading a poster. An example of poster output is given in
Figure 6.
All three presentations should come from the same data source, but be tuned to
the specificities of the users, their needs as well as their equipment hardware,

Figure 5: Example of a web presentation.
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Figure 6: Example of a poster presentation.

with possibly minimal manual interventions needed from the person editing and
composing the presentations. Additionally, import and export of data should be
easy and in standardized formats. Furthermore, updates, modifications and
format conversions of the underlying data should also be as far as possible
unnoticeable to the end users.
Checking the scalability, stability, access control, import-export-exchange
capabilities and maintenance of the complete system still has to start.
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Using Standards

Any common infrastructure implies at least some form of standardization. As the
Epoch Common Infrastructure framework expects quite some general multimedia
content to be exchanged, it was soon clear that having good guidelines for
exchanging and storing data is tantamount. During the course of the project, a
Wiki was setup to encourage discussions on these issues. This chapter is largely
the result of this effort.
We consider two rather different stages in the whole Epoch framework where
standardization is very important. First, in order to let subsequent algorithms
from different partners work together, it is at least needed that the output of stage
X can be input into stage X+1. As algorithms are seen as building blocks here, it is
quite possible that many combinations are yet unforeseen; this stressed the need
to standardize inputs and outputs even between successive algorithms currently
developed by the same partner. We call this “standardization for data exchange”.
Its main requirement should be that it is a practical, possibly frequently used
standard. IPR issues are less important.
Secondly, we have to store results in archives for long term preservation. We call
this “standardization for preservation”. Here the technical and IPR merits of a
particular format are much more important. Only public and completely
documented standards, endorsed by e.g. ISO are acceptable. Quite some research
work is going on in other large projects on exactly these topics. Later decisions
should be made in accordance with their results.
When considering long term preservation, the data may degrade over time for
several reasons:
 Medium degradation
The physical data storage can become unreadable. This can be circumvented by
copying the data from one storage medium to another every ten years or so.
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 Format degradation
The data format can no longer be decoded. To avoid this problem we propose
to choose a limited fixed set of supported formats. If no well established
standards are available, we must make sure that the formats are really well
documented.
 Semantic degradation
The data format can be decoded, but it is vague in the sense that is unclear
what the data means, i.e., where it comes from, with which precision it was
taken, and how it was processed. This means that one may want to add extra
data originally not supported by the format, certainly for complex data sets
such as 3D descriptions. Therefore flexible and extensible formats, such as
standards based on XML, are preferred for these applications.

3.1 Epoch guidelines for sound and images
Some simple and practical working standards for common multimedia data were
agreed upon. Obviously, these will have to be reassessed and extended in the
future.

3.1.1 Audio
As there was very little interest of Epoch partners in audio up to now, we might
leave this part blank for the moment, until interested parties show up. Otherwise,
the following could be suggested for the time being.
Lossless
 Suggested for exchange and preservation: Plain PCM
Rationale: Nothing can be simpler; widely used with a header under the name
WAV. Patent clean. Widely supported.
 Suggested for preservation: FLAC
Rationale: Decent support on various platforms. Patent clean.
Lossy
 Suggested for preservation: Ogg Vorbis
Rationale: Technically very good. Patent clean. But not widely used yet.
 Suggested for exchange, acceptable for preservation: MP3
Rationale: So widely in use, that it is almost impossible not to support it, but
problematic patents.

3.1.2 Vector graphics formats
 Suggested for exchange and preservation: SVG
Rationale: SVG is a modern, XML based official standard, extendable. Seems to
cover most vector graphics terrain. Supported by modern browsers.
 Acceptable for exchange: DXF
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Rationale: DXF is a proprietary, but mostly documented format, still widely
used in the CAD world.
 Acceptable for exchange: PDF
Rationale: PDF, mostly used as a document standard, but also perused for
vector graphics. As it is widely used, it might be hard not to accept is. However,
PDF is a very elaborate format, so we should restrict to PDF/A, which is an ISO
standard, and targeted at long-term archiving.

3.1.3 2D images
Lossless
 Suggested for exchange and preservation: PNG
Rationale: It supports bit depths from 1 to 16 bits per pixel, transparencies and
lossless compression and seems to cover all current needs. Being
unencumbered by patents and already widely used seems to make the choice
safe. Supported by all common image editors and browsers.
 Acceptable alternatives for exchange: PNM, Lossless TIFF
 Not acceptable: BMP, TGA, PCX
Lossy
 Suggested for exchange and preservation: JPEG-2000
Rationale: The standard is technically very sound, supports region-of-interest
coding, and seems to be the standard of choice of future still image cameras.
The unclear patent status needs to be monitored. Supported by many, but not
yet all, image editors and browsers.
 Suggested for exchange, acceptable for preservation: JPEG
Rationale: As most digital camera images currently taken are in JPEG, and it
would make no sense to convert, the old JPEG standards needs to be supported
too. Here too, the patent status is unclear (patents are disputed). Supported by
all image editors and browsers.

3.1.4 Video
As there was not much interest in audio expressed yet, video remains mute here.
Therefore the problem of a combined container for video and audio is not
addressed yet.
Lossless
 Suggested for exchange and preservation: Sequence of separate PNG files.
Rationale: This is very seldom needed, and there is no suitable format in use.
Lossy
 Suggested for exchange and preservation: MPEG-4/AVC a.k.a. H264
Rationale: Technically good, getting widely used, but potential patent problems
for some profiles.
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This format can be embedded in several popular container formats like AVI,
and is, amongst others in use under the name DivX, XviD, Apple-MPEG4,
Sørensen-MPEG4.
 Suggested for exchange, acceptable for preservation: MPEG-2
Rationale: So widely used that support is necessary; however, technically
outdated.
This format too is often embedded in AVI, or put on DVD.

3.2 Epoch guidelines for 3D data
One of the problems of defining or selecting a format for storing 3D data is the fact
that 3D data is not well-defined in practical terms: it ranges from raw data sets of
individual objects over scene graphs with objects and transformations to
complete virtual worlds with behaviour, events, and a runtime component. This
leads to a wide variety of different 3D formats for the storage of 3D digital
representations on the market; most of them are strictly tied to particular systems
or field of application and the problem of moving data between different formats
is frequent. This scattering of formats is obviously perceived as a negative issue
and it explains why the guidelines for 3D formats, such as those from the UK
Archaeology Data Service [4], are usually weak. Therefore we have decided to not
formulate a guideline for preservation but only for data exchange.
Epoch needs one common 3D file format with the following particular features:
 assertion of the interoperability of all 3D tools in Epoch
 ability to represent hierarchical scene graphs
 sustainability for archiving digital artefacts
 extensibility w.r.t. new shape representations
 extensibility w.r.t. referencing shapes and parts of shapes
The decision was taken to use Collada [2] as the central format for 3D scenes.
Collada has been designed specifically as an interchange format for digital 3D
content. It was initiated by Sony Inc. because the lack of a common scene file
format was identified as one of the main obstacles for the creation of content for
the Playstation 2. Collada is extensible, based on XML, and the specification is
open and publicly available. It is hosted now by the Khronos group that manages
also other open standards, e.g., OpenGL.
For Epoch, Collada was evaluated together with VMRL, U3D, JTOpen, 3D XML and
other 3D formats among which X3D [8] was finally rated the most promising
alternative. However, after some discussion the resolution was that Collada is
more suitable for the purpose of cultural heritage than X3D. Most of the reasons
for this are consequences of the fact that the two formats were created for
different purposes: Collada was designed as professional exchange format for the
DCC (digital content creation) industry, while X3D is a format for describing
interactive virtual worlds, which includes behavioural aspects and scripted
events.
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The consequence for implementers is that it is more difficult to support X3D. X3D
is very general, and a mixture of many concepts, just to mention: XML is only one
encoding for it among others, VRML is also still valid; it uses XML in odd ways, e.g.,
with whole vertex lists in node attributes, rather than as text nodes; it is tied to
JavaScript to add procedural behaviour; it is extensible via the complicated
PROTO mechanism; it also defines its own abstract scene access API; and the
DEF/USE concept for referencing inherited from VRML works not well with XML.
All in all it must be said that the goals of X3D are extremely ambitious. Its overgenerality, however, leads to a very complicated standard and specification, and it
make life difficult for implementers. This is particularly the case for all the legacy
concepts that X3D inherited from VRML, which are more than 10 years old now,
and somewhat outdated.
Collada is more modern and has a clearer focus. It was designed right from the
start as a XML dialect and it uses official XML techniques such as XPath and
XPointer. The specification is very clear and readable, much more than the X3D
specification. The file format has a very clear and simple structure (making things
like DEF/USE obsolete):
 The <library> part defines a repository of objects and sub-scenes that can be
used in the scene using symbolic names (formally, relative URLs).
 The <scene> part defines the scene graph, a DAG containing 3D
transformations and nodes. Nodes can have children, which are either also
nodes, or instances of objects from the library.
Maybe the most beneficial feature of Collada for Epoch is that it specifically
addresses a fundamental difficulty in the exchange of digital assets: Different
software tools need different additional data. A spot light in Maya, for instance,
might contain additional data, which differ from the additional data of a spot light
in 3D Studio Max. Both programs can attach their data as, e.g., <technique
profile="Maya"> subnode of an <extra> node attached to the standard Collada
<spot> node. Similarly, Epoch is free to define the valid sub-nodes of a <technique
profile="Epoch"> node for Collada. The great thing is that <extra> nodes can be
attached to almost every entity in the scene, and that Collada compliant importers
and exporters are required to preserve any unknown <technique> nodes. This
brings the flexibility for semantic mark-up of 3D scenes that Epoch needs so
much.
The use of Collada in Epoch: “Collada light” plus binary object representations
The Collada specification has reached a considerable size as well. For version 1.4.1
it is 298 pages long, defining things like skeletons, morphing, game physics, and
shader effects, which are not of primary concern for Epoch. In Epoch, Collada is
needed primarily as a scene container format, less for encoding the individual
objects in the scene.
This was an issue for some debate within Epoch. Collada does not permit to
incorporate any binary data inside a Collada file. Instead, it permits to reference
via URI external objects, stored in their own binary files. This is the basis of the
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“Collada light” format used in Epoch. Cultural heritage objects require their own
shape representation formats since they are typically
 either massive datasets acquired by 3D-scanning, photogrammetry, or
comparable techniques; possibly further compressed or multi-resolution
encoded using sophisticated algorithms for real-time transmission and display,
 or procedural 3D-reconstructions created using efficient methods for
hypothesis building such as shape grammars, generative mesh modelling, or
others.
The decision was therefore to use Collada for the representation of (a) 3D scene
graphs and (b) for semantic mark-up of scenes and of objects, and to use a limited
number of well-defined and well-documented binary formats to encode the
individual 3D objects that occur in the scene.

3.3 Suggestion for storing compressed 3D data
Most of the efforts of standardization in this field are oriented to simply define a
common format that would be accepted as a common ground by the majority of
players, rather than to pursue high efficiency in storage. While various
compressed formats are available, most of them have not encountered wide
acceptance or are proprietary closed formats unsuited for use in a broader
setting.
On the other hand while many different issues have driven the development of the
many current 3D formats, the compactness of representation is very important
and critical in some particular applications. This aspect becomes very important
in the case where one needs to transmit these models over a network and
particularly in the case where the supporting network has severe bandwidth
limitations as with mobile devices.
For this reason the development of efficient compression schemes for 3D
representations has been an active research field over the last 10 years and the
scientific community is still generating innovative solutions and proposing
approaches that improve the current compression rates.
A good recent survey of the advances in this field can be found in [1] where the
many algorithms for 3D mesh compression are briefly reported and discussed.
Unfortunately, one of the consequences of being a still active research field is that
many people do not consider this subject mature enough for being included into a
widely adopted rigid standard, due to the risk of early obsolescence.
Collada and X3D are typical examples. Their developers aimed at completeness of
representation and an ASCII based XML standard for simplifying the
implementation tasks by the adopters. As a result both these formats, which
probably are the two most promising for wide adoption, do not include specific
3D compression technologies. The only supported option is compressing the
resulting XML ASCII files with general purpose compression algorithms (like gzip)
or adopting XML compression specific technologies, that while better than generic
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ones, still perform far worse than from compression algorithms specifically
designed for 3D assets.
Available compressed 3D formats
Luckily enough some 3D formats have appeared that do support 3D compression.
Most of these formats are proprietary, strictly tied to a particular commercial
application, typically web based plug-ins for displaying small objects inside a web
browser. A short list of such systems is:
 Cult3d (http://www.cult3d.com/)
 WireFusion (www.demicron.com/wirefusion/)
 Shockwave3D (http://www.shockwave.com/)
 Viewpoint3D (http://www.viewpoint.com)
 StrataLive (http://www.strata3d.com)
These formats sometimes are quite competitive in terms of compressing ratio and
capabilities of displaying moderately complex models; Cult3D for example is able
to compress and interactively display models of 100k triangles without too much
problems. On the other hand the closed nature of the formats adopted by these
systems imposes strong limits on their long-term sustainability: five years ago
there were other formats that now have already been discontinued. Hence,
proposing such formats for generalized use could be dubious in the long run.
Two notable exceptions to these considerations are the two open standards:
MPEG-4 and U3D. MPEG-4 is a standard used primarily to compress audio visual
digital data. The uses for the MPEG-4 standard are web (streaming media) and CD
distribution, conversation (videophone), and broadcast television, all of which
benefit from compressing the AV stream. MPEG-4 is still a developing standard
and is divided into a number of parts, (the most used ones are AV related) and
conformance to the whole set of parts is optional. Part 11 of the MPEG-4 standard
relates to the encoding of 2D and 3D scenes. Despite the wide adoption of the
MPEG-4 format for AV encoding, its 3D subset has not encountered much success.
It is only widely used in some niche applications (like facial animation) where it
was one of the first standards to appear.
The U3D [4][6] format was defined by a special consortium called 3D Industry
Forum that brought together a diverse group of companies and organizations,
including Intel, Boeing, HP, Adobe, Bentley Systems, Right Hemisphere and others
whose main focus had been the development of 3D graphics for use in various
industries, specifically at this time manufacturing as well as construction and
industrial plant design. The format was later standardized by Ecma International
in August 2005 as Ecma-363. The goal of the consortium was to define a universal
standard for three-dimensional data of all kinds, to facilitate data exchange and
the inclusion in documents. The need of a compact format that would not bloat
the size of the including document forced the adoption of 3D compression
technologies.
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The consortium promoted also the development of an open source library for
facilitating the adoption of the format [7]. The format is natively supported by the
PDF format and 3D objects in U3D format can be inserted into PDF documents
and interactively visualized by Acrobat Reader (since version 7). There are also
LaTeX packages to support the inclusion of U3D objects through pdfLaTeX.
As a very simple benchmark we can report the following table that reports the
compression rates for an object composed by 19200 triangular faces with pervertex texture coordinate:
Format

obj

obj gzipped

ply

U3D

Size (kbyte)

1232

306

826

52

Conclusion
While, from the research point of view, the 3D compression field is still active, it is
probable that in the next years the improvements in compression rates would not
be very significant. Currently the only format that seems probable to be more
widely adopted is U3D. The native support of U3D objects into PDF’s provides this
format with the widest base of installed viewers. One of the things that slow down
the use of 3D into PDF documents is the absence of free, easy-to-use tools for the
conversion into this format (the open source library is just a programming API
and not a user friendly tool). Future versions of MeshLab – the part of the Epoch
Common Infrastructure responsible for the filtering, cleaning, decimation, and
registration of 3D meshes – will cover this issue.
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Common
Infrastructure
Tools

The Common Infrastructure activities cover the work on a central repository,
which is described in Chapter 2, as well as the extension of existing tools and
methods. This chapter describes the progress made during the last year on the
development of these tools.
The activities are reported grouped according to the seven technical subareas. For
ease of reference, we first list these subareas and their coordinators:
1) Multi-lingual and semantic data processing (David Arnold, Brighton)
2) Databases and knowledge management (Achille Felicetti, PIN Firenze)
3) Mobile-wearable-ambient systems (Nick Ryan, Kent)
4) Recording and data representation aspects (Paolo Cignoni, CNR-Pisa)
5) Visualization and rendering (Sven Haveman, Graz)
6) Multi-modal interfaces (Halina Gottlieb, TII Stockholm)
7) Virtual humans and other avatar technologies (John Glauert , East Anglia)
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4.1 Multi-lingual and semantic data processing
Work in multilingual systems has revolved around improving Information
Retrieval methods for cultural heritage as well as implementing partially those
results in a Question-Answering system. In particular, we have focused on
building a Natural Language interface and exploring new ways of extracting and
querying cultural heritage textual digital resources linked by a common
ontological representation (CIDOC-CRM) and a suitable query language (SPARQL,
in collaboration with PIN, Italy). The extraction phase exploits the propositional
nature of the ontology, while the query interface is based on the Generate and
Select principle, where potentially suitable queries are generated to match the
user input, only for the most semantically similar candidate to be selected; the
principles behind extraction and query matching are described in [1]. At the
moment, the system is split into two functional entities, extraction and querying
and makes use of the WORDNET lexical resources; it is therefore expected to be
available under the same licensing agreements as WORDNET [2].

In essence, the system allows users to query cultural heritage textual databases.
Given a relevant source of textual information, such as a description of a historical
site or event, we mine the data to build a more formal semantic representation
based around CIDOC-CRM triples. The system makes provision for predefined
questions and answers that are deemed pertinent to the domain in question. After
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comparing semantically the user input and questions related to the database
triples, candidates are ranked according to a measure of similarity. Out of domain
or ill-formed questions are met with a reply aiming at getting the user
reformulate its request. For example, an interactive session where the system is
fed with a text about the medieval city of Wolfenbüttel and a few predefined
questions and answers could develop as follows:
 USER: What is special about this city?
 SYSTEM: The city of Wolfenbüttel is one of the most famous German medieval
sites. (drawn from the set of predefined questions and answers)
 USER: Any building in particular?
 SYSTEM: The Herzog August library. (drawn from the information in the text)
 USER: Do they have a football team?
 SYSTEM: I do not have information about football team. (out of domain query)
In its current state, the system has limited multilingual capabilities. The main
bottleneck in extending the system to languages other than English is the lack of
multilingual lexical resources, e.g. WORDNET. At present, the system is equipped
with a set of manual translation rules for German and French. Another area for
improvement is online retrieval to cater for information not present in texts.
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4.2 Databases and knowledge management
The last year’s development activity focused on the creation of additional
functions for the MAD tool in order to make it more flexible and suitable for the
new semantic web scenarios. Many technologies were tested and evaluated to
create these new features and to empower the already existing ones.

4.2.1 Managing Archaeological Data (MAD)
MAD was originally designed as a web-based tool to manage and query XMLbased archaeological datasets encoded using the CIDOC-CRM ontology through a
complete set of web interfaces built using W3C standards.
The main advantage of the native approach resides in the portability and long
term preservation of the XML archaeological data, since the advanced features of
MAD make them simple to share and reuse in different contexts.

4.2.2 The SAD extension: semantic integration to MAD
RDF support
The main goal of the SAD extension developed in the last period was the creation
of a complete framework to fully support RDF, a language conceived as a base for
the automatic “understanding” process and for retrieving information from RDF
graphs.
RDF language is used to implement the CIDOC-CRM describing the explicit and
implicit concepts and relations underlying the documentation structure. The

Figure 7: The semantic web browser output.
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Figure 8: Querying interface.

formalization of semantic queries able to represent the user’s mental model and
the creation of user-friendly and intuitive interfaces is therefore required to query
semantic RDF information.
RDF query languages
In order to query and browse our data we used the two most important languages
available at present for RDF: SPARQL and RQL, two query languages designed for
retrieving information from RDF graphs. These languages provide a syntax that is
very similar to spoken language and make them ideal to interact with semantic
data and to obtain information from encoded documents without knowing their
explicit syntactic structure (i.e. elements and properties names etc.).
We chose RQL for its ability to combine schema and data querying using advanced
pattern-matching facilities. SPARQL is mostly used for the ability to query
distributed documents, to import and store them when needed.
Java and JSP technologies
The core of the SAD system is Sesame, a set of Java libraries on which it is possible
to build a complete JSP web application to manage RDF data stored in a
repository. The APIs of Sesame also provide functions to evaluate SPARQL and
RQL queries against RDF datasets and to present results in different ways.
The ability to query RDF datasets stored remotely is guaranteed by Joseki, a web
interface for the Jena framework useful for the evaluation of SPARQL queries on
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any online RDF set of documents by simply inserting the document’s URL as the
query parameter.
Tomcat
Both Sesame and Joseki can be deployed in a Tomcat servlet and combined in a
JSP application to create simple and complex interfaces for data querying and
browsing. The integration with MAD is perfect as it is developed on the same
technologies.
JSP and RQL combined together have been used for the creation of a group of
semantic query interfaces able to parse the CIDOC-CRM RDF documents in
different ways. RQL’s ability to query the model make the retrieval of classes,
subclasses and properties very simple, allowing the construction of semantic
queries by simply browsing the model structure.
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4.3 Mobile-wearable-ambient systems
The main contribution to Epoch is proposing a unified context-centric approach to
all on-site cultural heritage applications, along the cultural heritage chain of
practice from Data Collection to Content Presentation. Such an approach is shown
in Figure 28 on page 71. An on-site mobile application (an “Instance” in Figure 28)
consists of a set of integrated and reusable on-site services. Some of them were
conceived and implemented at demo level within the CIMAD Newton. All CIMAD
services run on MobiComp Clients, that is, on MobiComp enabled context-aware
stationary or mobile devices. The University of Bologna and the University of Kent
have closely collaborated on these themes.
MobiComp is the Kent Context Management Infrastructure adopted by, and
further developed as part of the CI. All Context information, needed to implement
the services, is exchanged through MobiComp. The architecture is distributed and
allows for the development of stand-alone and client/server systems. It relies on
the concepts of a shared tuplespace (the so-called ContextServer), accessed by a
remote ContextService, running on each remote client, managing components
needed to process and utilize context information.
The University of Bologna team contributed to the design and development of
MobiComp components – trackers, listeners and aggregators - aiming to turn
devices into MobiComp clients. MobiComp clients support on-site services
developed by the CIMAD Newton as well as by other Epoch contributors. The
University of Kent team have concentrated on further development of the
MobiComp server, several new components focusing on visitor guide applications,
and further development and trials of the FieldMap data collection tool.
MobiComp clients were tested in the field at the Interactive Salon in Stockholm,
where we set up a demonstration named “Smart Museums, Sites and Landscapes
– From Visitor Guides to Collection Monitoring”. The prototype proposed by the
University of Bologna is based on a stereo vision system, gathering museum
statistics as well as supporting the mobile guides. The Interactive Salon
experience enabled the verification and refinement of the real world
requirements and an improved set up is presented at the Interactive Salon in
Budapest in June. It is also intended to demonstrate the Kent PDA-based visitor
guides and object recognition systems in Budapest.

4.3.1 MobiComp activities in more detail
As a contribution to the Common Infrastructure, the University of Bologna and the
University of Kent collaborated on the creation of various MobiComp clients.
MobiComp clients are systems that are able to detect and provide (trackers),
aggregate (aggregators), or use (listeners) context information, i.e. information
about the situation or environment of a device, object or person. MobiComp
provides interfaces allowing sensors to deliver, and other components to refine
and/or consume context data provided by the infrastructure in a common format
(Context Elements). They communicate with the local ContextService on the
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MobiComp client, acting as a mediator with the remote ContextServer that stores
the public Context Elements of all MobiComp clients.
The MobiComp infrastructure enables individual items of contextual information
– the Context Elements – to be made available to applications and services in a
standardised way. Context elements take the form of an annotated subjectpredicate-object triple, relating an entity identifier to a named context value. The
value, or object part, of a context element may be arbitrarily complex. To aid
communication between infrastructure components, context elements are
represented in the form of an XML document based on ConteXtML (i.e. MobiComp
context description language). The elements carry annotations including a
production timestamp, a validity period, and a privacy level indicating how they
may be disseminated through the system. Context elements are assumed to be
generated by the entity to which they refer (the subject) unless a different
identifier is supplied in the source element. In this way, context may be asserted
by an active entity, or about a passive entity. Figure 9 below shows a ConteXtML
fragment containing a location element, together with a timestamp, a lifetime, a
privacy level and a unique entity ID.
<contextElement privacy="public" timestamp= "2004-09-24T11:18:45" lifetime="600">
<subject>6cf7d9890a0e956fe78b8d10a3e7c763</subject>
<source>83cdbfa553d1e9dfc386f91e836141d0</source>
<predicate> location.point </predicate>
<object type="SpatialObject">
<spatial srs="BNG" source="GPS">
<point>
<x>613572.26</x>
<y>158595.77</y>
<z>37.2</z>
</point>
</spatial>
</object>
</contextElement>

The subject is the ID of the entity having the property specified by the predicate.
The predicate indicates the relationship between the subject ID and the object value.
The source is the ID of the entity observing/generating this ContextElement. This is required only
if this entity is different from the subject. In this example, the subject ID is that of a passive entity
(a person), whilst the source ID refers to a handheld device with associated GPS sensor.
Figure 9: An example of a Context Element according to ConteXtML Schema.

MobiComp relies on standard Web protocols. The server and client-side
components (trackers, aggregators, and listeners) have been developed using the
JAVA Standard Edition (J2SE) platform. Servers typically run on either Linux or
OSX platforms. In addition to these and Windows 32, client-side components have
also been produced using the Java Micro Edition (J2ME), both in CDC Personal
Profile for Windows CE and other PDAs (typically using the IBM J9 runtime
system), and in CLDC MIDP for Java-enabled ‘smart’ phones. Simplified client
systems have also been developed to run on various embedded Java engines for
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use in environmental monitoring in museums and similar environments. To allow
programmers to write applications/services for the Windows platform in
programming languages other than Java, a C++ library of wrappers (DLLs) was
developed using the Java Native Interface (JNI) to encapsulate the main
MobiComp Java classes. In this way trackers, aggregators and listeners were made
“indirectly” available to all Windows programming languages that support calling
DLL functions. Finally, it is always possible to use any other programming
environment to communicate with the MobiComp server using the HTTP and XML
standards.
The University of Bologna team contributed to the design and development of the
following MobiComp components aiming to turn devices into MobiComp clients:
Name
Mobile Device
Aggregator

VTS
Aggregator

Tracker

yes

yes

Listener

yes

Wrapper

yes

yes

yes

Mobile Device
Location
Monitor

OnDesk
Service

yes

yes

yes

This MobiComp component
tracks and saves in MobiComp
tuples carrying position and
location (i.e. Point of Interest ID)
of users associated to a mobile
device
This MobiComp component
enables a counting device (in
particular ARCES stereovision
system) to send real time
counting events to MobiComp
and it recovers the last program
state after a crash

VTSCounter
Monitor

Description

yes

yes

yes

This listener is notified by
MobiComp about all real time
counting events generated by a
specified tracker. It is meant to
be included in monitoring
applications.
This listener is notified by
MobiComp about all location and
position events generated by a
specified tracker. It is meant to
be included in user tracking
applications.
This component searches
MobiComp for all mobile devices
associated to a site. It is meant to
be used by museum
management applications.
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The MobiComp clients and components listed above were designed to enable
mobile and stationary devices to support on-site services developed by the
CIMAD Newton as well as by other Epoch contributors.
Whilst most of the Kent effort has been directed towards incremental
improvements to FieldMap and the MobiComp infrastructure, there are some
more visible highlights. Firstly, a wiki has been implemented to help the
collaborative development process and to document the MobiComp, CIMAD and
FieldMap systems (see www.mobicomp.org/mediawiki). Secondly, several
prototype components have been developed for delivery of information to
museum visitors and staff on PDAs and mobile phones (see Figure 10). These are
intended for use at the Interactive Salon and to inform the developments within
the CIMAD Newton project, but have required a number of supporting
components to be added to the MobiComp infrastructure. Present indications are
that the delivery mechanism can be adapted to work with the Fedora-based
content management approach being developed by partners at Leuven.
Finally, a MobiComp aggregator that integrates the computer vision based object
recognition system developed by partners at ETH Zurich has been produced and
will be demonstrated at the Interactive Salon in Budapest (Figure 11).
Future developments include external learning and reasoning modules, which
could be added to the context management infrastructure. They will act as
aggregators (server or client side) processing context data received from sensors
in order to derive higher-level context. By formalising the meaning of individual
context attributes through an ontology, context abstraction and ontological
reasoning could be performed and interoperability between different devices and
different context representations could be achieved.

Figure 10: MobiComp VisitorGuide and staff information system.
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Figure 11: Components of the object recognition system integrated with MobiComp.

4.3.2 Progress beyond the current state-of-the-art
MobiComp plays a significant role in making context-aware systems more and
more realistic, thanks to its ability to support its applications with a view of the
environment that can drastically simplify Human Computer Interaction. In the
Information Society devices should become easier to use and manage, while
information/services/contents should be made available automatically.
Researchers say that this can be achieved if devices are aware of the context of the
user and automatically adapt themselves to the user situation. In the “context”
keyword any relevant information of the entities involved in an application should
be included [cf. Dey]. Very popular context components are Location, User
Preferences and User Profile.
In the meantime, the Weiser’s vision [cf. Weiser] is becoming more and more
realistic, due to the continuous appearance of electronic devices (“appliances”)
with different capabilities, size and HCI modalities. These appliances are often
equipped with sensors of some sort, which makes the context awareness
perspective close to everyday life. Not only mobile devices but also sensing
appliances hidden in the environment (Ambient Intelligence) can cooperate so
that context-aware services can be delivered without encumbering the user with
“wearable” sensors. Services may be aimed at any kind of user. Context-aware
systems can improve the visitor’s experience inside the museum, for example
with multimedia context-aware mobile guides, and also the museum itself can
take advantage of context-aware services for security, manageability and better its
assets. For instance, a computer vision system can provide access control and at
the same time can be used to gather statistics about the visitors’ behaviour.
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The work done on the CI in Year 3 by UniKent and ARCES aims to provide the
middleware solutions needed to materialize this vision, exploiting de-facto
standards and novel technologies.

4.3.3 Availability and licensing information
The software components listed above are still in a work-in-progress condition
and shall be further refined during the next Interactive Salon occurrences
(Budapest, Prague and Brighton). As previously mentioned, in fact, the Interactive
Salon is an important opportunity to refine and stabilize CI software located
above MobiComp. The plan is to license the software, but the conditions are still to
be discussed in detail with the Epoch partners in Year 4 of the project.
The software for the feature extraction underlying the visual recognition module
is already publicly available for free, non-commercial use. The link is
“http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~surf”.
A spin-off – kooaba – has been set up by ETHZ that will bring visual recognition
with mobile phones to the market (see “http://www.kooaba.com/”). This is our
outlet of this patented technology for commercial applications. The company
made it into the top 10 of 1000 start-ups in a recent contest for Swiss TV. It was
among 20 start-ups receiving the Venture Leaders prize.

4.3.4 Participation to the Interactive Salon
The Universities of Bologna and Kent took part to the Interactive Salon held at the
City Museum in Stockholm between October 15, 2006 and March 31, 2007. Within
this activity a stereo vision based prototype system was tested, gathering
statistics on the number of museum visitors as well as supporting mobile guides
positioning. Figure 12 shows for example the statistics on the visits to the
Interactive Salon in January 2007. The Interactive Salon experience enabled the
verification and refinement of the real world requirements and an improved set

Figure 12: Interactive Salon visitor statistics example.
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up will be presented at the Interactive Salon at the Museum of Fine Arts in
Budapest in the second half of 2007.

Related publications
[1] M. Pettinari, D. Manzaroli, S. Bartolini, L. Roffia, G. Raffa, L. Di Stefano, T. Salmon
Cinotti, A Stereo Vision system for advanced Museum services, Epoch Workshop on
the Integration of Location Based Systems in Tourism and Cultural Heritage,
21/11/06, Brussels
[2] N. S. Ryan, G. Raffa, P. H. Mohr, D. Manzaroli, L. Roffia, M. Pettinari, L. Sklenar, L. Di
Stefano, T. Salmon Cinotti, A Smart Museum installation in the Stadsmuseum in
Stockholm - From Visitor Guides to Museum Management, Epoch Workshop on the
Integration of Location Based Systems in Tourism and Cultural Heritage, 21/11/06,
Brussels
[3] P. Bonora, C. Ossicini, G. Raffa, From relational metadata standards to CRM
ontology: a case study in performing arts documentation, CIDOC Annual meeting
2006 (CIDOC2006) – Sep 10 -14 2006, Gothenburg (Sweden)
[4] R. Chary, R. Nagaraj, G. Raffa, T. Salmon Cinotti, P. Sebestian, Sensor-based Power
Management for mobile devices, IEEE Symposium on Computers and
Communications (ISCC'06) – 26-28 June 2006, Pula-Cagliari (Italy) – Proceedings,
pp. 263-269.
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4.4 Recording and data representation aspects
Three tools for recording and data representations were further developed. A first
new recording tool is a portable dome to scan small objects in situ. Furthermore
the 3D-WebService was enhanced and integrated with the MeshLab software.
Finally the CityEngine was further developed.

4.4.1 The portable dome
Digital models of objects have long been a synonym for 3D models with ﬁxed
textures. However there are applications where a ﬁxed viewpoint sufﬁces, but
where one would like to interactively move around a virtual light source. One such
application in the field of cultural heritage is cuneiform tablet reading, where the
interaction of light with the surface can reveal indentations in the surface which
are otherwise difficult to discern. The most important property in conveying these
indentations to a user are the surface normals. For the purpose of capturing these
normals (and albedos) a portable dome was built at the K.U.Leuven. The dome (cf.
Figure 13) is a discrete illumination hemisphere with a diameter of 60 cm,
consisting of 264 white power LEDs positioned on both the vertices and in the
centre of the edges. Each LED can be lit individually and a corresponding image
can be recorded by the camera mounted on top (fixed viewpoint). The entire
recording procedure is programmable and fully automatic.
Traditionally, reflectance is assumed to be Lambertian (diffuse). In that case, three
images corresponding to different (calibrated) light sources are sufficient to
recover the normal and albedo for all surface points. Unfortunately, in reality the
self-shadowing and specular behaviour of some surfaces render this Lambertian
assumption invalid and forces us to resort to a method which incorporates or is
robust against such complicating effects. For a sufficient number of illumination
directions (in our case 264) covering the hemisphere, it can be observed that for a
single surface point most measured intensities still exhibit the desired
Lambertian behaviour. This fact can be exploited, by iteratively weeding out those
measurements that have fallen victim to self-shadowing or non-Lambertian

Figure 13: The portable dome: disassembled and set up.
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Figure 16: From left to right: One of 264 captured images of a cuneiform tablet; recovered normal
map (colour coded in the usual way); recovered albedo map and a virtual re-lighting.

Figure 15: From left to right: One of 264 captured images of Bob the builder
(notice self-shadowing and specular highlights); recovered normal map;
recovered albedo map and a rendering of the recovered 3D-model.

effects and keeping those that agree upon a Lambertian model to accurately
estimate normal and albedo. Therefore, we are able to handle the non-trivial and
challenging case of self-shadowed objects exhibiting complex reflectance
characteristics, see Figure 15 and Figure 16.
Given all the recorded images and assuming a Lambertian model, photometric
stereo methods allow for the calculation of an object's surface properties (normal

Figure 14: From Left to right: Three images of 264 images of highly specular leaf and
recovered normal map.
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and albedo). Unfortunately, in reality the self-shadowing and specular behaviour
of some surfaces render this Lambertian assumption invalid and forces us to
resort to a method which is robust against such complicating effects. In our
method, we iteratively search for a subset of measurements that agree upon this
Lambertian model. The detailed surface properties recovered by our system can
be used to render images for virtual light sources, see Figure 14. Using
programmable graphics hardware, this re-lighting can be done interactively.
More recently, normal map integration was used to produce a depth map for the
object of interest, which then can be used to generate a detailed 3D-model, see
Figure 15. It is remarkable that our relatively simple (fixed viewpoint) dome
setup allows for the calculation of both surface properties and a 3D-model,
thereby expanding the range of potential applications. In the near future, our
dome setup will be used by archaeologists to digitize cuneiform tablets at Cornell
University.

4.4.2 3D-WebService & MeshLab
Already last year, the 3D-WebService was launched, mainly as a trial within the
Epoch network itself. This service accepts images that are uploaded by users and
turns them into 3D models. A previous version of the MeshLab tools for the
handling of 3D meshes had also already been made available. A new, extended
version has been made available in the meantime, mainly with better hole filling
capabilities. The two tool sets – 3D-WebService and MeshLab – had been
integrated to some point already, but this integration has also been deepened.
This work is heavily intertwined with work going on under the Newton project
3DKIOSK (the actual integration of the tools belongs there in fact). Under
3DKIOSK some additional information is given.
Progress on the 3D-WebService
The K.U.Leuven University owns a state-of-the-art computer cluster meant for
parallelized computationally expensive jobs. The cluster, called VIC, consists of
more than 800 nodes with high performance AMD Opteron processors and plenty
of memory. During the previous period we have added the resources of this
cluster to the computer pool of the 3D-WebService. Since this 3D-WebService has
been implemented in a highly parallelized fashion, the integration with VIC went
relatively smoothly.
In the current implementation, every job that arrives on the Epoch server is added
to a psql database. A python script is notified of the latest arrival and launches a
new thread that deals with this uploaded job. First VIC is queried about its status.
The data of the job (i.e. the images) is sent to VIC and a request is submitted to
deal with this job. Because of the PBS/Maui job system running on this cluster, an
estimate needs to be made of the required resources (CPU-time and memory) for
the job. When this is done, an estimated time before the job can be started is
returned. If this time is too large (i.e. more than one hour), the job is cancelled on
VIC and returns to ESAT where it is run on our local machines. If the job is started
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on VIC, the python script awaits the results. If these do not arrive within a given
timeframe, the job is started on the local cluster.
Some problems with the unnoticed disappearance of jobs have been resolved.
Progress on MeshLab
The new release of MeshLab comes with additional functionalities. Improved hole
filling, additional functions for simplification, new interactivity like directly
painting the mesh, etc. are among the generic features that have been added. The
MeshLab interface now also shows additional information coming from the 3DWebService, like the match count of the different images. This gives the user an
impression of which images had a greater weight in the 3D reconstruction. Other
functionalities offered by the 3D-WebService viewer have now also been
integrated into the MeshLab interface. An important addition has also been the
ability to put the different 3D-WebService depth maps into registration.
State-of-the-art
We believe that the functionalities offered by the combined 3D-WebService and
MeshLab suite are quite unrivalled still. An important evolution has been the
presentation of PhotoSynth + Seadragon by Microsoft. This mainly is a tool to very
efficiently browse through photos (Seadragon), which can also be arranged
spatially (PhotoSyth) if there is sufficient overlap. Especially the Seadragon
interface is extremely nice. Yet, full detailed 3D reconstruction is not a part of this
software yet, and it is also not available for use as yet.
Availability
During the coming period, this combined service will be advertised more widely,
given this extended infrastructure. A website has been created for this purpose:
“http://www.arc3d.be/”. The new name ARC stands for Automatic Reconstruction
Conduit. Through this website, the service will be freely available for noncommercial use.
The latest version of MeshLab
“http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/”.

is

available

for

free

download

at

4.4.3 CityEngine
The Epoch tool ‘CityEngine’ is able to eﬃciently create arbitrarily-sized virtual
environments with predeﬁned or generic street-layouts, building-designs and
vegetation distributions. In the previous version of this report, we have already
included some results for the archaeological site of Pompeii. Some images are
shown in Figure 17. In the field of cultural heritage, the CityEngine has allowed for
the virtual reconstruction of archaeological sites like Pompeii or Xkpiché.
The CityEngine is a modular procedural modelling system consisting of a module
for each of the diﬀerent tasks necessary to create a virtual urban environment.
This section describes the most important ones.
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Figure 17: Pompeii generated by the CityEngine.

Street networks
The street generation is based on L-systems and uses input in the form of rules
and 2D maps. Those maps can be easily generated either by drawing them or
scanning from statistical and geographical maps. We use two different classes of
maps: geographical maps (elevation, land, water, vegetation) and socio-statistical
maps (population density, zones, building heights).

Generation of buildings
The building generation is based on CGA Shape, our extension of set grammars,
introduced by Wonka et al. (Wonka et al, Instant Architecture, Siggraph03). While
the idea for the split rule was presented in previous work, the actual definition of
the split including the repeat split and the scaling of rules are our contribution.
Further we introduce a component split, the basis for modelling with one-, two-,
and three-dimensional shapes. The notation of the grammar and general rules to
add, scale, translate, and rotate shapes are inspired by L-systems (P.
Prusinkiewicz, A. Lindenmayer. The algorithmic beauty of plants.), but are
extended for the modelling of architecture. While parallel grammars like Lsystems are suited to capture growth over time, a sequential application of rules
allows for the characterization of structure i.e. the spatial distribution of features
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Figure 18: The image on the left shows the Sternwarte building modelled by the CityEngine.
The images on the right show variations that have been generated by simply modifying
some of the parameter values.

and components. Therefore, CGA Shape is a sequential grammar (similar to
Chomsky grammars).
Figure 18 shows the model of the Sternwarte building, designed by the famous
architect Semper. The right side of the figure shows some variations which still
obey by the rules of the style. The same building has been selected for the creation
of a model through the combination of photogrammetry and laser scanning, in the
IMODELASER Newton.
As a further demonstration of the flexibility of the underlying Shape Grammar, the
CityEngine was used to create a model of Maya architecture at the Xkipché site, in
collaboration with the Deutsches Archaeologisches Institut. Nine rules in total

Figure 19: Six different Maya buildings created using only nine CityEngine rules.
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were sufficient to create the six buildings shown in Figure 19. All of them
correspond to a building actually found at the site, and described based on the
same rule set.
Vegetation
Using similar principles as in the generation of the building, the CityEngine is able
to produce arbitrary vegetation layouts and distributions.

File formats
We use the following formats to communicate with external graphics tools:
 Alias Maya (import of street layouts, export of building models)
 Wavefront Obj (export of buildings, street surfaces)
 RenderMan RIB (export of buildings and vegetation models)
 OpenSG .osb (export of buildings for real-time rendering, OpenGL)
 Collada (import of architectural elements, export of models – in development)
In addition:
 various internal text based formats (supporting the whole CityEngine data
pipeline),
 project data management for all the various files (rules, models, parameters,
maps, etc) which evolve during a CityEngine project.
Availability & licensing
The CityEngine is copyrighted by its developers & ETH Zurich. Licensing issues
are currently under negotiation (with support by the technology transfer
department of ETHZ). In special cases, the current CityEngine prototype is
available for non-commercial research projects (under standard ETH software
license). ETHZ is currently considering the creation of a spin-off to put the
CityEngine software into the market. Licenses would be sold to professional users.
Even when the software is made maximally user-friendly, it still may very well
prove too complex for a naïve user (compare with software packages like Maya).
As the viability of this approach on the basis of cultural heritage customers alone
is questionable, this company will also service other domains like the movie and
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gaming industries. In collaboration with Epoch’s Network of Expertise Centres,
we are currently scouting for companies who would be possible clients with an
interest to (also) serve the cultural heritage market.

Relevant publications
[1] P. Müller, G. Zeng, P. Wonka, and L. Van Gool, Image-based Procedural Modeling of
Facades, to appear in Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH 2007 / ACM Transactions on
Graphics (TOG), ACM Press, 9 pages.
[2] Pascal Mueller, Peter Wonka, Simon Haegler, Andreas Ulmer and Luc Van Gool,
Procedural Modeling of Buildings, Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH 2006 / ACM
Transactions on Graphics
[3] P. Müller, T. Vereenooghe, P. Wonka, I. Paap and L. Van Gool, Procedural 3D
Reconstruction of Puuc Buildings in Xkipché, Eurographics Symposium on Virtual
Reality, Archaeology and Cultural Heritage (VAST), pages 139-146. Won best papers
award.
[4] B. Watson, P. Müller, P. Wonka and A. Fuller, Urban Design and Procedural Modeling,
ACM SIGGRAPH 2007, Convention Center, San Diego, CA, USA. To appear in Course
Notes of the ACM SIGGRAPH 2007, ACM Press.
[5] P. Müller, Procedural Reconstruction of Archaeological Sites, Eurographics
Symposium on Virtual Reality, Archaeology and Cultural Heritage (VAST), Hilton
Hotel, Nicosia, Cyprus.
[6] P. Wonka, E. Hanson, P. Müller and B. Watson, Procedural Modeling of Urban
Environments, ACM SIGGRAPH 2006, Convention Center, Boston, MA, USA. In Course
Notes of the ACM SIGGRAPH 2006, ACM Press.
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4.5 Visualization and rendering
The University of Graz, with contributions by the University of Brighton, have
worked on a framework for the visualization of Epoch 3D content. A central part
is the rendering platform, called the Epoch Viewer, which is based on OpenSG. The
scene graph can be augmented with non-3D information using the <extra> XML
nodes. Furthermore the scripting language GML is integrated into it to allow
efficient encoding of parametric families of 3D shapes.

4.5.1 The Epoch Viewer as the common application for 3D presentation
The Epoch Viewer is the central rendering platform that integrates the various
contributions of different groups to the common infrastructure with respect to
the rendering engine. Just to remind the reader of the overall strategy: A common
rendering engine is a major building block of a really useful 3D infrastructure for
cultural heritage. Advanced rendering methods are usually developed by
computer graphics researchers as separate, particular applications. The resulting
inability to let several of these advanced methods render in one and the same
window has been a major obstacle to the spread of 3D technology in the past.
One classical way to try to overcome incompatibility is to define a common file
format. Epoch did that. However, Epoch also needed to go beyond that because
interactive 3D content has a very strong dynamic component: Specialized 3D data
are useless without specialized runtime applets to display them interactively. As a
consequence, it was decided to use a common scene graph engine throughout,
namely OpenSG.
OpenSG, however, is just a library, and not an application. It comes with a few
small demo applications, but these are ignorant of the extensions Epoch
developers have added to OpenSG. Therefore, it was necessary to create the Epoch
Viewer as the integral demo application that shows how to use the extensions in a
combined way. In fact, it is supposed to demonstrate three different levels of using
Epoch 3D technology:
 As executable application, to showcase Epoch content, e.g., in conferences
 For application programmers, to integrate Epoch 3D technology into any GUIapplication (based on Qt) by simply using the Epoch Viewer as a GUI widget
 For extension programmers on the C++ level, to see how to add further
functionality to the OpenSG library, and how to make best use of the existing
Epoch extensions to OpenSG.
The Epoch Viewer approaches a stable state with respect to the source code. We
are lagging behind, however, in polishing the documentation of this source code in
a way that it can serve as a model for using and extending. This requires much
work presently, and in the near future, to offer a clean piece of infrastructure.
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Figure 20: A digital 3D artefact with attached Dublin Core metadata in XML format,
rendered in OpenSG.

4.5.2 XML in the scene graph
Epoch was very successful in bringing together researchers and practitioners with
very different backgrounds. One of the most vibrant research areas has emerged
as the combination of semantic technology (ontologies, thesauri etc.) and 3D. It
has turned out that semantics is the key to avoid data grave situations, which will
be the unavoidable result when 3D datasets acquired by scanning are treated as
“anonymous” binary data. All 3D datasets have a very rich, and very dense,
semantic structure. It is necessary to store explicitly what is the meaning of the
different parts of a 3D dataset. This is the pre-requisite to be able one day to
answer high-level search queries, e.g., when somebody looks for the cheeks of the
Venus De Milo: “http://www.epoch-net.org/DL/search?q=venus+milo#cheeks”.
This should not only retrieve the right 3D model with the title “venus”, i.e., using
only classical metadata. Beyond classical metadata, the cheeks are part of the 3D
surface defined, e.g., by a set of triangles. This requires the ability to store the
information that this particular set of triangles forms the cheeks of the statue.
This grand vision, and the research field emerging from it, was recently described
in a journal publication [1].
As a very first approximation to this grand vision, the decision was taken to
integrate semantic information, encoded in XML, into the scene graph. This
approach offers the greatest flexibility, since the chosen file format, Collada, is (a)
XML based and (b) permits to attach custom information to every node in a scene
using <extra> and <technique>. This, however, implies a priori two serious
technical problems:
 When loading a Collada file, it is used to build up a scene graph in memory.
When this is finished, the in-memory representation of the Collada file (the
DOM tree) is discarded, and with it, also the XML attachments are gone.
 A 3D scene can be built up in memory with data from various sources. When
this scene is written to disc producing a Collada file, this file should contain all
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semantic information that was present in the various sources of the scene
parts.
The solution was to take a design decision, namely to maintain the information
from the Collada file, using OpenSG’s attachments mechanism to attach
information to scene graph nodes. Although this sounds straightforward, it has
some caveats whose circumventing is described in our VAST 2006 project paper
[2].
The second problem, the “Save As”-Problem, has lead to another subtle difficulty:
The existing loader in OpenSG had to be modified so that the dependency relation
is maintained between the different files that were read; otherwise saving is not
possible. Example: A Collada file includes a 3D file in the Wavefront .obj format,
which then loads a .mtl material file that defines a texture which is read from a
.jpg file. If saving the model afterwards is desired, it is not sufficient to only read
the files to create a scene in-memory. It is also necessary to keep track of which
files have triggered reading which other files. A suitable OpenSG module was
implemented that permits to retrieve 3D models transparently from a local harddrive as well as from a remote server, and to store the retrieved content locally.

4.5.3 Scene graph scripting with GML
Interactive 3D applications are a great challenge, since a very basic human
experience is that our three-dimensional surroundings behave in a very particular
way. The expected level of realism and responsiveness of a 3D environment is
further raised by the widely used 3D computer games. It is very unfair, still to be
expected, that the public audience will compare interactive 3D exhibitions in
museums with the thrilling 3D video games they have at home, produced with
Hollywood scale budgets.
One way out of this dilemma is that a museum can offer content at a much higher
quality and, much more important even, can offer authenticity and cultural
relevance. Thrilling content, however, is only one part of the success. The content
is static by nature, but interactive visualization is not. So the missing link to make
3D exhibitions a success is a method to let non-expert users quickly and robustly
add behaviour to the objects in a 3D scene. The solution is to integrate a scripting
language, so that the application can realize a wide range of different scenarios for
using 3D, without the need to re-compile the application. All that is needed is to
use a different script that realized the intended behaviour.
As scripting language was chosen the Generative Modelling Language (GML)
which has the great advantage that it was shown that it can efficiently encode
parametric families of 3D shapes. Using parameters is the key to realizing 3D
objects and scenes that can be changed interactively, be it in order to collapse or
expand whole sub-trees, to trigger complex behaviour with a few mouse clicks, or
to manipulate 3D content with a minimal set of powerful high-level parameters,
rather than by many tedious low-level editing operations. A complete scripted
application will be shown at the June review.
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4.6 Multi-modal interfaces
In the Interactive Salon exhibition the visitors can interact with many of the Epoch
results and tools. Additionally usability tests were performed at Brighton. Special
attention has been paid to the multi-model aspects. Another device described in
this section is the augmented reality telescope.

4.6.1 The Interactive Salon
The Interactive Salon is an Epoch initiative, initiated and coordinated by partner
TII (Interactive Institute), to showcase technology and its use in a cultural
heritage context. The first edition of the Interactive Salon opened at Stockholm
City Museum on October 17 2006, and has already been announced in the
previous report. In particular, beyond its clear dissemination value for the project,
the exhibition serves as a laboratory to investigate how new technologies and
concepts can enhance communication with visitors in the context of cultural
heritage. The Salon presents prototypes and products developed by different
European research institutes, universities and museums. Countries represented at
the first edition were Sweden, England, Italy, Belgium and Egypt.
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Presentations of the Interactive Salon
Halina Gottlieb (TII) of the Swedish Forum for Cultural Heritage presented the
Interactive Salon at the annual spring meeting of Swedish museums. The Spring
Meeting was held at the Museum of Modern art in Stockholm the 20th of March
and about 200 people were attending the presentation. An open invitation was
made for all participants to visit the exhibition and professionals from 15 Swedish
museums followed up on this invitation and came to the exhibition the following
day. Among other things, they received training for the use of the 3D-WebService.
The Interactive Salon was also presented at the Nordic Conference NODEM that
was held at the University of Oslo, Norway in December 2006.
Implementation of the Epoch 3D-WebService application
David Nilsson from the Forum of Cultural Heritage presented the Epoch 3DWebService application at the annual spring meeting of Swedish museums. The
application was installed at the Stockholm City Museum and the staff was trained
to use it.
Workshop, seminars and presentations
The concept of the Interactive Salon has been actively promoted, with an
emphasis on regions closest to where its first edition was held:
 Workshop and concept development in relation to the exhibits with the Living
History Forum – November 7
 Seminar with Kunskapsgruppen (Museifönstret, Museum of Far Eastern
Antiquities, Stockholm City Museum), November 8
 Mini seminar – The Stockholm Institute of Education, November 9
 Mini seminar with The Museum of National Antiquities, November 16
 Presentation of the exhibition – The Swedish Police Museum, November 22
 Presentation of the exhibition – Veronica Sekules, Sainbury Centre for Visual
Arts, University of East Anglia, Norwich, November 26
Other activities at Interactive Salon
The Interactive Salon was also used as an ideal platform to show several of the the
Epoch technologies to the Network of Expertise Centres, which is responsible to
smoothen the transfer towards the cultural heritage sector. On November 27, the
Network of Expertise Centres visited the exhibition. Participating institutions
were: University of Jaen (Alberto Sanchez Vizcaino), The Forum Norwich (Bryn
Davies), CENTRIM University of Brighton (Despina Kanellou, Dave Francis,
Andrew Grantham), CMIS University of Brighton (Karina Rodriguez Echavarria),
MiraLab Geneva (Nedjma Cadi), PIN Florence (Sandro Saccenti), Limburgs
Museum Netherlands (Wim Hupperetz), and International Cultural Centre
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Krakow. Discussions were held with Bryn Davies from the Forum in Norwich
about the possibilities to host the exhibition.
The Research Institute for Visualization, Architecture and Archaeology (RIVAA)
and Museum of Fine Arts in Budapest visited the exhibition on December 10.
Discussions were being held about the possibilities to host the exhibition.
Budapest is the Salon’s next venue.
Visitor’s studies
Christoffer Gottlieb has collected the reactions of the different participants and is
in the process of finalizing visitor studies. A report on the outcome will be
finished by December 2007.
Conclusion
The Interactive Salon has been a unique meeting platform for cultural heritage
practioners. The exhibition has served as a forum for professional active in the
field and a large number of local as well as national museums and heritage sites
have visited the exhibition. The exhibition has been manned throughout with
competent staff and knowledgeable of the different exhibits. This was very much
appreciated by the visitors, who had the opportunities to ask questions and
discuss the exhibits and their content.
During this period the Forum for Cultural Heritage at the Interactive Institute has
established new contacts and partners with forums, museums, heritage sites and
SMEs active in the field, domestically as well as internationally.
In June 2007 the Interactive Salon will be open at the Intermedia Department of
the Hungarian Academy of Fine Arts.

4.6.2 Developing usability testing methodologies for cultural heritage
experiences
The University of Brighton aims at improving user interfaces and interaction

Figure 21: Large scale installation used for developing evaluation framework.
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methodologies in the cultural heritage field by developing an evaluation
framework for Human-Computer Interaction in VR installations. This framework
combines different usability evaluation methodologies to produce different sets of
users’ behavioural, effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction data, using head-eye
tracking and other recording technologies. Particularly, research is conducted to
integrate head-eye tracking technology into large scale VR installations (see
Figure 21) to support the evaluation framework.
Here we also want to point at the intuitive, low-cost interfaces (kind of 3D mice)
for 3D model manipulation on VR screens, created by the University of Graz. This
work is described in more detail under the 3DKIOSK Newton.

4.6.3 The augmented reality telescope
The augmented reality telescope xc-01 is a new kind of telescope where virtual
objects are superimposed on the real view. It is as
easy to use as a common telescope. Furthermore it
allows the projection of contextual information on
the viewer’s field of vision. There is a large
application area for the xc-01: the virtual
reconstruction of ruins in archaeology, the
projection of rock formations in geology and the
visualization of new buildings in the landscape are
just a few examples. Depending on the application
and the target group, this information is presented
in a factual and informative way or rather in a
didactical and entertaining way. Consequently the
xc-01 is a tool to visualize real-time localized
information
for
architects,
archaeologists,
statisticians, tourist guides, teachers and many
more.
The vandalism-proof case of the xc-01 contains a high-resolution camera, a highcontrast LCD-display, a precise hardware tracking system, an air-conditioning for
outdoor use and a coin detector. The camera is located in the front of the xc-01
and films the real scene. In the back there is an LCD-display showing the final
image augmented with virtual overlays. The hardware tracking system delivers
the absolute values of the vertical and horizontal rotation of the telescope's head.
To create applications for the xc-01 we developed a visual drag and drop editor.
With this tool contents for the xc-01 are developed quickly and effectively. It lets
you join different media into an augmented reality application.
Major improvements during the last year
Two optics were designed for the first prototype. The first one had a field of view
of 30° and a quite comfortable exit-pupil. The second one offers a 52° field of view,
but with a smaller exit-pupil, which caused difficulties to user wearing glasses.
The optics of the new telescope has been completely re-designed and at the same
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time we used the big lenses which were planned together with the new casing.
The current field of view is 53° and the exit pupil is comparable with the former
one of the 32° prototype.
The design of the telescope has been reviewed and made more attractive. The PC
of the telescope is not in the basement anymore but in the telescope itself.
However, the essential novelty resides in the removable internal cylinder (the
“cartouche”) of the telescope containing all the optics and electronics. Thus, in
case of failures the maintenance process is highly simplified and requires only
exchanging this internal cartouche (cf. Figure 22), which then can be sent to the
manufacturer for reparation.
The robustness of the implementation was tested during the winter, with
temperatures as low as −20°C, and spring, with temperatures as high as 28°C.
Competitors
Similar products have been identified, but none of them is so complete as our
telescope or they offer only limited functionalities. Many of them have no real
optics but only a simple display, which strongly limits their use outside. The
related products are:
 Chronoscope: http://www.localprojects.net/lp/featured2detail.html
 Timescope:
http://www.artcom.de/index.php?option=com_acprojects&id=38&page=6
 Virtual Sightseeing:
http://www.ydreams.com/ydreams_2005/index.php?page=208

Figure 22: Internal maintenance cartouche of the augmented reality telescope.
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Availability
The goal is to commercialise the telescope together with an existing hardware
producer of telescopes for tourist sites or to fund a spin-off company. Both cases
will be studied in the next year along with the fine tuning of the hardware and
software.

Relevant publications
[1] Rodriguez Karina, Assessing the cultural impact of using Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) in heritage sites, to be presented in Contexts,
Fields, Positions: Situating Cultural Research, London 25 and 26th of May.
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4.7 Virtual human and other avatar technologies
With Epoch tools for the construction of large-scale 3D site models like the 3DWebService and the CityEngine, not to mention several more developed under the
Newtons (3DKIOSK, IMODELASER), it stands to reason to try and bring such sites
to life, through the addition of virtual users. These can illustrate activities and
apparel of the period, give an impression about population densities, and can
form a natural basis for human-machine interactions. This part of the Common
Infrastructure is responsible for this addition.
The research in this subarea covers the different aspects of the vhdPLUS
Development framework. It is a modern, fully component oriented simulation
engine and software middleware solution created by and reflecting many years of
R&D experience of both the MIRALab, University
of Geneva and VRlab, EPFL labs in the domain of
VR/AR and virtual character simulation.
VhdPLUS is a highly flexible and extendible realtime framework supporting component based
development
of
interactive
audio-visual
simulation applications in the domain of VR/AR
with particular focus on virtual character
simulation technologies. It relies heavily on
multiple, well established OO design patterns,
uses C++ as the implementation language and
Python as a scripting language.

4.7.1 The vhdPLUS framework
VhdPLUS has been released as open source as part of the CHARACTERISE Newton
activities. In support of this release, and as per the Common Infrastructure
activities, we have created several resources that should lead to a more effective
use of vhdPLUS for users in general, but especially for those involved in the
CHARACTERISE activities.
Through the accompanying website [5] we have made available a number of
documents [3] [1] detailing the full structure of vhdPLUS as well as its capabilities
and uses. Especially [2] gives a full description of VHD++ (vhdPLUS’s parent
framework) including information plug-in structure (called Services in vhdPLUS)
as well as XML initialisation. A further explanation of the use of XML in
combination with vhdPLUS has been given on the aforementioned website.
Once Python scripting services become available for vhdPLUS via the
CHARACTERISE activities, we will provide examples of how to author animations
through the use of the python scripting language.
Availability and licensing
VhdPLUS has been made available through Sourceforge [4] in a source format, and
has been released under the LGPL license. It is accompanied by a website [5]
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which contains general installation instructions, links to external dependencies
and documentation.

4.7.2 VhdPLUS tools
VRlab’s goal for the Common Infrastructure was to deliver tools to help partners
to use vhdPLUS as, one goal of the Newton being the integration of UEA, EPFL and
UNIGE virtual human technology using vhdPLUS. Last year, we promised that for
the period of May 06 – October 06 we will deliver a document introducing and
detailing the different aspects of vhdPLUS in order to inform partners of all
technical issues. We also promised to deliver examples of configuration files to set
up vhdPLUS. For the period of November 06 – April 07 we promised a tool called
Logmonitor (binary version). That tool serves to debug and track information
when running a vhdPLUS based application. May 2007, all the promised tools
have been delivered on time. They are available on the vhdPLUS repository [4].
Vhd tutorial
VRlab has provided a 53 pages vhdPLUS tutorial.
This document is an overview of vhdPLUS as it
introduces the main functionality of vhdPLUS. It
also details the different aspects of vhdPLUS. The
main goal of this document is to inform partners
of all technical issues of vhdPLUS. This document
can be found at:
http://vrlab.epfl.ch/~damien/vhdplustutorial.pdf
or on vhdPLUS webpage [5].
Example of XML system configuration & data scene description
VRlab has also provided some examples
of XML files to run vhdPLUS. A vhdPLUS
application is based on two XML files:
the “sys” one and the “dta” one. The “sys”
xml file enables and configures the
different services that your application
needs (e.g. modules that your application
will run like a viewer or a keyframe
player). The “dta” xml file defines the
paths and names of the data that need to
be loaded in your application (e.g., a 3D
model of a virtual human).
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Vhd log monitor tool
Log monitor (exec version) is a tool that
provides run-time diagnostics information
for any vhdPLUS application. It analyzes a
diagnostic grammar that is handled by this
tool to visualize the status of the application.
In particular, this offers the opportunity to
send execution reports. This tool is essential
for productive and efficient debugging.
vhdPLUS redirects the cout and cerr
information to log files. Log monitor
application reads those files and provides visual information (i.e. colours) to help
the developers: blue lines are for correct code executions, yellow lines are for
warnings and red lines are for critical errors.

Relevant publications
[1] Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann and George Papagiannakis, Virtual Worlds and
Augmented Reality in Cultural Heritage Applications, in “Recording, Modeling and
Visualization of Cultural Heritage”, (2006), pp. 419-430
[2] Michal Ponder, Component-Based Methodology and Development Framework for
Virtual
and
Augmented
Reality
Systems,
PhD
Thesis
(2004),
http://vrlab.epfl.ch/Publications/theses/M_Ponder_Thesis.pdf
[3] Michal Ponder, George Papagiannakis, Tom Molet, Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann and
Daniel Thalmann, VHD++ Development Framework: Towards Extendible, Component
Based VR/AR Simulation Engine Featuring Advanced Virtual Character Technologies,
in “Proceedings of Computer Graphics International”, (2003), pp. 96-104
[4] vhdPLUS Sourceforge repository: http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/vhdplus
[5] vhdPLUS Sourceforge website: http://vhdplus.sourceforge.net
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Newton Tools

As a reminder to the reader, Newton stands for “NEW TOol Needed”. The Newton
projects were launched to reinforce the ongoing developments in the Common
Infrastructure, especially to fill in gaps that were identified in the cultural heritage
pipeline (see also chapter 6).
This section describes the activities of the six Newton projects which were
accepted in a previous period for funding, and have been running since:
1) 3DKIOSK: 3D processing, from capturing to visualization
2) AMA: Open Source tool for mapping datasets to CIDOC-CRM form
3) CHARACTERISE: Creation of a Scene Population Toolkit
4) CIMAD: Configurable framework for smart cultural heritage environments
5) IMODELASER: Integration of laser scanners and imaging devices for 3D
modelling
6) UPGRADE: Integration and fusion of acoustical, optical and platform
navigation data for underwater archaeology
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5.1 3DKIOSK
The goal of 3DKIOSK is to make the integrated use of acquisition and showcasing
3D technologies easy to adopt for museums. The project is structured in two
parts: acquisition and showcasing. Each part aims at developing and testing
various software and hardware solutions to achieve these objectives.
We should note that we have designed the whole Newton contribution not as a
stand-alone self contained tool, but as a set of working and integrated tools and
technologies, filling the gaps left by currently available tools. For this reason some
of the tools here presented have some common parts with other Common
Infrastructure tools or are even deeply integrated into them.
For the acquisition part within this project we have developed and tested two
main technologies: the Epoch 3D-WebService and the BTF Image Based system
for the acquisition of objects with complex surface reflectance.
For the presentation part we have developed the Epoch Viewer as the common
application for 3D presentation. It includes an authoring environment for 3D
exhibitions, a tangible 3D interaction device and a stereoscopic projection system.

5.1.1 Acquisition
The Epoch 3D-WebService is a system composed of two main components: a
remote reconstruction service and MeshLab. The latter is a portable interactive
open source tool for manipulating, processing and converting the reconstructed
range maps into a ready to be used clean 3D model.
The remote reconstructing service, which allows selected users to upload image
sequences and to reconstruct 3D range maps, has been active and working since
several months. During this period it has been upgraded and improved several
times. The algorithms for the 3D reconstruction have been improved and the
computationally intensive task of 3D reconstruction has been implemented on a
massively parallel hardware platform. Several Epoch partners have acquired an
account and regularly upload image sequences, allowing to deeply test the system
under the most variable conditions.

Figure 23: An example of an object reconstructed
with the 3D-WebService.
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Figure 24: The GUI of the reconstruction plug-in inside MeshLab that allows the import and
processing of the range maps produced by the Epoch 3D-WebService.

The MeshLab open-source tool allows loading the reconstructed range maps and
processing them in a number of ways. It allows you to remove noise, unwanted
parts, simplify complex geometry, inspect, align merge and finally save the
resulting mesh in a variety of different 3D formats.
This combination of functionalities of MeshLab and its availability on all the major
platforms has contributed to its vast diffusion well outside the Epoch community.
The latest version of MeshLab has been downloaded more than 10000 times in
the three months following the release and an active user community of
approximately 600 people has been tracked. It has been independently reviewed
and published by many sites (like opengl.org, apple.com ...). It is currently under
evaluation by the Debian Community to become a standard component of the
Debian-Science Linux distribution.

5.1.2 Acquisition techniques for objects with complex surface reflectance
Under the Common Infrastructure we have already introduced a portable dome,
which supports the image-based rendering based representation of objects, incl.
the extraction of 3D geometry to support it (see recording and data
representation, section 4.4.1). This system will only be effective for objects with a
shape and with surface reflectance characteristics which are not too intricate.
Otherwise, changing the viewpoint will prove difficult, as the system uses only
one, overhead camera. Here we propose a more sophisticated dome, which is
more appropriate for such difficult cases, but which is not portable (yet).
A prototype of a new image based acquisition system has been designed and
tested. The system is based on a dome filled with a large number of flashing
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Figure 25: These renderings show the quality of the models that can be acquired
using a BTF based approach.

digital cameras and it is able to capture the Bi-directional Texture Function (BTF)
of the processed objects. The system has shown to be reasonably easy to use,
featuring a 2D-scanner like approach where all the required postprocessing is
fully automatic. Figure 25 shows some rendered results as an example.

5.1.3 Presentation
For the presentation part we are building a common software framework for the
various different rendering techniques. The OpenSG scene graph has been chosen
as a common framework and the various partners are integrating their
technologies under a specialized node of this architecture. ISTI-CNR has provided
state-of-the-art technologies for the interactive visualization of massive
triangulated models using out of core multi-resolution structures. TU-Graz, has
integrated the scripting/modelling language, the Generative Modelling Language
(GML), into OpenSG.
In particular, an authoring environment for interactively building 3D exhibitions
has been designed and is currently in its final stage of development. This
integrating application called the Epoch Viewer is based on OpenSG. It fits various
purposes in our Newton:
 authoring of 3D exhibitions by non-expert users with cultural heritage
background;
 a presentation mode acting as a viewer to show 3D exhibitions in a museum;
 loading of 3D models from custom shape representations;
 interactive presentation of 3D models from custom shape representations.
The Epoch Viewer is also the central rendering platform that integrates the
various contributions to the common infrastructure. In the Newton, however, we
have added to it the capability of listening to input devices on a network socket.
This is an elegant way to decouple the actual application from the low-level input
device. In particular, the application does not have to be re-compiled when
attaching a new input device. Instead, a configuration file can be used, as well as a
small script to interpret the data streaming in from the socket. The following
devices have been used (cf. Figure 26):
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Figure 26: Some of the possible tracking devices that can be used in the presentation system.

 camera-based tracking (with ARToolkit and with Natural Features, but the
latter did not yet work sufficiently well with the current state-of-the-art);
 acceleration-based tracking, with a cheap, small accelerometer;
 a commercial Nintendo Wii controller, which is cheap and robust, but neither a
very small device nor one that is looking very cultural heritage affine.

5.1.4 Distribution and licensing
In general all tools developed within this Newton project are, in their current
state, available only to interested partners of the network. An exception to this
rule is the Epoch 3D-WebService, where we have chosen a much more open
strategy. The reconstruction service is currently available after registration, but
will be moved to general, public availability soon. MeshLab system has been
released under the GPL open source licensing scheme.
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5.2 AMA
The AMA Newton project has addressed the production of flexible tool support for
mapping existing data content to a CIDOC-CRM compatible form. The tool has to
facilitate the mapping from different archaeological and museum collection data
models and datasets (with various structures) to a common standard based on
CIDOC-CRM.
Indirectly the aim of the AMA project was also to stimulate the adoption of CIDOCCRM as reference model by heritage professionals and heritage policy makers,
showcasing the bi-directional equivalence between that reference model and
existing national or de-facto standards.
Mapping complete datasets onto the CIDOC-CRM structure proved possible and
demonstrated the viability of the semantic interoperability. Moreover a search
tool had to be implemented in order to perform cross-search on test datasets,
thereby creating a joint archaeological archive.
Of course, different Epoch partners have been involved in the AMA Project, but
also affiliated partner institutions (ROB, IAA) were invited to participate in the
design of the tool.
The project started on February 2006 with a kick-off held in Prato.
In order to understand better the needs of the different content providers, a
questionnaire was sent to CISA, CIMEC, IAA and PIN. The scope of this
questionnaire was to know exactly what kind of data the different institutions in
charge of archaeological archives have to manage (format, software, standard,
etc.). The mapping tool had to take into account the legitimate operational
interests of stakeholders, i.e. usability (can I do that?), usefulness (why should I
do that?) and legality (does the result comply with the regulations of my
country?).
Then the planned survey (M1) of existing documentation systems started, aimed
at producing the detailed tool specifications.
After checking and evaluating the features of the different archaeological archives
considered in the project, the design of the tool architecture was the next step.
This had to be based on the concept of a template, which is the instantiation of the
abstract mapping between the source data structure and the standard one.
According to this schema the template has to document the source data structure
and the mapping in order to capture the semantic structure, as well as the
intellectual content, of the source and its transform.
Project meetings took place on July 2006 in Naples and on November 2006 in
Cyprus during VAST Conference. Both were attended by all partners involved in
the project.
The AMA results will be available for review at the beginning of June 2007. A final
meeting of the partners is expected to take place in June to formally conclude the
work.
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5.2.1 Achievements
AMA was planned to deliver:
1) A report on documentation standards used in museums.
The survey of museum standards, expected for delivery in June 2006, has
been delivered in October (see appendix B).
2) The mapping tool.
The tool has passed the internal test phase. It is now being tested outside
the development team, and real examples are being considered. The draft
downloadable package, containing the tool as an executable, instructions,
test sets for tutorial use and the GPL license, is available and is provided on
demand.
3) Mapping templates in a number of cases concerning repositories containing
structured data (i.e. databases).
The definition of the mappings is proceeding according to plans. Data
structures have been contributed by partners as planned, and the mapping
templates are still incomplete in two of the four cases, while in the
remaining two they are completed and are being reviewed. The mapping
templates are due at the beginning of June and it is expected that they will
be available by then.
4) Indications for work on free text archives.
Work on the construction of an onto-thesaurus based on free texts has
started, using the IKEM tool developed by VARTEC. It will continue in the
next months.

5.2.2 The AMA-tool
The AMA mapping tool provides a graphical interface for the creation of mappings
from any documentation system to CIDOC-CRM. Actually it shows its potential
with structured datasets as databases or structured documents, while it is less
relevant for free-text documents, although useful and fully functional also in this
case (a test demonstration of mapping TEI-Light to CIDOC-CRM has been
performed flawlessly).
Input data consist of an XML Schema of the data structure to be mapped. Such a
structure may be created manually as part of the data structure documentation, or
produced by the DBMS currently used for data management.
The output of the system, called a mapping template, includes a file containing the
description of the mapping, e.g. for further editing, and an XSLT file for the
conversion of the original data to a CIDOC-CRM compliant structure, according to
the mapping.
The tool consists of a window where the original data structure is displayed; a
second window where the CIDOC-CRM is displayed; and third window where the
mapping is defined.
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To map an element of the original data structure to a CIDOC-CRM class it is
sufficient to click on both. There are provisions to expand/collapse the
visualization of successor elements of a given one, of properties that can be
applied to it and an on-line help is provided to remind the formal definitions of
CIDOC-CRM classes and properties.
When two elements have been associated as described above, further operations
allow to couple properties and to perform additional operations, like specifying
that the mapping is in fact a shortcut. Mapping templates may be saved and reedited. A description of the tool is attached as appendix C.

5.2.3 Mappings
Mapping descriptions will be published when they are fully validated. It is
expected that this completes in June 2007. As explained above, two are complete
and under validation, and two are almost complete.

5.2.4 Availability
The AMA tool is expected to be available for download by the end of may 2007.
The draft downloadable package, containing the tool as an executable,
instructions, test sets for tutorial use and the GPL license, is available and is
provided on demand.
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scavo archeologico, Primo Workshop Nazionale su “Le Ontologie in Campo
Umanistico. Archeologia, Architettura e Beni Culturali”, Gennaio 2006, Università di
Firenze.
[2] A. D’Andrea, A preliminary Ontology-based model applied to the
description/interpretation of the archaeological excavation, First International
Workshop on “Ontology Based Modelling in The Humanities”, 7-8 April 2006,
University of Hamburg.
[3] F. Niccolucci, A. D'Andrea, S. Hermon, A. Felicetti, T. Zoppi, G. Marchese, Standards
for Archaeological Documentation, 12th EAA Annual Meeting, 19-24 September
2006, Cracow.
[4] A. D’Andrea, G. Marchese, T. Zoppi, Ontological Modelling for Archaeological Data,
7th International Symposium on Virtual Reality, Archaeology and Cultural Heritage
(VAST2006), October 30 – November 4, 2006, Nicosia, Cyprus.
[5] S. Hermon, M. Crescioli, F. Niccolucci, S. Saccenti, A. D‘Andrea, How open we really
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The advancement of the tool has been presented as part of more general Epoch
presentations at several occasions, most notably at the VAST workshop on
Interoperability (3 November 2006) and at the DELOS-MultiMatch workshop on
“Ontology-driven Interoperability”, in Pisa, on 15 February 2007.
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5.3 CHARACTERISE
The work of CHARACTERISE involves continued development of the UEA Scene
Assembler for creating OpenSG-based virtual tours on cultural heritage sites,
combined with the vhdPlus framework for avatar animation from MIRALab,
University of Geneva and VRLab, EPF Lausanne. Work on a Natural Language
interface is undertaken by the University of Brighton, who also contribute user
evaluation of the work of the Newton.
The vhdPLUS Development Framework is a modern, fully component oriented
simulation engine and software middleware solution created by and reflecting
many years of the R&D experience of both MIRALab, University of Geneva and
VRlab, EPFL labs in the domain of VR/AR and virtual character simulation (see
also section 4.7).

Virtual Humans (UEA)

Hellenistic actors (UNIGE)

Monks (VRLab)

5.3.1 Progress
Scene Assembler development
The COLLADA (COLLAborative Design Activity) standard is used as the ‘native’
format for both virtual humans and scenes. COLLADA has native support for
virtual human data structures and can also be extended to facilitate the
interchange of other data required in our virtual worlds such as terrain height
maps, occluder shadows, metadata, etc. We have, however, used our own
extensions to COLLADA for importing avatar data.
It has been possible to resolve some issues in OpenSG with the dynamic nature of
virtual humans (memory overheads, rendering speeds, synchronization of audio
and visual components important for speech). This was done by utilising
“deprecated” interfaces that allow low-level use of OpenGL. Some issues remain
around updating of the positions of dynamic objects causing the humans to
disappear or appear incorrectly.
Interfaces have been provided for attaching hyperlinks to objects so that visitors
can explore related websites or other resources during a virtual tour.
The Scene Assembler can be made available to Epoch members and it is expected
that it would be licensed freely for research and non-commercial exploitation.
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Natural language development
The natural language system is driven by a list of predefined (question & answer)
pairs. The system compares the semantic similarity between the user question
and all predefined questions; if the most semantically similar predefined question
reaches a given threshold of confidence, the corresponding answer is provided.
Otherwise, the system carries on interaction in an ELIZA-like mode (see also
section 4.1).
VhdPlus release
The vhdPLUS framework has been developed further as part of the Common
Infrastructure, and a short description was given in that part of this report
(section 4.7.1). The framework allows for the automatic exportation of its
component extensions to the Python scripting layer making quick system
prototyping and testing easy.
VhdPLUS is a descendant of its parent framework VHD++. It supports rendering
through either OpenSceneGraph or OpenSG (the latter addition as an adaptation
specifically because of the standardisation decisions within Epoch). In order to
release vhdPLUS as open source we have generated a subset of the VHD++
functionality that is free of legal licensing issues and that has been extensively
tested for its functionality and stability.
To allow the interaction between vhdPLUS and OpenSG a new Service (a vhdPLUS
plug-in) has been written that allows for the rendering and placement of
geometry through OpenSG. This service can be used by the respective partners as
a basis of more complex interactions between OpenSG and vhdPLUS. Furthermore
a library has been provided for the loading and animation of HANIM1.1 virtual
humans and we included a service template with basic code to demonstrate the
inclusion of new services into vhdPLUS.
The overall vhdPLUS source code has been improved and especially threading has
been upgraded to OpenThreads to have a consistent threading model throughout
vhdPLUS.
EPFL and Un. Geneva have provided UEA with the source-code of vhdPLUS and
together we managed to build and run vhdPLUS on the UEA system as well. Precompiled versions of third party libraries have been provided upon request by
UEA.
In support of vhdPLUS EPFL and Un. Geneva have created a website [8] containing
documentation on the structure of VHD++ and the ideas that lead to its
development [5][6], a tutorial, full installation instructions and an explanation of
how to configure and run vhdPLUS through XML files. We have also included basic
doxygen generated documentation showing the structure of the various
components that make up vhdPLUS as well as a paper demonstrating the use of
VHD++ (and therefore vhdPLUS) in a cultural heritage context [3].
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If time allows it we might still release a Precomputed Radiance Transfer (PRT)
library for use within vhdPLUS before the end of WP3.
vhdPLUS has been made available through Sourceforge [7] in source format, and
has been released under the LGPL license. It is accompanied by a website [8]
which contains general installation instructions, links to external dependencies
and documentation.
Usability
Brighton conducted work to evaluate the usability of the tools created during this
project; as well as the acceptability of the virtual avatars and the environments
created by these tools.
The usability of the 3D authoring application (Scene Assembler) was evaluated
using a Guidelines-Based Expert Evaluation. Hence, several usability experts
evaluated the user interface design by applying a set of design guidelines.
The usability and acceptability of the Wolfenbuttel 3D Interactive Application
(assembled in the Scene Assembler) was investigated in order to identify the
effectiveness and satisfaction of users when interacting with this type of 3D
environment. This study used two techniques: (a) formative evaluation and (b)
post-hoc usability questionnaire. The tests were performed in the Novel
Interfaces Usability Laboratory at the University of Brighton. The application was
displayed on a single large plasma screen (60" or 1.52m), and users were head
tracked (Figure 27) when interfacing with the application as an effective
combination to explore not only the perceived opinions and responses of users,
but also their behaviour.

Figure 27: Evaluating user acceptability of a 3D immersive environment for cultural heritage.

Results on the Scene Assembler evaluation regarding issues with the interface
design and functionality were reported to the team. These included:
 Interaction paradigms used in the software are suitable.
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 High level of knowledge of 3D graphics is required. (“People without
knowledge of computer graphics and software engineering might find it
difficult to understand many concepts.”)
 Learning curve is very dependent on clarity of icons and menu items.
Results on the evaluation of the Wolfenbuttel 3D Interactive Application
demonstrated that in general testers found the 3D environment a good and
entertaining representation of a historical place. Avatars were regarded as useful,
but not critical for this type of environment. In addition, once testers understood
the navigation and interaction mechanisms, they find the system easy to use.
Testers had a more divided opinion on the best way to use these systems for
presenting heritage and how they can replace current presentation systems.
Testers tend to perceive them more as entertainment. This highlighted the need to
make a real connection between the heritage/artefacts in display and the virtual
environment. They should enhance the museum/site experience rather than try
to be the experience themselves.

5.3.2 Future plans
Work on CHARACTERISE has largely finished. The tool chain that supports
development of Virtual Visitor Centres is incorporating work from this Newton. A
number of minor enhancements are being made to increase interoperability with
other tools.

Relevant publications
[1] A. Egges, G. Papagiannakis, N. Magnenat-Thalmann, Presence and Interaction in
Mixed Reality Environments, in “The Visual Computer”, (2007), Vol. 23, No. 5, pp.
317-333
[2] Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann, Alessandro Foni, George Papagiannakis and Nedjma
Cadi-Yazli, Real Time Animation and Illumination in Ancient Roman Sites, in “The
International Journal of Virtual Reality”, March 2007
[3] Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann and George Papagiannakis, Virtual Worlds and
Augmented Reality in Cultural Heritage Applications, in “Recording, Modeling and
Visualization of Cultural Heritage”, (2006), pp. 419-430
[4] George Papagiannkis, An illumination registration method for dynamic virtual
humans in Mixed Reality, PhD Thesis, MIRALab, University of Geneva, June 2006.
[5] Michal Ponder, Component-Based Methodology and Development Framework for
Virtual and Augmented Reality Systems, PhD Thesis 2004.
[6] Michal Ponder, George Papagiannakis, Tom Molet, Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann and
Daniel Thalmann, VHD++ Development Framework: Towards Extendible, Component
Based VR/AR Simulation Engine Featuring Advanced Virtual Character Technologies,
in “Proceedings of Computer Graphics International”, (2003), pp. 96-104
[7] vhdPLUS Sourceforge repository: http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/vhdplus
[8] vhdPLUS Sourceforge website: http://vhdplus.sourceforge.net
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5.4 CIMAD
CIMAD — standing for {Common Infrastructure, Context Influenced} Mobile
Acquisition and Delivery of cultural heritage data — is a collection of services
supporting configurable on-site context-dependent cultural heritage applications.
CIMAD relies on Epoch Common Infrastructure, more specifically CIMAD services
leverage on CI components developed by the “Mobile and Wearable Ambient
Systems” group and by other WP3.2 partners.
As shown in Figure 28, CIMAD services address data acquisition, site management
and visitor guides. The guides can adapt to a visitor’s profile, preferences, location
and the mobile device type. Site management includes content providing, desk
services and visitor flow monitoring. Data acquisition will include modular and
configurable applications based on the current FieldMap application.
Figure 28 shows the abstraction levels of a CIMAD application – moving from the
core Common Infrastructure in the middle to the Application level on the outside.
A CIMAD application (called an Instance in Figure 28) is a collection of services
running on mobile and stationary devices, at a specific site. All services are
context based. Relevant semantic data needed to implement the services are
exchanged through MobiComp – UNIKENT’s Context Management Infrastructure
adopted by the CI. Within CIMAD a context model of cultural heritage applications
describing the actors and their properties was proposed and an application
customisation model was specified.

Figure 28: The abstraction levels of a CIMAD application.
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5.4.1 CIMAD Tools
Description
CIMAD tools aim to:
 increase efficiency and productivity in application development
 master complex cultural heritage mobile applications
 provide services along the entire cultural heritage chain of practice.
CIMAD identifies the actors taking part in a cultural heritage application, along
with their properties and the relations among them, creating the basis for a future
definition of a context ontology for “Mobile Cultural Heritage Applications”.
The following actor classes were identified: sites, exhibits, devices and users
(subclasses visitors, researchers, curators and staff). Classes, subclasses, and
properties may be extended and all of their instances need to be registered as
MobiComp entities in order to be part of an application. CIMAD tools (also called
services) are context dependent MobiComp applications. At any time the context is
defined as the application’s status, i.e. the set of values of the relevant properties
of all registered actors; the context is stored in MobiComp, which in this respect
acts as a large tagged memory of context elements, i.e. a memory where stored
data are associated to their semantic meaning. Every event that changes the value
of a property of any actor is a “context change event”, providing one or more
context elements that are stored in MobiComp. MobiComp applications, in our
case CIMAD services, can be notified about context change events, allowing them
to adapt to context. Context Elements may specify not only property values but
also bindings between entities – these bindings are created and used by CIMAD
services. With this paradigm in mind, users are associated with a device by a
“desk service”; devices are associated with a site, allowing them to access
information about the site’s exhibits and Points of Interest (POI). Exhibits and POI
are associated with their location and digital representation, i.e. their associated
content, which, in turn, is stored outside MobiComp in a content repository.
The WP3 Leuven team is developing a multi-standard cultural heritage content
repository, based on the Fedora Open Source Repository Software
(www.fedora.info). This is expected to become a shared infrastructure for Epoch
tools in Year 4. Fedora integration within CIMAD is already in progress.
With reference to the above scenario, the following services were envisaged
within CIMAD and some of them are already implemented at a demo level:
 Content Acquisition services
– An updated release of the FieldMap data collection tool for field survey and
related work.
– Authoring tools to capture the spatial association of objects structures and
routes within a CIMAD visitor guide system.
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 Management services
– Desk
– Monitoring and tracking services
– Museum layout Management
 Content delivery services
– Visitor guide
The following services (tools in WP3 language) are presented in this report:
Visitor Guide, Desk Service, Monitoring and tracking services.
Visitor Guide
A CIMAD visitor guide relies on MobiComp and the CIMAD Application Builder
(CAB): MobiComp is the context management infrastructure belonging to the CI,
and CAB is a content service creation interface provided by CIMAD.
CAB may be queried through an interface that adapts to changing user context.
Queries to CAB may also be generated automatically, without any user action,
upon context change events.
As shown in Figure 29, queries to the CAB are essentially context elements that
include:
1) The user profile (currently “the language”);
2) The user preferences (currently “the visit type”);
3) The user situation changes (currently “the ID of the place the user just
reached”);
4) A command issued by the user, e.g. a command to access additional details
about the current location. As access to content is automatic by default, this
predicate is only present if content beyond the default level is requested.
5) The device features/capabilities that impact the content format, to allow
for interoperability across multiple devices; screen size and resolution are
two examples of this type of properties.
How are the above properties specified within a CIMAD application?
 Technology related properties are associated with each MobiComp device, at
device registration time.
 A user profile and preferences are specified at the desk at user registration
time and they are automatically associated to the device when the device is
assigned to the user.
 Location and activity related properties are detected dynamically by the
sensors of MobiComp devices.
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<action value="[ TakeContextAwareContent | … ]">
<ContextAware> [ on | off ] </ContextAware>
<position> ... </position >
<POI> ... </POI>
<UserPreferences>
<TourType> [ thematic | geographic | … ] </TourType>
<Preferences> [ long | short | manual ] </Preferences>
</UserPreferences>
<UserProfile>
<Language> [ ita | eng | ... ] </Language>
<Age> DIGIT </Age>
<UserType> [ archaeologist | Visitor | ... ]</UserType>
<DeviceSpecification>
..., Screen resolution, WIFI, Sensors used, ...
</DeviceSpecification>
</UserProfile>
</action >
Figure 29: CAB is accessed through context elements.

As an example, Figure 29 shows a map of Palmyra with the POIs identified by
numbered circles. The visitor location is mapped to a POI ID by MobiComp. At
present, a server-side LocationListener checks for nearby POIs whenever location
coordinates are submitted by the mobile device. When a visitor reaches a POI, the
POI Identifier is submitted to the CAB together with the other relevant context
elements and the CAB returns the correct interface and content. This is the
context dependent service dynamically provided by CAB.
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Desk service
The Desk Service enables the registration of new users with the site and provides
them with a mobile device. Mobile devices are supposed to be already registered
within the system. The Desk Service runs on a dedicated device, e.g. a PC or a
tablet; its interface is shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30: CIMAD desk application – screenshot.

At start-up time the service queries MobiComp for all devices assigned to the site,
and checks whether they are free or already registered to a user. Available devices
are gathered in a list where they may be selected by a new user, while used
devices are kept in a second list, being moved back to the first one when the
associated users complete their visit and unregister. In Figure 30, for example,
Pda-1, Whyre-2, Tablet-1 and TimeMachine-1 are free devices, while Whyre-1 is in
use. If a mobile device is available, this condition is reported on its screen through
the message “Waiting to be registered…”. At registration time the users specify
their profile, currently their nickname, age and nationality, and preferences,
currently the preferred tour type and language (Figure 30). At the end of the
registration process a personalised welcome message is displayed on the device
screen. Once associated to a user, the mobile devices may adapt their services to
their users profile and preferences. At the end of the user session, the devices
given back to the desk are unregistered and become available to other users.
Monitoring and Tracking services
Context information can be easily reused to provide real time, as well as statistical
information about the visitors’ flow. Monitoring visitors’ flow in museums,
exhibitions, as well as in any location open to the public can be utilised by
management personnel to adjust the site layout and to optimise the visit
conditions in terms of visit quality and site protection.
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Figure 31: left: real time visitor flow indicator; right: tracking the approach to an exhibit.

Visitor Counting and Visitor Tracking are examples of this type of services, and
Figure 31 shows examples of their screenshots taken during lab testing and
simulation. Figure 31 (left) shows the current visit pattern in a Museum; Figure
31 (right) shows the interface of a CIMAD service providing on-site visitor
tracking. The red little squares show a possible path of a visitor inside a Museum.
Figure 32 shows the simple structure of a CIMAD service displaying site context
information. Thanks to MobiComp their implementation only requires the
development of the GUI. Paper [2] reviews statistical data collected by monitoring
services during the Interactive Salon in Stockholm.
Setting up a CIMAD instance
To summarise, a CIMAD instance is a set of cooperating, context-dependent
services enabled by two main components: the Context Management

Machine dependent
MobiComp class
Operator
MobiComp

Figure 32: Structure of a CIMAD Monitoring application.
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Infrastructure MobiComp and the content service creation interface CAB.
The following tasks should be performed to set up a CIMAD instance, i.e. a CIMAD
application at a specified site:
1) Curators prepare the multimedia contents and related user interface for
each device type and to each visitor profile and preference;
2) Curators prepare a map component associating each exhibit to its location
and tag;
3) Site management selects the desired devices and services;
4) For all localization systems available, site management defines the
mapping between the coordinates identified by the devices and the
coordinate system of the map component.

5.4.2 Progress beyond the current state-of-the-art
The main contribution of CIMAD is its unified context-centric approach to on-site
cultural heritage applications, along the cultural heritage chain of practice from
data collection to content presentation. Such an approach is enabled by the CI
Context Management Infrastructure.
Several interesting issues were identified during Year 3 and may be considered for
next WP3 Research Agenda for further advancement beyond the state-of-the-art,
e.g.:
 Alignment of heterogeneous localisation systems.
 Integration of new services, e.g. other Newtons results, a context based path
finder, additional localisation services.
 Conception of a rule based interface engine.
 Deployment of learning and prediction algorithms at different level of
abstraction, to improve the quality of CIMAD services.

5.4.3 Availability and licensing information
The software components listed above are still in a work-in-progress condition
and shall be further refined during the next Interactive Salons, in Budapest,
Prague and Brighton. The licensing scheme shall be discussed with all WP3
partners in Epoch Year 4.

Related publications
As shown above, CIMAD is strictly built on top of the CI. There are no publications
about CIMAD available so far. But the following papers focus on the CI as an
infrastructure for CIMAD:
[1] N. S. Ryan, G. Raffa, P. H. Mohr, D. Manzaroli, L. Roffia, M. Pettinari, L. Sklenar, L. Di
Stefano, T. Salmon Cinotti, A Smart Museum installation in the Stadsmuseum in
Stockholm - From Visitor Guides to Museum Management, Workshop on the
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Integration of Location Based Systems in Tourism and Cultural Heritage held in
Brussels on Nov. 21, 2006.
[2] M. Pettinari, D. Manzaroli, S. Bartolini, L. Roffia, G. Raffa, L. Di Stefano, T. Salmon
Cinotti, A Stereo Vision system for advanced Museum services, Workshop on the
Integration of Location Based Systems in Tourism and Cultural Heritage held in
Brussels on Nov. 21, 2006.
[3] Nick Ryan, Franca Garzotto, Tullio Salmon Cinotti, Daniele Manzaroli, Giuseppe
Raffa, Luca Roffia, Marina Pettinari, Sara Bartolini, Philipp H. Mohr, Paolo Paolini,
CIMAD/EPOCH - A Framework for Developing Customized Multi-channel Cultural
Heritage Services, submitted to ICHIM07
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5.5 IMODELASER
As we have indicated in the Research Agenda, 3D data acquisition if far from a
solved problem, especially in Cultural Heritage. One of the points we highlighted
there was the need to design opportunistic scanning methods, e.g. methods that
would combine multiple strategies, in order to combine their strengths. This is the
focus of both IMODELASER, as of the next Newton, UPGRADE.
IMODELASER aims for the development of a 3D data processing method which
combines the strengths of 3D scan data, especially derived from terrestrial laser
scanning, and photogrammetrically derived 3D data. The two 3D acquisition
techniques, laser scanning and photogrammetry, have specific properties which
feature complementary advantages: While laser scanning is well-suited for the
acquisition of highly dense point clouds, using photogrammetry one can extract
features such as edges at the same or even higher accuracy. The approach of
IMODELASER is to exploit these two strengths by a combined processing of the
3D point cloud from laser scanning and automatically extracted 3D edges from
photogrammetric imagery through constrained triangulation. For obtaining a high
quality, photorealistically textured and accurate 3D model in a widely automated
processing mode, an automated method for outlier detection was developed
which enables us to edit and clean the laser scan dataset from errors. As an object
for testing and accuracy assessment of the developed method we chose the ETH
Sternwarte in Zurich, an astronomical observatory planned and constructed by

Figure 33: ETH Sternwarte (Collegium Helveticum) in Zurich.
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the two ETH-Professors Gottfried Semper (Architecture) and Rudolf Wolf
(Astronomy and Mathematics) from 1859 to 1864 (Figure 33). This building has
also been modelled with the CityEngine, see Figure 18 on page 43.

5.5.1 Field campaign
The 3D data required for a highly accurate photorealistic 3D model of Semper
Sternwarte was acquired during 3 days of field work in total. On the first two days,
in December 2006, the building was scanned with a Faro laser scanner LS 840
from 12 acquisition stations resulting in a dense 3D point cloud with a point
distance of about 3mm in object space. Additionally, about 120 images were taken
with a NIKON D2XS digital still video camera (12 Megapixels, 5.5 micron sensor
pixel size, 18mm focal length). During image acquisition, we mostly kept an
average distance of 15m to the object; the acquisition configuration is shown in
figure 4. Based on the acquisition configuration and the used camera, we expect to
obtain an accuracy of around 8mm (RMS error) in object space which is slightly
worse than the accuracy of a single laser scan measurement. On the third day,
using real time kinematic GPS, we measured 24 ground control points which later
will be used to co-register the laser scan as well as the photogrammetrically
derived 3D data to the Swiss national coordinate system.

5.5.2 Photogrammetric processing of the acquired terrestrial images
During the field campaign in December 2006 we acquired about 120 terrestrial
images using a NIKON D2XS. A part of these images, 42 for the time being,
covering the whole building was chosen for photogrammetric processing for two
purposes:
 In order to serve as a data source for automated 3D edge extraction. The
extracted edges will then be used for the refinement and re-triangulation of the
3D point cloud derived from terrestrial laser scanning.
 Additionally, we will generate a textured 3D model from the images only, which
then can be compared to the combined 3D model.
As an actual state of the image orientation procedure, the 42 images were
oriented in an arbitrary coordinate system and in the next step will be
transformed to the Swiss National coordinate system by means of the measured
control points, which were acquired using real time kinematic GPS (RTK-GPS) in
combination with the SWIPOS positioning system of SWISSTOPO, the Swiss
federal administration of topography.
Image orientation is performed as a standard photogrammetric processing in
Photomodeler 5 Pro, a digital photogrammetric close-range software package. For
this purpose, the parameters of the interior orientation of the camera (camera
constant, coordinates of the principal point, parameters of distortion) known
from camera calibration were defined inside the project and in the end about 500
tie points (homologous points = identical points measured in two or more
images) will be measured. Finally, in a bundle adjustment the image orientation
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parameters X, Y, Z (coordinates of the projective centres of all images) and three
spatial orientation angles for each image will be calculated.
After image orientation, the images will be used for the manual generation of a
geometric model of the building, including rectified and mapped facade and roof
texture.

Figure 34: Screenshot of the user interface of Photomodeler 5 Pro during tie point measurement.

Figure 35: Camera network configuration of
image acquisition.

Figure 36: Tie points measured for image orientation.
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5.5.3 Laser scan data processing
Simple, efficient and direct capturing of 3D information are the main reasons for
the fast growing popularity of laser scanners. Although the generated point clouds
are direct and dense measurement of objects, the appearance of single or cluster
outliers cause serious problems for the next modelling and measurement steps.
Therefore, a pre-process is required to detect and remove outliers. However, the
number of points in the generated point cloud is in the order of million points, so
(semi) automatic approaches are necessary.
Outlier detection in point clouds is not a trivial task since there are: geometrical
discontinuities caused by occlusions in silhouette boundaries, no prior knowledge
of the statistical distribution of points, the existence of noise, and different local
point densities. The typical outlier detection approaches are classified as
distribution-based, depth-based, distance-based, density-based and clustering
approaches [8].
In the previous work [9], we have introduced an outlier detection algorithm for
laser scanner point clouds, which is categorized in density-based approaches, and
have investigated the advantages and the deficiencies of the algorithm in different
data sets. The algorithm needs a predefined minimum density for inlier clusters
and a threshold to distinguish outliers from inlier. We have developed a data
structure to perform it in
complexity. There it is shown that even
though the algorithm is capable to detect single and small clustered outliers but it
simply does not detect clustered outliers that are denser than the predefined
cluster density (large β-error). Also we have tried the algorithm in an iterative
manner however it removes a large amount of the inlier and consequently results
in a bigger value of α-error.
In this report we present a new algorithm that applies more sophisticated
information of the point cloud to detect single and clustered outliers with a
minimum user interaction. It uses two proximity graphs and performs in two
steps. First, a rough global approximation of the sampling intervals is estimated
over the Euclidean Minimum Spanning Tree (EMST) edges. Then the tree edges
that are not in a predefined confidential interval are pruned. The result is a rough
clustering of the point cloud. In the next step, each cluster is treated separately.
For points in each cluster a graph, so called Gabriel Graph (GG), is generated.
Edges of GG are used for estimating the sampling interval statistics in each cluster.
Then graph edges that are not in a predefined confidential interval are pruned.
This gives the final clustering in which single outliers are removed as a by
product. The clustered outliers are also removed if they have less point density
than a predefined value.
In addition to the algorithm description, the results of applying the algorithm to a
real close-range data are reported as well as some implementation issues
discussed. We've shown that most of the detected outliers are really outliers
according to the definition of the outliers [9] and also if interaction of the user is
required it is much easier and needs less effort to clean the data afterward.
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Outlier detection - related work
While an extensive amount of research has been presented in literature for outlier
detection it is still a critical problem in laser scanner point clouds. The proposed
approaches have weak potential to perform well with surface discontinuities, they
need some priory knowledge of the statistical distribution of the samples ([3],
[10]) or they are sensitive to noise and different local densities [1]. Nevertheless,
the mentioned criteria are typical cases in laser scanner point clouds.
According to Papadimitriou et al. [8] outlier detection approaches are classified
into the distribution-based [3], depth-based [5] and clustering approaches [4].
Distribution-based approaches deploy some standard stochastic distribution
model (Normal, Poisson, etc.) and flag as outliers those objects that deviate from
the model according to a significant level [10]. However, for arbitrary data sets
without any prior knowledge of the distribution of points, determination of the
suitable distribution model which fits to the data set (if any) needs to perform
expensive tests (in laser point clouds the distribution of points varies according to
the distance of objects to laser scanner and the object geometry).
The depth-based approach is based on computational geometry and computes
different layers of k-dimensional convex hulls [5]. Objects in the outer layer are
detected as outliers. However, it is a well-known fact that the algorithms
employed cannot cope with large, arbitrary data sets in 3 dimensions. The above
two approaches for outlier detection is not appropriate for large, arbitrary data
sets [8]. Nevertheless, this is often the case with laser point clouds. The following
two approaches seem to be more appropriate.
The distance-based approach was originally proposed by E.M. Knorr and R.T. Ng
[6]. An object in a data set P is a distance-based outlier if at least a fraction b of the
objects in the object set is further than r from it. This outlier definition is based on
a single, global criterion determined by the parameters r and b. This can lead to
problems when the data set has both dense and sparse regions [1].
The density-based approach was proposed by Breunig [1] for KDD applications
and Sotoodeh [9] adopted the algorithm for application in laser scanner point
clouds. It relies on a local outlier factor (LOF) of each object, which depends on
the local density of its neighbourhood. The neighbourhood is defined by the
distance to the MinPts-th nearest neighbour. The MinPts is a predefined value,
which corresponds to the minimum number of points in the calculation of density.
The algorithm is not only independent of the prior knowledge of the scanned
objects, the distribution or density of sampled points but also does not suffer from
the different local point densities. It is capable to detect single and small clustered
outliers. Nevertheless it simply does not detect clustered outliers that are denser
than the predefined cluster density (large β-error).
Many clustering algorithms detect outliers as by-products [4]. From the viewpoint
of a clustering algorithm, outliers are objects not located in the clusters of dataset.
However, since the main objective of a clustering algorithm is to find clusters, they
are developed to optimize clustering, and not to optimize outlier detection. These
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algorithms, in general, consider outliers from a more global perspective, which
also has some major drawbacks [1]. Clustering algorithms, also called as
classification methods, are performing in two main approaches: supervised and
unsupervised. In the supervised approach the algorithm needs some
representatives of different classes the supervisor expects. Providing such
samples differs in different laser data set and so makes the approach dependent
to the scanned objects.
In the unsupervised case, the goal is to cluster the input data in such a way as to
provide clusters Ck, k = 1, K which correspond to some underlying (interesting or
useful) unobserved class labels. A fundamental difficulty in clustering is
determining K, the number of clusters. Once K is determined, one proceeds to
group the observations. One may approach clustering from a density estimation
viewpoint. For instance, a common approach is to model the density as a mixture
of K components (again, choosing K can be difficult) and then use these
components to determine clusters. A related method is k-means clustering. The
idea is to cluster the data into clusters centred on k centres. The centres are
initialized arbitrarily, and points are assigned to the cluster associated with their
closest centre. The centres are then recomputed using the assigned points, and
this continues until convergence. Besides the problem of selecting the value of K,
the k-means algorithm suffers from sensitivity to the initial cluster centres. For
this reason, some practitioners advise trying several initializations, with various
methods for selecting or combining the resultant clusters. Others suggest various
methods for selection of initial centres [7].
The minimum spanning tree can be used for clustering, using a local criterion for
defining clusters. This idea is described in some detail in Zahn. The idea is to
break (remove edges from) the minimum spanning tree at edges that are
“inconsistent”. This results in a collection of connected graphs, one for each
cluster. Many definitions of “inconsistent” are possible. One could compute the
standard deviation of the edge lengths incident on a vertex and eliminate edges
which are “large” relative to this scale. However since this cutting is based on a
global criterion, the clustering result would be rough and outliers close to the
object surface cannot be detected. This is described in more detail in later on.
Sithole (2005) has also applied minimum spanning trees to classify airborne laser
scanner (ALS) data. The algorithm is a scan line based and performs in different
directions. The author reports well performance of the algorithm in different ALS
data set to separate terrain, trees, houses' roofs and bridges. It has a fast run time
performance and runs in case there are overlapping point clouds. However the
extension of the algorithm to close-range data in case either there is no
information about scan lines or if the point cloud is a combination of different
scan positions (topologically 3D data from object surfaces) does not seem trivial
and limits the application to ALS datasets.
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Proposed algorithm
Pointcloud
3D Delaunay triangulation

Prune long edges

Global phase

EMST generation +
graph edge statistices

Initialization

For each cluster

Rough clustering

GG generation +
graph edge statistices

Prune long edges

Local phase

According to the general definition of outliers
from Howkings, “Observations that deviate so
much from other observations as to arouse
suspicion that it was generated by a different
mechanism”, an outlier in a dense point cloud can
be identified using its sampling interval deviation
from the others. In laser scanner point clouds the
sampling interval is not a fixed value since the
sampling is performed based on two fixed angular
resolution and objects might have different
distance to the measurement instrument and so
outliers might appear in various scales in a scan;
Therefore applying a global and then a local
outlier detection should provide useful results.
Based on this observation we have developed an
algorithm that runs in two phases. The first phase
tries to capture some statistical information of a
global sampling interval, while the second phase
provides a local criterion to cluster the point
cloud. The flowchart of the algorithm is depicted
in Figure 37.

Fine clustering

Initially the algorithm computes the Delaunay
triangulation of the point cloud. The underlying Figure 37: Flowchart of the hierarchical
outlier detection algorithm.
topology of the Delaunay graph is the base for the
generation of the next graphs. In the first phase of
the clustering, EMST of the point cloud is generated and the edges of the tree are
pruned based on the statistical analysis of the edge lengths. This gives a rough
clustering of the point cloud and might disconnect some big clustered outliers
that their distance to the other clusters is large. Clusters that are denser than a
predefined threshold are kept and the rest are removed. Second phase starts with
the generation of GG for the point clouds of each cluster from the last phase.
Having pruned the long edges of each GG according to the statistics computed
over edges of that GG, a finer clustering of the point cloud is obtained. Removing
clusters less dense than a predefined value removes the final outliers and cleans
the data. In another viewpoint, the algorithm in the first stage removes relatively
large scale erroneous measurements and in the second phase it detects and
removes the outliers that might not be as large as the first ones but according to
the scanned object surfaces they are considered as wrong measurements. Below
the above process is described in more details.
Global phase (rough clustering)
In the first step we use edges of EMST to obtain a global sampling interval
measure. The Euclidean minimum spanning tree or EMST is a minimum spanning
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Figure 38: Proposed algorithm steps in a simulated data. The first and the second rows illustrate the
first and the second phases of the algorithm respectively.
(a) input data set (b) EMST of the point set (c) pruned EMST by 99% confidential interval
(d) GG of the clusters of the first phase (e) pruned GG by 95% confidential interval
(f) ultimate result with cleaned out outliers.

tree of a set of points in Rn, where the weight of the edge between each pair of
points is the Euclidean distance between those two points. In simpler terms, an
EMST connects a set of points using edges such that the total length of all the
edges is minimized and any point can be reached from any other by following the
edges.
This definition gives a clue that edges of EMST contain some global information
about the sampling interval, since they span the points by a global minimum edge
weight (distance). Additionally in case of some clusters apart from each other,
EMST connects them by single edges that are logically longer than the other edges
of the tree (Figure 38b).
Having assumed that sampling intervals obey a normal distribution, an edge of
the tree is statistically long if its distance to the median of the all edge lengths is
longer than the distance corresponding to a predefined confidential interval.
Median is used since it is statistically less sensitive to outliers. Having such a
threshold, removing the long edges of the tree results in some sub trees that each
corresponds to a cluster of points (Figure 38c).
Since today laser scanners provide dense point clouds of objects, departed
clusters that are less dense than a threshold are most probably outliers. In our
implementation the minimum inlier cluster density (the threshold) is a user
defined value that might be different for various scanning resolutions.
In this stage the algorithm has cleaned outliers according to a global criterion that
is performing well in the scale of the whole scan but might not be suitable to
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remove local outliers. So we need a local and richer measure of sampling
intervals. The next stage describes an approach to reach this goal.
Local phase (fine clustering)
Since EMST provides a rough skeleton of the scanned object, the estimated
sampling interval is also not so precise. Applying a denser structure (graph) that
has more edges on the underlying scanned surface provides a denser sample of
the edges and consequently the estimation of the parameters of the related
population is more reliable. Gabriel Graph is such a structure.
Gabriel graphs, also known as Least Squares Adjacency Graphs, were introduced
by Gabriel and Sokal. A Gabriel Graph on a point set P in Rn is defined to be the
graph on P in which two points are connected if the largest open ball passing
through the two points is empty. In a three dimensional Euclidean space two
points make an edge if the largest sphere passing through these two points
contains no other point. On the other hand since GG is a sub graph of each
Delaunay triangulation of the point set, the edges of the GG are also edges of each
Delaunay triangulation and inherit their properties [7]. According to the
definition, the graph contains edges that resemble the sampling intervals in three
dimensions and the structure is quit like a wire frame of the object scanned
surface (Figure 38d). Figure 39 illustrates the Gabriel Graph for a sampled curve
in a plane. It shows how the edges of GG are similar to the sampling intervals.
GG has originally been defined for 2D and has been used for geographic variation
of data, but the definition is generalized to higher dimensions in a straightforward
way (Veltkamp 1994). It also has widely been applied in the analysis of labelled
data (Le Chatel 2003) and widely in boundary/surface reconstruction algorithms
(Veltkamp 1994, Attene 2000, Giesen 2002 to name a few).
Based on the above property the proposed algorithm performs the second phase.
For each cluster obtained in the previous stage, GG is computed and its edges
considered as the samples of the sampling distance in that particular cluster. Like
the first step, the median value of the edge lengths is assumed as the estimation of

Figure 39: Gabriel graph edges and sampling intervals of a sampled curve in a plane.
Two points are connected by GG edges if the largest circle passing through the points
is empty. (Only some circles are shown.)
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the sampling distance with a standard deviation equal to the standard deviation
of the edge lengths. Considering the predefined confidential interval, long edges of
the graph are cut. It results in sub graphs each indicating a cluster. Clusters that
have a density less than the predefined cluster size are considered as outliers
(Figure 38e).
Implementation
The simplest algorithm to find an EMST, given n points, by constructing the
complete graph on n vertices requires
time. The same approach constructs
GG in
in 3 dimensions. Having noticed that EMST and GG are the sub graphs
of every Delaunay triangulation of a point set even in 3 dimensions, applying
Delaunay triangulation structure reduces the complexity to
for each.
Thus, we first compute the 3D Delaunay triangulation of the point set and use that
structure for computing the EMST and then GG for each cluster resulting from the
first phase. The algorithm is implemented in C++ and compiled by gcc under
Fedora core 6. CGAL library is used as a geometric core library and for the
Delaunay triangulation computations. Boost Graph library is also employed for
the EMST computations.
Results
The Sternwarte building measured by a Faro laser scanner was used to assess the
algorithm. Figure 40, left column, illustrates the original laser scanner data in
different scan positions with different object facets. The right column of the figure
shows each data set after has been cleaned by the algorithm. 99% and 95%
confidential intervals are used for the global and local clustering phases
respectively. The minimum inlier cluster density is considered as 100 points,
according to the object size, distance of the scanner to the object and sampling
resolution.
Comparing the data set before and after outlier detection clearly shows the
importance of the process and how the proposed algorithm performed. Close look
at the results shows that not only the algorithm detected single outliers, but also
clustered outliers with different densities have been detected. This is also applies
to different outlier types that are described in [9].
The figure shows direct result of the algorithm on the data set. However in some
cases it might happen that some cluster of outliers denser than the minimum
inlier size exists in the data set which the algorithm considers them as inlier. This
happens specially in case there are some real objects on the scene further than the
main object that has to be measured. In that case detecting those objects as
outliers is beyond the potential of the algorithm and needs some further
information other than the point cloud itself. User interaction to determine if the
cluster is an outlier or an inlier is quit helpful. The result of the algorithm seems
quite handy again; User just needs to select a cluster to remove the whole outlier
cluster and comparing to the case that the user has to remove the points of the
outlier cluster separately, the user saves time for editing.
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Figure 40: Results of applying the proposed outlier detection algorithm on some scans of the
Sternwarte building which are captured by Faro laser scanner. The left column shows 3 different
raw point clouds (scan positions) and the right column shows the cleaned point clouds.

5.5.4 Registration of point clouds
Providing the model of the object surface out of point clouds requires point clouds
which are measured in different scan position and with different coordinate
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systems, have been generated in a unique coordinate system. We have done the
process in two steps. First we have used spherical targets (approximately 5 per
scene) that have been measured in sequential scans. Having fitted a spherical
model to each sphere the centre of the targets are computed and employed to
register sequential scans by 3D simple conformal transformation. This
registration gives a rough registration that has to be refined by further
registration process since it has not used the full potential of the point clouds.
In the second step the ICP algorithm has been employed to register all the point
clouds that are now approximately registered in a unique coordinate system.
Since ICP tries to minimize the distance of point clouds, it uses almost the whole
geometry of the point cloud for registration. On the other hand the point clouds
have been measured in a sequence that covers the whole object and have closed a
loop of measurements; therefore registration has been performed for all the point
clouds including the closed loop constraint. Figure 41 depicts the registration
result of different scans of the test object, ETH Sternwarte.

Figure 41: Registration of point clouds and surface reconstruction.

5.5.5 3D surface reconstruction
Surface reconstruction had to be conducted to generate a piecewise linear
approximation of the object surface from the point cloud (sampled points from
the real object surface). Since the geometry of the object is inherently threedimensional, 3D triangulation of the point cloud is required. Although the 2.5D
Delaunay triangulation (the projection of the point cloud into a plane or sphere,
performing Delaunay triangulation and lifting back the model into 3D space) gives
a partial solution, it yields an incorrect topological surface model. Thus, we
accomplished surface modelling by a 3D Delaunay triangulation followed by
surface extraction from the volumetric convex hull.
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3D surface reconstruction from the 3D convex hull is an open problem even in
computational geometry communities. Here, we have employed the most
advanced approaches and we’ve contributed to the improvement of the approach
using a neighbourhood graph. The approach is based on the pruning of the initial
surface model obtained by the extraction of the Gabriel graph from the 3D
volumetric convex hull. The pruning is done in several steps based on topological
relations, 2D manifold properties, a proximity graph, EMST (Euclidean Minimum
Spanning Tree) and a neighbourhood graph, KNN (K-Nearest neighbourhood),
followed by a hole filling process.
Although the implemented approach is not a complete solution of the problem, it
shows interesting results. One should notice that most of the process is done
automatic and with the minimum user interaction. In addition no threshold or
predefined value is required.

5.5.6 Constrained 3D surface reconstruction
To get advantage of 3D edge information (from images) in the object
reconstruction procedure, an edge-constraint 3D triangulation followed by an
edge-constraint surface reconstruction algorithms are implemented. Since the
surface reconstruction algorithm is based on the Delaunay properties of the prior
3D triangulation step, preserving these properties had to be considered.
Following J. Shewchuk 2002, the algorithm is implemented so and it is adopted to
be used in surface reconstruction step. Now, the algorithms and their effect on the
modelling of the edges are being evaluated.

5.5.7 Integration and interaction with the tool chain
The results which can be provided by the developed methods and software tools
mainly consists of 3D data, which in the future can be delivered in the Epoch
supported data formats X3D and COLLADA. As IMODELASER covers the first part
of the tool chain, from 3D data acquisition to processing and modelling, a common
data format gives the opportunity to all other Newtons which also make use of 3D
models to use our results for different applications. We see possible interactions
especially with the Newtons 3DKIOSK, where the 3D-WebService may be an
alternative to photogrammetric image processing for 3D surface generation from
images, and the MeshLab software developed by ISTI-CNR which can be used to
edit scan data. We will investigate the suitability of MeshLab for
photogrammetrically derived 3D data and give our results as feedback to the
partners of ISTI-CNR.

5.5.8 Accessibility
The application of the developed software and acquisition methods require a
certain level of expertise. The developed software tools currently are command
line tools without any user-friendly GUI, additionally, during data acquisition
some rules have to be followed to ensure an accurate result. Therefore, we
propose to make IMODELASER accessible in the following modes:
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 We offer a training opportunity for interested customers to learn the data
acquisition and software handling. The developed algorithms were and will be
published, the translation of the software to the Open Source community and
the conditions which apply for training courses have to be discussed.
 Currently we evaluate if it is possible to provide a webservice at least for parts
of the developed methods which, similar to KU Leuven's 3D-WebService, allow
users to upload data and receive the processed results. This could apply
especially to the automatic blunder detection software in order to clean the
datasets.
In addition to the developed methods and software, a showcase will be produced
in order to demonstrate the whole data acquisition and processing workflow as
well as the added value of our approach compared to the common single sensor
techniques which are widely applied nowadays to the cultural heritage
community.
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5.6 UPGRADE
IMODELASER focused on sensor fusion for 3D measurements on solid ground, be it
for monuments or archaeological sites. The main goals of the UPGRADE Newton
are to develop a set of software tools, together with a set of best practice
recommendations, to integrate and fuse acoustic, optical and marine platforms
navigation data for the exploration and mapping of underwater archaeological
sites. In particular, the software tools will aim to make the data fusion process
largely automatic, in order to facilitate the construction of integrated, georeferenced, large-to-medium 3-D scale maps of underwater archaeological areas
from optical and acoustic data.
The scenarios considered envision the use of both Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUVs) and Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) as platforms to collect
data. In particular, AUVs are used for performing preliminary, large scale acoustic
surveys and explorations, while ROVs are used for collecting close distance data of
a photogrammetric nature. The main accomplishments are the following:
 Task 1. Development of acoustic/optical data fusion software package
– Software tools for underwater map construction
– Software tools for immersive visualization
 Task 2. Requirements definition and best practice recommendation
– Recommendations for equipment integration
– Algorithms / Software for Underwater Platform Positioning
– Preparatory work for operational tests
– Best practice procedures for underwater camera calibration

5.6.1 Task 1.1: Software tools for underwater map construction
Researchers at LSIS/CNRS have worked in close collaboration with ISME and
SIMVIS in order to automatically produce 3D maps of the surveys made with the
ROV that is property of ISME. Related to this effort is the work carried out by ISME
researchers, who have developed software and a protocol to link navigation data
with the photographs taken by their ROV (acquired with a digital camera or a
video camera after frame extraction). The work led to the preparation of routines
for constructing EXIF/XML files from raw data (ROV's navigation data and images
of the sea bottom). The above software was used to produce sample EXIF/XML
files from data collected in previous missions and activities. These files will be
used by other partners in related tasks.
LSIS/CNRS has also progressed to the next logical step: using the EXIF
information in the photographs, routines have been developed to automatically
create a photogrammetric model with Arpenteur, their own photogrammetric
software, as well as with the commercial software Photomodeler
(www.photomodeler.com). An XML format was defined to describe navigation
data and camera parameters. Furthermore, LSIS/CNRS has developed a tool to
automatically generate a 3D VRML script to show the camera position and the
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projection of the photograph onto an approximation of the seabed, in order to
check visually the validity of a survey on the site.
Definition of data format and data flow through the software modules
In the framework of UPGRADE, there is a need to exchange data among different
partners. Because the project is thought as a pipeline of activities that starts with
underwater data acquisition and ends with virtual reality, an important problem
to be addressed is that of finding a convenient and simple way of exchanging data
collected during underwater surveys. Two key objectives must be met: the data
format must be sufficiently compact, consistent, and closely connected with the
hardware so that the data can be recorded in real time; on the other hand, it must
be clear to interpret, easy to read, and capable of supporting modifications. We
chose two different data formats with a bidirectional software bridge: EXIF,
closely linked with photographs, and XML, which is open toward interoperability.
Formats for camera position and orientation information
The adopted formats are EXIF for real time and XML for exchange data with other
software. The efforts of ISME have been directed along the following lines:
 definition of an EXIF data structure broad enough to encompass the majority of
data structures likely to be acquired during an automatic survey mission at sea
(together with LSIS/CNRS)
 production of software and a specific protocol to associate (in the defined EXIF
format) navigation data to images taken by digital cameras or video cameras
mounted on underwater vehicles
 production of software able to convert the EXIF data structure into an XML
data structure for further photogrammetric and 3-D data processing and
related software testing
Output image format with EXIF data
The images acquired during a given mission and distributed to the partners are
created in JPG format and with the EXIF protocol. EXIF is a specification for the
image file format used by digital cameras. It was created by the Japan Electronic
Industry Development Association (JEIDA). The specification uses the existing
JPEG, TIFF Rev. 6.0, and RIFF WAVE file formats, with the addition of specific
metadata tags. EXIF information has the advantage that it can be written in real
time so it can be integrated in the acquisition procedure. In particular, it can be
exploited to associate and fuse at acquisition time acquired images from an
underwater robot (either AUV or ROV) with vehicle navigation data (from Inertial
Motion Units – IMUs), acoustic navigation data (from drifting buoy systems as the
ones developed by IST, or others), and acoustic imaging data (from survey
sonars). Images have .jpeg extensions and the navigation, sonar, and other kinds
of data are saved into the images with the EXIF code (see an example in Figure
42).
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– x = xxx m
– y = xxx m
– dist = xxx m
– z = xxx m
–
–
xxx.jpeg

EXIF tags
Figure 42: Adding an EXIF tag.

Using this procedure, an image is obtained with important related data saved in
the properties of the image. For each image, the following set of data is recorded:
 time_stamp = time of data acquisition (in millisecond)
 x = UTM 32 east coordinate (in meter) from acoustic navigation
 y = UTM 32 north coordinate (in meter) from acoustic navigation
 z = depth (in meter) from acoustic navigation
 dist = distance (in meter) of the vehicle from sea bottom computed by the
vehicle echosounder
 z_ROV = depth (in meter) of the vehicle measured with on-board depth sensor
(pressure gauge)
 heading, pitch, roll = heading, pitch e roll angles (in degree) of the vehicle
measure/estimated from the on-board IMU and compass
 RPM = thrusters revolutions per minute measured by the thruster encoders,
one for each thruster
 sonar_data = imaging sonar data
 Camera intrinsic parameters: K1, K2, K3, P1, P2, ppx, ppy where K1,K2,K3 are
the coefficients of the polynomial for radial distortion, P1, P2 are the two
parameters for decentring distortion, and ppx and ppy are the coordinates of
the projection of the optical centre on the image.
A vehicle-specific software (“MissionData2Exif Converter”) has been developed to
produce data with the above standard information from the raw data of the
different acquisition systems of ISME. At this stage it is conjectured that no
general purpose software can be produced, but software has to be developed on a
case by case basis to account for the great variety of equipments available to
collect raw data.
The metadata tags defined in the EXIF standard cover a broad spectrum of
parameters, including:
 Date and time information. Digital cameras will record the current date and
time and save this in the metadata.
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 Camera settings. This includes static information such as the camera model and
make, and information that varies with each image such as orientation,
aperture, shutter speed, focal length, metering mode, and film speed
information.
 A thumbnail for previewing the picture on the camera's LCD screen, in file
managers or photo manipulation software.
 Location information, which could come from a GPS receiver connected to the
camera. As of 2004 only a few cameras support this feature, though. Some
people therefore use a normal receiver to track their movements, and then
post-process the images by matching the time stamps in the images with the
log from the receiver and can in this way add the missing information to
images.
 Descriptions and copyright information. Again this is something which is most
often done when post-processing the images, as only high-end camera models
let the user choose a text for these fields (although this feature is becoming
more and more apparent even in lower end compact digital cameras).
XML format
XML is a standard resulting from the World Web Consortium (W3C) that is widely
used in research institutions and companies. The W3C recommendation (2006)
can be found in (http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/). XML is particularly
appropriate for our application, just as it has proven to be for many others within
Epoch. XML has also other interesting characteristics. First of all, a file XML is a
simple textual file, which can therefore be edited and distributed in a very simple
manner. Thus, a XML file is readable without having to go through specific
manipulations (contrary to what happens in the case of database files for
example). Furthermore, the textual nature of the files makes them sensitive to
compression.
In order to increase portability and usability of the EXIF format, in particular for
3-D modelling and insertion of archaeological metadata information, a general
purpose converter from the defined EXIF format to XML format has been
developed (“Exif2xml Converter”). This is general purpose software that will be
made available as a tool at the end of the project. The XML structure was defined
together with LSIS/CNRS. See the example in Figure 43.
In what follows, as the XML format is described in more detail, we describe its
specific use in this project. The choice made for the development of this project is
to limit to the maximum the redundancy of information. The data are all stored in
a single manner. The use of these data then implies the treatment of XML files,
which constitute the common core for the complete chain of use and treatment by
other applications.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" standalone="no"?>
<!DOCTYPE model SYSTEM "../xmlDescription/photogrammetry/model.dtd">
<model>
<generalModelDescription isBundle="yes" name="Pianosa UTM32"
user="GeneratedByArpenteur" date="Sun Feb 25 23:47:44 CET 2007"
angleUnit="deg" groundUnit="m" />
<!-- Photographies list -->
<photographList>
<referenceSystemIdentification name="UTM 32" />
<photograph num="0" camera="D70_SME2_14mm_H2O"
file="http://…………………………/DSC_4051.JPG" oriented="yes"
X="590796.598891" Y="4714913.109562" Z="-30.060405"
Omega="175.601957" Phi="184.96467100000004" Kappa="77.555382" />
</photographList>
<!-- List of 2D points grouped by photography
(measures are given in pixels) -->
<point2DList>
</point2DList>
<!-- List of the measured 3D points -->
<point3DList>
<referenceSystemIdentification name="UTM 32" />
</point3DList>
<!-- Blocs List -->
<blockList>
<block>
<blockIdentification name="DEFAULT" photographList="0 1" />
</block>
</blockList>
</model>

Figure 43: XML file example.

A transformation of the XML documents using XSL (Extensible Stylesheet
Language) sheets is carried out. See an example on the W3C web site
(http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt). This transformation makes it possible to visualize
the majority of the data in a static way, without any possibility for the user of
interacting with those. This representation allows a fast access to all the
information. The utility of this simple method of publication is to allow a fast
awareness and a simple overview of the results. For more advanced uses,
publication of the results in 2D or 3D using SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) or X3D,
respectively is also possible.
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<!-- DTD for Model definition file -->
<!ELEMENT model (generalModelDescription, (REFCOLLECTION?),
listPhotograph, (block+), listePoint2D, listePoint3D)>
<!ELEMENT generalModelDescription EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST generalModelDescription isBundle (yes|no) #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST generalModelDescription name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST generalModelDescription user CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST generalModelDescription date CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST generalModelDescription controlPoint CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST generalModelDescription angleUnit CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT orientation (REFCOLLECTION | oriPhoto)>
<!ELEMENT oriPhoto EMPTY>
<!ELEMENT REFCOLLECTION ANY>
<!ELEMENT DESCRIPTION (ANY)>
<!ELEMENT IDENTIFICATION ANY>
<!ELEMENT LIST_REF ANY>
<!ELEMENT REF ANY >
<!ELEMENT BLOC_FACTORY ANY>
<!ELEMENT listPhotograph ((nomReferentiel?), (photograph+))>
<!ELEMENT nomReferentiel EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST nomReferentiel name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT photograph EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST photograph num CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST photograph camera CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST photograph file CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST photograph oriented (yes|no) #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST photograph X CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST photograph Y CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST photograph Z CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST photograph Omega CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST photograph Phi CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST photograph Kappa CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT block EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST block name ID #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST block listePhoto CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT listePoint2D (listePointPhoto?)>
<!ELEMENT listePointPhoto identificationPhoto, (point2D)>
<!ELEMENT listePoint3D (point3D?)>
<!ELEMENT identificationPhoto EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST identificationPhoto num CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST identificationPhoto file CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT point2D (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT point3D (#PCDATA)>
Figure 44: DTD (Document Type Definition) driving the XML file.
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Checking the results through tests at sea
In an archaeological survey with an underwater vehicle equipped with cameras,
the key goal is to obtain a complete map of the region under study. For example, if
the survey is done with a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) manoeuvring along
tracks (strips) this requires a correct overlap of the photographs from one strip to
the next one and from one photo to the next one. This is hard to guarantee,
because most ROVs are not equipped with systems ensuring that their actual
paths fall on top of pre-specified paths with great precision. There is therefore a
need to develop a method to overcome this problem, thus making it applicable to
a large class of ROVs. In practice, operations with an ROV will leave “holes” in the
survey, and this will in turn mean that the whole campaign will fail. Also, even if
the ROV is equipped with a navigation system, the attitude and position estimates
may be in error. The work presented here gives a solution to these problems that
unfolds in three basic steps: the first step is to obtain an approximate position and
orientation of the photographs with the geo-referenced ROV; the second step
yields the XML or EXIF orientation data linked with the photographs; the final
step is to actually check the overlap. Doing this numerically is computationally
heavy and makes it hard for an operator to clearly follow this procedure and
assess the quality of the final result. We chose a simple, effective way to check the
overlapping by developing a software tool that effectively projects the
photographs on the seabed and generates a VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling
Language) file with 50% transparency on each photograph. With the tool

Figure 45: VRML file generated with the XML (position, orientation) file.
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developed, data collected from a number of missions in the same location can be
processed. As seen in the figure below, checking the overlap on the VRML file
generated is obvious. Furthermore, the VRML file also gives a link on each
photograph and on the zone.

5.6.2 Task 1.2: Software tools for immersive visualization
At SIMVIS, researchers have worked closely with LSIS/CNRS regarding photo and
navigation tools. They have also been investigating techniques for the realistic
immersive visualization of underwater sites using state-of-the-art computer
graphics facilities. For example, the realistic rendering of fish shoals, underwater
silt, currents, caustic effects etc.
The tools developed will enable researchers to simulate a realistic dive down to
an underwater wreck. Photographs are being used to obtain accurate seabed
visualization and navigation data (position orientation and timestamp) to
simulate the ROV navigation.
The tools take in underwater terrain datasets (most formats accepted vrml, 3ds
etc) and automatically wrap a realistic marine environment around the imported
geometry. The details and parameters of the underwater environment (depth,
current, silt levels etc) are defined in an initialisation file and may be changed
dynamically by the user.

5.6.3 Task 2.1: Recommendations for equipment integration
Because of the different types of equipment and marine vehicles used, common
rules must be adopted to facilitate equipment integration and interoperability in
what regards hardware and software interfacing. It is the objective of this work to
define rules that will greatly simplify the process of multi-partner equipment
integration. Underlying the rules adopted is the strict requirement that all data
acquired with one or more platforms during the same mission be properly georeferenced. This mandates the use of mechanisms to accurately attach temporal
and spatial “tags” to the data acquired so as to simply the post-mission process of
data fusion.
In cooperation with ISME and CNRS, IST carried out work towards completion of
the following tasks: (a) assessment of the types of problems that the partners will
be faced with when integrating different types of equipment on a marine
platform, (b) preparation of a detailed list of the equipment that the partner
group envisions will be used in the scope of archaeological missions involving
marine robots; and (c) definition of key rules adopted for equipment integration.

5.6.4 Task 2.2: Algorithms/software for underwater platform positioning
At IST, work has also progressed towards the derivation of algorithms for
underwater platform navigation and positioning that do away without the
cumbersome deployment of underwater transponders. Particular attention was
given to the improvement of a system for underwater positioning that relies on a
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set of drifting buoys equipped with hydrophones, as well as a pinger installed onboard the underwater platform (see Figure 47). The work has led to a set of
algorithms for outlier and multi-path detection (especially relevant for shallow
water operations), together with a set of algorithms for position estimation.
Figure 46 shows the types of data obtained at one buoy: underwater platform-tobuoy range, depth info, and outliers. The algorithms and the software suited
developed, together with the hardware that is currently being built for increased
system robustness, will be used for underwater platform positioning.

Figure 47: Underwater positioning system.

Figure 46: Underwater positioning.
Data obtained at one buoy.

5.6.5 Task 2.3: Preparatory work for operational tests
The development undertaken so far must be evaluated during missions at sea. To
this effect, ISME has performed simulative evaluation and preparation of the
operational testing at sea of the developed procedures and software described in
Task 1. Also, the necessary activities have been carried out to test the tools
developed in an operational scenario, with the ultimate goal of defining best
practice procedure and accuracy requirements on the underwater vehicles
navigation data. In particular, the ISME Remotely Operated vehicle has been
equipped as in figure with the needed instrumentation for a combined acoustical
and optical mission at one of the archaeological sites in the Tremiti Islands Marine
Reserve (Italy). The experimental activities have been taking place from May 20 to
25, 2007. In the same vein, IST has developed the key core of the hardware and
software systems that will be used for platform geo-referencing, with a view to
the operation of its surface and underwater vehicles at sea.

5.6.6 Task 2.4: Best practice procedures for underwater camera calibration
After evaluation of available tools and definition of data format and requirements,
the key researcher of UIBK worked in close collaboration with LSIS/CNRS and
ISME on best practice for underwater camera calibration using off-the-shelf
photogrammetric software packages and processing of simulative and field data.
The software package PhotoModeler has been tested and finally improved
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Figure 48: ISME Remotely Operated Vehicle with the equipment installed for the Tremiti Island
operational test, May 2007.

regarding its calibration modules and components. The available calibration fields
and routines have been adapted and readjusted to suit to the very specific
maritime underwater calibration needs. The thus adapted software modules are
now ready and flexible enough for further testing with true underwater data to
calibrate the cameras under realistic conditions in a maritime environment.
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Epoch Tools and
the Archaeological
Process

This chapter analyzes the impact of IT tools developed or assembled by Epoch on
archaeological research and how the tools can be used in the processing pipeline.
To develop such analysis, one of the most important texts on archaeological
theory is considered and it is shown how such tools may play an important role in
most of the steps described by this book. Epoch’s holistic approach is shown to be
fully compliant with the characteristics of archaeological investigation: reflexive,
multivocal, and open to data sharing and to debate.

6.1 The archaeological process
During its activity, Epoch has often appeared as ultimately dealing with the
communication of heritage to the public. There was – and still there is, perhaps in
a lesser way thanks to Epoch’s activity – a strong need of clarifying the interaction
between information technology and humanities in the presentation of cultural
heritage, and of defining policies and guidelines to make IT applications to
heritage credible, authoritative, and well accepted: in a word, to fully integrate the
results of technology, notably computer visualization, in the heritage domain as
far as communication to the public is concerned. The analysis that follows will
instead consider how information technology, in particular the one developed
within Epoch, may be incorporated in the archaeological process, that is the
process of archaeological investigation, discovery and interpretation.
The term “Archaeological process” has been used as the title of a famous book [1]
by Ian Hodder on archaeological theory. The description of the chain of tools,
which is the pipeline of Epoch IT tools, will follow the chaine operatoire described
by Hodder. Using Hodder’s theory as reference does not necessarily mean that we
are going to endorse the conclusions of this book. We use it here to show how the
Epoch tools cover an important part of this process already. Hodder's analysis is
more sophisticated than the account we give here, but we felt it would be useful to
at least sketch some of the ideas in order to make this part sufficiently selfcontained. Since the book analyses the attitude of archaeologists during their
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work from a perspective that has no bias in favour of informatics as an “exact”
science, it seems rather interesting to show how Epoch tools may fit in such a
purely archaeological and post-modern framework.

6.1.1 One, or many, archaeologists/archaeologies
A first observation concerns the very diverse nature of archaeologists’ way of
working and how this influence the potential need, and use, of IT tools. For some
of them “the reasoning process [is] a physical one” [p. 10]: reasoning is touching
and feeling, while digging. Others, often specialists, understand them mainly
through visual aids. Other specialists reason by comparison, identification and
deduction, what Hodder calls “from the outside in”. For example, an animal bone
specialist relies on the documentation to identify the animal species from small
fragments – perhaps, nowadays she might be helped by DNA analysis as used in
forensics. A pottery specialist would on the contrary most often go “from the
inside out”, in particular when he could not rely on suitable reference collections.
The above examples refer to excavation, which is by no means the only
archaeological activity. Such domains as landscape archaeology and industrial
heritage have in fact very little in common with the traditional excavation, and
require different attitudes and tools. Thus it appears that although there is an
intuitive concept of what archaeology is, and what archaeologists do, there may
exist counterexamples defeating any established scheme of the behaviour of
archaeologists and any overarching definition of the discipline.
However, excessively stressing the “hands-on” (or “eyes-on”) experience would
mean that only those directly experiencing the original archaeological activity
have the possibility of understanding and interpreting material evidence. Now,
although it is clear that their position is privileged, there exist “virtual”
equivalents of such an experience, based on the human faculty of communicating.
If, and how, IT tools – in particular those devised by Epoch – help and/or are
essential to this communication will be one of the subjects of this report. It will
also be discussed how such tools enter into the direct experience of the
investigator, explicitly during field activity or, implicitly, before and after it.

6.1.2 Archaeological discovery as an hermeneutic process
Hodder claims that the process of archaeological discovery may be represented by
a hermeneutic spiral as in the following diagram of Figure 49.
Previous knowledge includes all kinds of pre-understanding (definition of the
object of study, expected results, methods, social and economic constraints) as
well as tools, including computers: “Different tools will allow the gathering of
different types of data” [p. 50]. As a consequence, both data and interpretation are
complementary facets of the same discovery process, and influence each other in
the creation of new knowledge. This in no way means that “exact” information
from natural sciences must be rejected. On the contrary, such contributions may
be accommodated in a more complete overall understanding.
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Figure 49: The hermeneutic spiral of the archaeological research process, adapted from [1].

6.1.3 The role of Information Technology and visualization techniques
From the above considerations, it might appear that IT and visualization, in
particular 3D visualization, play an ancillary role in this approach to
archaeological research. In fact, at the beginning of their use computers pushed
towards codification and homogenization. The use of codified methodologies is
the consequence of industrialized procedures in field archaeology, dictated by the
increase of contract archaeology among on all field investigations. Here
codification and compliance to strict regulations is a way to be able to account and
audit for quality and work done. On the other hand, data management obeying to
RDBMS rules requires the use of codified forms.
However, as pointed out in [2], this is not necessarily the case. There are now
technologies that allow managing unstructured data effectively, for example
native XML databases and all the XML-based query languages. Furthermore, the
development of semantic techniques allows (or will allow) even better
manipulation, search and retrieval of textual data: “An integral and fluid data base
is essential for any attempt to link different participants in an archaeological
project [...] some degree of fixity and codification is necessary [...] in order to allow
comparison” [p. 190-191]. State-of-art data management technologies stress the
importance of standardization: the above is a clear statement of need for common
concepts, shared by the relevant community of practice, at least at the minimal
level that allows interpersonal communication, perhaps mapped to an agreed
common denominator when the community widens and reference systems cannot
be assumed to be the same: in other words, ontologies, and ontology mapping.
Hodder clearly stresses the importance of data sharing, first of all among the
research team, quoting the example of Çatalhöyük site where excavation diaries
are immediately accessible to all team members; then, and as soon as possible,
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within the scientific community and with the public at large: “Data are not
hoarded by the team until publication, but they are immediately part of a public
interpretation” [p. 125]. This is a very clear definition of an open digital library,
with all the instruments that allow management, query and information retrieval.
“One of the most important aspects of the context of production of knowledge on
an archaeological site is visual” [p. 123]. Here the author refers mainly to photos
and videos – but before he has quoted “3D recording of artefact location and
context boundaries” in order to allow for later re-interpretation, if necessary. It
must be noted that the book dates back to 1999 and in those times 3D scanners,
for example, were not widely available, and portable, equipment as they are today.
Thus it is clear that on field 3D data acquisition and 3D model creation and
management, including annotation, is essential in re-contextualizing the data,
with as less as possible (or, at least, well documented) manipulation by the
researchers. Such documentation facilitates sharing a knowledge that mimics as
close as possible the experience of dealing with the originals, which can never be
repeated in the same conditions and context. As Hodder states for his Çatalhöyük
investigation, sharing on field experience has proven to be fruitful for team
members traditionally less engaged in excavation, as the above mentioned
specialists. Tools enabling virtual excavation, e.g. enabling remote or deferred
participation to the on-site discovery of finds may greatly contribute to this (see
for example the “Site excavation – Virtual excavation support team” scenario in
Epoch’s Research Agenda [3]). In some special cases, wide participation may be
enabled only using such tools. This is the case of underwater archaeology, where
excavation requires particular skills of scuba diving that some archaeologists or
specialist may not possess.
It must be added that the possibility of “playing” with different, perhaps
alternative, interpretations, for example with virtual models of the past
(reflexivity) opens new pathways to investigation. At the same time, sharing the
same possibility with others widens the debate and guarantees that “at future
time [the investigators] or others can look back and understand why [they] made
this or that interpretation.” [p. 121] Sharing knowledge with a non-professional
audience may require presentation tools that summarize and synthesize
interpretation.

6.2 Epoch tools and archaeological research
Now, how do Epoch tools fit into this picture? It is clear that Epoch’s holistic
pipeline approach directly corresponds to the above description of archaeological
practice. The tools developed, or assembled, by the project largely address the
needs of flexibility, reflexiveness and multivocality. As Hodder concludes for new
technologies, they “provide not a solution but an opportunity and a challenge to
archaeologists of the new millennium.”
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Table 1 starting on page 108 details how and why Epoch technology fits in the
knowledge spiral mentioned above, and outlines which features are still missing,
where are potential threats and which opportunities open to users.
However, improvement of fit needs feedback from extensive and appropriate
practice. In the “Technology Maturity model” as described in the Epoch Research
Agenda [3], the outcome of Epoch research belongs in the leftmost part of the
graph, as research prototypes resulting from Applied RTD. Improvement and best
fit needs feedback from “innovators” and “early adopters” about “Near market”
prototypes adopted by them, to lead to a substantially improved marketable
system. Such developments were beyond the project scope, both
programmatically and temporally. They also require acceptance by archaeologists,
which has been fostered by Epoch’s dissemination and training activity. Due to the
fragmentation of the domain and of the community, and the need of bridging over
disciplinary borders, it may be expected that during the project life the Network
activity hits the community of those already involved in interdisciplinary research
and a number of key stakeholders, requiring more time and effort to reach the
much wider community of researchers in archaeological disciplines and
practitioners – with a cascading effect of availing of the support of the already
“converted” ones.
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Table 1: Stages of archaeological investigation and related Epoch tools or good practices.
Step
Pre-understanding
and other
preliminary and
hypothesisformation activities

Activity
Analysis of previous
personal knowledge

Epoch tool/guideline
Data management and
semantic tools

Analysis of existing
Digital library tools
information (others’
knowledge, e.g. literature
including grey literature) as
user
Standardization, as
Standards and mapping tools
essential part of data
sharing (at this stage as
content user)

Comments
Data management tools are part of
the CI activity; this has developed
MAD, a DM tool based on an XMLnative DBMS. MAD is growing into
SAD, a semantics-enabled system.

SWOT Analysis
Strength: Open Source tool, capable of
managing unstructured data, and
also data with different data
structures; native web compliancy.
Weakness: cannot be used “off the shelf”
as it requires installing the XML-DB
engine.
Opportunities: might become the
universal system for managing
archaeological data.
Threats: might remain not adopted by
the majority of users.

Out of Epoch scope.

Epoch’s mapping tool AMA is at
present unique.
Epoch has also supported standards
adoption with various activities, but
apart from dissemination and
training has no formal leading role
in standards
definition/implementation
(although it is informally assuming
one)

Strength: AMA is the only available
mapping tool on the market; it is
user-friendly and may be used for
any kind of mapping.
Weakness: the mapping exercise in itself
is tedious and fatiguing, needs
commitment to complete.
Opportunities: if users understand the
advantages (better: the necessity) of
sharing a common ontology, they
need it.
Threats: limited awareness of the
necessity of the mapping exercise.
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Contextual
documentation

Documentation of the
interpretation process as
shown in 3D visualization
created by others (as
content user)

Paradata/London Charter

3D Data Acquisition

Several tools, from 3D
scanning to Image-based
modelling.
Definition of a standard 3D
cultural object

Epoch has created a guideline to
paradata creation (the London
Charter), which needs further work
to become a practical guide.
Paradata are essential to reconstruct the process of
interpretation hidden by a 3D
synthetic representation
3DKIOSK has created a set of tools
for 3D data capture.
Features of the 3D cultural object
are under definition, essential for
incorporating 3D objects into
overall documentation.
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SWOT analysis very similar to the above,
exchanging “mapping” with “paradata
documentation”.

Strength: The tools allow 3D data
acquisition also with very cheap
equipment and simplify the
“cleaning” ad assembling of 3D data.
The 3D-CO unifies and optimizes the
joint storage of 3D and cultural
heritage information.
Weakness: however simple, tools are not
for newcomers and cultural heritage
professionals may be scared.
Universal acceptance of a standard
3D-CO is not behind the corner.
Opportunities: The tools may increase
dramatically the use of 3D
documentation in archaeology.
Threats: The tools may still appear as
“too advanced” for the average
investigator and be rejected by
practitioners.
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On-field documentation:
Mobile Data Recording (e.g.
on survey)

The evolution of MobiComp
as the “Mobile Data Capture”
component

CIMAD has developed a module for
collecting contextualised field notes

Strength: The system can be deployed
immediately, and has undergone
extensive field tests. Particularly
useful for survey.
Weakness: Little known system.
Opportunities: It might be adopted in
surveys, if accepted by practitioners.
Threats: It may remain another good,
unexploited solution.

3D Documentation:
Stratigraphy 3D Recording

Tool for stratigraphic data
recording

The showcase, assembled during
year 1 of Epoch, enables recording
the stratigraphy in 3D and
representing stratigraphic relations
in a graph.

Data recording and
management

MAD

As stated by Hodder, the data
management tool needs to be
flexible enough to manage
unstructured records, including e.g.
excavation diaries, and to allow
reflexivity and multivocality
(annotations and comments).

Strength: The tool preserves the 3D
structure of layers before
excavation/destruction. It manages
geometric models and scans, and
may allow re-definition of layers.
Weakness: It may require too much time
to record the 3D stratigraphy;
investigators may be discouraged.
Apart from the showcase, little
number of real-life tests.
Opportunities: A tool unique in its kind
might be engineered and work very
well.
Threats: It may remain just a prototype.
Strength: Open Source tool, capable of
managing unstructured data, and
also data with different data
structures; native web compliancy.
Weakness: It cannot be used “off the
shelf” as it requires installing the
XML-DB engine.
Opportunities: It might become the
universal system for managing
archaeological data.
Threats: The tool might remain not
adopted by the majority of users.
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3D documentation of
buildings

IMODELASER

Integration of photogrammetry
with laser scans

Strength: Potentially, it takes the best
out of the two most powerful
documentation systems for standing
structures.
Weakness: It requires equipment and
skills.
Opportunities: It might be extensively
used wherever the investigation
intends to use state-of-art recording
technologies.
Threats: It may have little diffusion
because of the cost of the equipment
and of the necessary expertise;
perhaps only a minority of
investigations need it, so it would be
better applied within a brokerage
scheme/service.

Documentation of
underwater surveys

UPGRADE

UPGRADE is particularly useful for
performing underwater
archaeological surveys without the
physical presence of the
archaeologists. It is based on a robot
surveyor.

Strength: The system can allow
extensive surveys on selected areas
and foster the exploration of
potentially relevant underwater
sites.
Weakness: Still an experimental tool, for
the nature of the activity it may also
involve substantial resources.
Opportunities: When fully engineered,
the tool may become popular among
underwater teams, for example as
geophysics is popular for
excavations.
Threats: Effectiveness of the system and
in general of the technology still to be
proven, this may limit acceptance by
practitioners.
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Data sharing

Free access for peers to
reports and source data,
with the possibility of
commenting/editing.

3D model annotation and
linking

Creation of new
hypotheses

Reasoning on alternate
interpretations

Shape grammar-based
modelling

There already exists a number of
Open Source tools enabling
collaborative work and sharing
information. Among these, wikis
and annotation tools, also for
images. The annotation tool for 3D
models developed within Epoch [4],
although at a prototypal stage,
extends this functionality also to the
3D case. Another class of tools
potentially relevant are those
developed within the “Making the
leap” initiative [5]. They allow
linking electronic scientific
publications with the source
databases.
The tool allows the creation of
complex models basing on grammar
rules, and the possibility of varying
their features by simple changes in
parameters regulated by a visual
interface. Alternate interpretations
may be generated rapidly and
easily. A paramount tool for
evaluating interpretation
hypotheses, may also serve to the
audience to understand those
proposed by the researcher by
“playing” with them in a way similar
to what he/she have done. For
further details see [6] and
references listed there.
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Strength: Existing collaborative tools
cover a wide range of needs and
functionalities.
Weakness: Annotation tools need to go
beyond the proof-of-concept stage.
Opportunities: Friendly annotation tools
for images and 3D may extend this
collaborative approach to nontextual data, what would play an
important role, as already stated, to
full data sharing.
Threats: Limited support from the
archaeological community may
discourage further development of
tools.
Strength: Complete control of the model
features by a non-3D-specialist once
the base rules have been generated.
Immediate visual feedback to
changes. Intuitive interface.
Weakness: The creation of base rules is
still complex and not a trivial task.
Opportunities: The model allows “what
if” exploration, and may become for
archaeology what spreadsheets have
been for management.
Threats: Limited support to new models
for the difficulty of creating their
grammars.
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Virtual excavation

Re-examining data in their
original context to rediscuss the original
hypotheses and formulate
new ones (hermeneutic
process)

Various

Involving in excavation
activities people not
physically present on the
site – perhaps, also in a
later time. An activity
complementing physical
presence of team members
usually not directly
participating in the
excavation.

UPGRADE, for underwater
archaeology

Various
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See above. Here the researchers
may avail of all the tools created by
Epoch for creating, managing and
distributing information. During
this activity they may wants to reexamine afresh the excavation
results, in a way similar to the
examination of an outsider.
UPGRADE visualizes data coming
from underwater archaeology and
thus allows virtual participation
without diving.

See above the SWOT analysis for the
relevant tools.

Some Epoch tools planned for
dissemination may be easily
converted for involving remote
virtual teams (in space and/or in
time).

Strength: This opens new, appealing
scenarios for the use of 3D
visualization techniques (see e.g. [3]).
Weakness: As the tools have not been
devised for this specific goal, some
work of re-engineering may be
required.
Opportunities: As stated above, support
for visual aids is paramount for
archaeological research, and the
tools would enable complementing
collaboration in an unprecedented
way.
Threats: The effort necessary for
adapting the tools to this unplanned
task may require strong support
from the archaeological community,
which on its turn may require
showcasing working tools.

Similar to the SWOT analysis already
considered for the use of UPGRADE for
documentation
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Communication to
the public

Of course a relevant goal
per se, in Hodder’s vision it
acquires a particular
relevance also within a
research framework, as
described above.

Communication tools, such as Participation from the public and
many of the showcases and
their reaction is integral part of the
CHARACTERISE.
hermeneutic process in Hodder. It
may be difficult to obtain, though,
because of the technicalities
involved in reports. Any facilitation
of public understanding is therefore
strongly advocated.
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Strength: Visually appealing may
increase participation form the
public.
Weakness: The lack of feedback
functions (which could also reside
outside the tool) makes the
envisaged functionality just potential.
Opportunities: These tools may bridge
over cultural diversity and lack on
technical skills, and enable an
involvement otherwise impossible.
Threats: Actually costs are the main
limitation for a wider use, and with
limited resources other goals (e.g.
museum enhancement) have the
precedence.
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Tool Chains

The goal of the tool chains is to prove the interoperability of the Epoch tools. As
mentioned in the previous deliverable, a tool chain is a cooperating chain of tools.
They are not real applications but they are used to test and evaluate the
interaction of the tools. These tools can be existing tools as well as tools
developed by the Common Infrastructure or Newton activities. Since the tool
chains depend on tools which are still under development, the final tool chain
experiments are planned during the final phase of the Epoch project. Nonetheless,
parts of the envisaged chains have been realised already.
Two have been selected and planned in more detail since, as described in the next
sections.

7.1 A Virtual Visitor Centre
The purpose of this tool chain is to allow people to virtually visit sites which are
normally closed to the public or which no longer exist. The visitor is guided
through the virtual site by an avatar. At predefined places the visitor can examine
some objects (e.g. buildings or excavated objects) using a separate 3D-viewer. The
visitor can also ask questions about the objects, preferably in his natural language
(but we could start with one language).
To exploit the various tools of CHARACTERISE and 3DKIOSK the aim is to create a
Virtual Visitor Centre for part of Pompeii, populated with characters and giving
responses to questions asked by visitors. Within the scene there will be some
highly detailed digital objects that can be selected and then viewed from any
angle.
 The story around this demonstrator and the knowledgebase for questions and
answers will be provided by K.U.Leuven.
 The model will be based on a section of Pompeii in which there is an enclosed
courtyard (“Area 6”). The model will be provided at a number of levels of detail
using the CityEngine from ETHZ.
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Figure 50: Avatars populating the streets of Pompeii.

 A version of the model of Pompeii Area 6 will be imported into the
CHARACTERISE Scene Assembler and populated with suitable avatars using a
combination of vhdPLUS (MIRALab, U Geneva, and VRLab, EPFL) and ARP
(UEA). A Question and Answer system will be built using U Brighton Natural
Language Generation technology populated with questions from Pompeii
provided by K.U.Leuven.
 Using the interactive crowd animation system from VRLab, EPFL it is proposed
to provide a video of the Pompeii scene, populated with characters. It is
planned that high quality models can be used to give a good video presentation.
 Some BTF Models will be produced by U Bonn by scanning suitable artefacts
that can be used with the Pompeii scene. A player application will be made
available for viewing the objects.
 A 3D PowerPoint presentation will be prepared by U Graz for the Pompeii
courtyard. The courtyard will contain simple representations of the BTF
models. There will be an interface for launching the viewer for the models so
that visitors are able to view the objects in full detail.
 The courtyard will also be represented in the CHARACTERISE scene, allowing
the user to move to view the 3D PowerPoint presentation, or to launch viewers
for the BTF objects directly.
 The different tools will work on common representations of the Pompeii scene,
although different levels of detail will be employed. Hence a medium resolution
model will be used by the CHARACTERISE renderer, operating in real-time with
a good number of avatars animated in the scene. For video production it will be
possible to use a high resolution model. The courtyard will also be rendered at
a high level of detail since it is an enclosed scene.
 A data repository at K.U.Leuven using the Fedora content management system
will be used to store the models and other digital assets used in the tool chain.
Although the tools may not access the repository directly, a future development
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would allow for further automation of the process of creating and refining
virtual visitor centres.

7.2 Archaeological Field Survey
The proposed tool chain addresses both ends of the cultural heritage chain of
practice — from data collection to public presentation — and intends to provide
an answer to the following questions:
 How tools addressing both ends of the chain may be made interoperable with a
limited effort?
 Which benefits can be derived by the proposed approach?
The structure of the tool chain and the addressed scenario are depicted in the
figure below.

Other
Epoch
Tools
Dome

Notebook

Small Objects Modeler
to be used on site

Sensors

Fedora Based
Content
Management
System

HandHeld
Device

Sensors

MultiMedia
Device

Cimad Guide

Cimad FieldMap Device

MobiComp
 Small objects models are created in-field from pictures taken by the Leuven
Dome.
 UniKENT FieldMap provides context data to tag the models.
 Fedora and MobiComp are the Common Infrastructure: the models are stored
in Fedora-based Content Management System, while context elements are
stored and handled by MobiComp. Contextual data in MobiComp is used to
generate metadata for object models stored in Fedora.
 Models and metadata stored in Fedora are used by CIMAD tools to generate
context-dependent multimedia guides.
 Other Epoch tools may add value to the models before they reach the Guide.
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The demonstration should be performed in the field, as follows: a small and
interesting object found during field walking or on an archaeological site is
identified by the archaeologist. Information about the object is conveyed to
MobiComp; information that cannot be produced automatically by FieldMap
context-detection capabilities is generated by the archaeologist through handwritten notes. A 3D model with texture information for image-based rendering of
the object is created using the Dome with its associated tools, and it is saved in
Fedora.
Actors carrying the CIMAD Multimedia guide access the model when appropriate,
according to their profile & preferences.
A measure of the overhead implied in the entire process will be produced and
compared with the overhead without tools harmonization. The benefits to the
cultural heritage communities shall also be discussed.
Participating tools and their interaction
This tool chain intends to demonstrate Epoch research results on CI Technology
areas 3 (Mobile, wearable and ambient systems) and 4 (Recording and data
representation), particularly on the topics “Mobile applications from data capture
to public dissemination” and “Recording of archaeological excavations”.
The list of participating tools is the following:
 MobiComp, the CI Context Management Infrastructure
 The Fedora-based content management system
 CIMAD, the Newton collection of services supporting on-site applications
 Other suitable Epoch tools.
The interaction between the above mentioned tools is shown in the figure above.
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Technical Details of
Container Classes

In this appendix the technical details of some container classes are described. The
classes are limited to the most interesting solutions for applications in the cultural
heritage domain.

A.1 MPEG-21/DIDL
In DIDL, the following terms are defined. The definitions in this text are not the
normative definitions as in the standard, but simplified explanations.
1) Resource: An ‘identifiable asset’, e.g. a picture, X3D file, or even a physical
object.
2) Component: The binding of a Resource to a Descriptor, like e.g. bit rates,
starting points, character sets.
3) Descriptor: Associates information (e.g. a Component) with the enclosing
element.
4) Statement: A literal textual value; like descriptive or identifying
information.
5) Fragment: Describes a specific point or range in a Resource.
6) Anchor: Binds Descriptors to a Fragment.
7) Predicate: A “binary” declaration ('true', 'false', 'undecided').
8) Selection: Describes a decision, which will affect a Condition in an Item. Its
associated Predicate becomes true, when the selection is taken.
9) Condition: Describes the enclosing element as optional, and links it to
relevant Selections.
10) Choice: Set of related Selections.
11) Item: Grouping of Items or Components, bound to Descriptors.
12) Container: Structure that can group Items.
13) Assertion: A state of a Choice.
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Figure 51: A simple DIDL hierarchy.

An example of a hierarchy (see Figure 51) might be more explanatory. As you can
see, a Container {1} can contain other Containers, or Items {2}. Items contain
Components {3}, which describe Resources {4}. This picture is a simple structure
without any choices or conditions etc.
DIDL is of course implemented in XML.

A.2 RDF
RDF is an XML Schema, based on the use of URI (Uniform Resource Identifiers). It
implements a grammar of “subject, predicate, object” sentences. Several types of
containers are available (“bags”, “sequences” and “alternatives”). A specific
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vocabulary can be set up, using the ‘Vocabulary Description Language’, called RDF
Schema (RDFS).
The following piece of XML gives a taste of how it works. It's an example of a
magazine, described using Dublin Core in RDF. The code should be clear enough to
explain itself.
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/">
<rdf:Description
rdf:about="http://www.dlib.org/dlib/may98/05contents.html">
<dc:title>DLIB Magazine - The Magazine for Digital Library
Research - May 1998</dc:title>
<dc:description>D-LIB magazine is a monthly compilation of
contributed stories, commentary, and
briefings.</dc:description>
<dc:contributor>Amy Friedlander</dc:contributor>
<dc:publisher>Corporation for National Research
Initiatives</dc:publisher>
<dc:date>1998-01-05</dc:date>
<dc:type>electronic journal</dc:type>
<dc:subject>
<rdf:Bag>
<rdf:li>library use studies</rdf:li>
<rdf:li>magazines and newspapers</rdf:li>
</rdf:Bag>
</dc:subject>
<dc:format>text/html</dc:format>
<dc:identifier rdf:resource="urn:issn:1082-9873"/>
<dcterms:isPartOf rdf:resource="http://www.dlib.org"/>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

XPackage contains items like the following, which make the packaging more
standardized than when one would define his own RDF description for this.
 <xpackage:resource>: (resource) a generic resource
 <xpackage:package>: (resource) a generic package (such as an archive) that
might contain other resources.
 <xpackage:manifest>: (property) a list of other resources one resources
contains.
 <xpackage:organization>: (property) the order of other resources as they
appear inside one resource.
 <xpackage:contentType>: (property) the MIME media type of a resource.
 <xpackage:location>: (property) the physical location of a resource, in a file
system for example.
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XOP (XML Optimized Packaging) is a means of more efficiently serializing XML
Infosets that have certain types of content. It is comparable, but more recent, than
XMLTape. XOP is compatible with XPackage and RDF.

A.3 METS
In essence, a METS document contains the seven parts described in the following
sections. Additional sample documents illustrating the possibilities of METS can
be found at “http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/mets-examples.html”.
A.3.1 Header
The header contains information like creation and modification data, agents
involved (archivist, creator, custodian, disseminator, editor, ipowner and other)
and alternative identifiers.
Example:
<metsHdr CREATEDATE="2006-10-23T15:00:00"
RECORDSTATUS="Complete">
<agent ROLE="CREATOR" TYPE="INDIVIDUAL">
<name>Bert DeKnuydt</name>
</agent>
<agent ROLE="ARCHIVIST" TYPE="INDIVIDUAL">
<name>Paul Konijn</name>
</agent>
</metsHdr>

A.3.2 Descriptive metadata
This part contains metadata on the data inside this object. METS itself does not
specify how this should be described (it should be XML though). Typically, Dublin
Core or MODS are used, either inlined or as external references.
Example: Dublin Core as an external URN
<dmdSec ID="dmd001">
<mdRef LOCTYPE="URN" MIMETYPE="application/xml" MDTYPE="DC"
LABEL="Dublin Core Data">
urn:x-nyu:dc_918374
</mdRef>
</dmdSec>

A.3.3 Administrative metadata
Four major types are available:
1) Technical metadata: creation, format, characteristics ...
2) IPR metadata: copyright, licensing terms ...
3) Source metadata: analogue original or physical master ...
4) Provenance metadata: relations between this 'copy' and the 'master'
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Example: Mime type and file details of an image
<techMD ID="AMD001">
<mdWrap MIMETYPE="text/xml" MDTYPE="NISOIMG"
LABEL="NISO Img. Data">
<xmlData>
<niso:MIMEtype>image/tiff</niso:MIMEtype>
<niso:Compression>LZW</niso:Compression>
<niso:Orientation>1</niso:Orientation>
</xmlData>
</mdWrap>
</techMD>

A.3.4 File section
The file section contains one or more groups of related ‘data items’ or ‘files’. One
group should represent a collection of items describing the some logical entity
(e.g., an original image, a low resolution thumbnail of it and text annotating it, or a
3D model, 10 rendered images from different positions and a walk-around
movie). The data itself is either a reference (e.g., a URL) or embedded as base64
data.
Example: Collada file through URL
<fileGrp ID="VERS1">
<file ID="FILE001" MIMETYPE="application/collada"
SIZE="64232836" CREATED="2006-08-17" GROUPID="3D_1">
<FLocat LOCTYPE="URL">
http://epoch.net/repository/01983741/scene.collada
</Flocat>
</file>
</fileGrp>

A.3.5 Structural map
This part contains a hierarchical structure of the data as will be presented to the
user. Technically, it points to either other METS documents, or to files (or portions
of files)
Example:
<structMap TYPE="logical">
<div ID="div1" LABEL="Valley of the Kings" TYPE="exhibition">
<div ID="div1.1" LABEL="Introduction" ORDER="1">
<fptr FILEID="FILE01">
<area FILEID="FILE01" BEGIN="INT" END="CH1"
BETYPE="IDREF"/>
</fptr>
<fptr FILEID="FILE02">
<area FILEID="FILE02" BEGIN="00:00:00" END="00:01:47"
BETYPE="TIME" />
</fptr>
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...
</structMap>

A.3.6 Structural links
This section stores the links between items in the structural map. It is based on
the XLink XML syntax.
A.3.7 Behaviour section
The behaviour section can be used to describe how to present the item to a
viewer.
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Documentation
Standards in
Archaeology and
Museums

This appendix, produced as a component of the EPOCH Project's AMA (Archive
Mapper for Archaeology) initiative, aims to provide a unified and topical reference
guide to the current state-of-the-art in cultural heritage documentation,
specifically those sectors associated with material heritage: Archaeology and
Museums. It is intended to capture the current, collective knowledge of European
heritage practitioners for the purpose of creating a single professional reference
for documentation standards. It also aims to broaden the awareness of these
standards, and to encourage continued dialogue across national and regional
boundaries.
The scope of the survey is dictated by four considerations:
 Type: the survey will report on standards for cultural heritage documentation
only. Documentation standards that are not specific to cultural heritage, but are
nonetheless widely employed by the cultural heritage community, will be
included as a second priority. The survey will not address specific file formats.
 Domain: the survey will include only those standards employed in the
archaeology and museum communities; libraries and archives will not be
addressed.
 Use: only those standards that have been created by, or are supported by,
mutual agreement of a professional community will be addressed; the survey
will not include project-specific or vendor-specific implementations. The
report must be topical; included standards must be in use, or forthcoming.
 Region: as a matter of practical necessity, the survey focuses on standards
employed in Europe. While those employed elsewhere are equally valid, and
will be included where possible, the scope of the AMA initiative does not
provide the means for a wider survey.
The survey acts as an initial point of reference, and does not attempt to duplicate
information easily found elsewhere. The information provided to the reader
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therefore addresses those items which are of specific interest to the domain
practitioner:
 Geographical and chronological scope of the subject: is the standard intended
to document material culture from a specific time and place?
 Summary: a short description of the standard and its history.
 Where it is employed: what organisations are using it, and where is it seeing
active use.
 Documentation Format: what format does the documentation take: for
example, the standard may be a text document describing units of information,
or it may be provided as an XML schema or DTD.
 Availability: how can it be obtained, under what license, and at what cost?
 Authority Lists: what standardised vocabularies are employed by this
standard?
 Language: In what language(s) does it exist?
 Further reference: hyperlinks to additional, more detailed, reading.
Domain-specific and multimedia documentation standards are not included in
this report.

CIDOC CRM: Conceptual Reference Model
The CRM provides definitions and a formal structure for describing the implicit
and explicit concepts and relationships used in cultural heritage documentation.
The primary role of the CRM is to promote a shared understanding of cultural
heritage information by providing a common and extensible semantic framework
that any cultural heritage information can be mapped to. In this way, it can
provide the “semantic glue” needed to mediate between different sources of
cultural heritage information, such as that published by museums, libraries and
archives. It is intended to be a common language for domain experts and
implementers to formulate requirements for information systems and to serve as
a guide for good practice of conceptual modelling (http://cidoc.ics.forth.gr/).
Summary
The CRM is an ontology for describing cultural heritage information, but is
fundamentally unlike every other standard in this document: the CRM ontology
does not contains ‘units of information’ to which your own collections are
mapped, but rather provides a formal, scientific vocabulary, based on classproperty relationships, used to describe the units of information employed in the
documentation of your own cultural heritage collections. The CRM is used to
clarify the documentation process, and to ensure no loss of somatic content when
integrating heterogeneous cultural heritage data sources. The CRM was released
as an ISO standard in October 2006: “ISO 21127: A Reference Ontology for the
Interchange of Cultural Heritage Information”.
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Scope
Designed to accommodate all information required for the scientific
documentation of cultural heritage collections with a view to enabling wide area
information
exchange
and
integration
of
heterogeneous
sources
(http://cidoc.ics.forth.gr/scope.html). It is designed to be extended and
extensible: an example is the on-going CRM/FRBR harmonisation, integrating the
documentation standards of the library and museum communities.
Deployment
Used most widely in Europe, especially in pan-European applications. This
European presence is an artefact of its original working group rather than a
limitation of its chronological and geographical scope.
Format, Availability and License
Available in MS Word HTML versions; proposals exist for RDFS and OWL. The
standard is free to use and free to downloaded from the CIDOC CRM Website:
http://cidoc.ics.forth.gr/official_release_cidoc.html.
Languages
Currently available in English, French, Greek, German and Japanese. Ongoing
translations in Russian, Czech, and Portuguese.
(http://cidoc.ics.forth.gr/translation_guidelines.html)
Aegis
The CIDOC Documentation Standards Working Group and CIDOC CRM Special
Interest Groups, working groups of CIDOC.

CIDOC CRM Core
CRM Core is a proposal of metadata elements for resource discovery. It captures
the basic functions of identification, classification, participation, part
decomposition, references and similarity. CRM Core is also a very simple schema
for summarization of historical facts. CRM Core is more general than Dublin Core,
yet more precise, as it allows for specifying different kinds of events
(http://cidoc.ics.forth.gr/working_editions_cidoc.html).
Summary
CRM Core is not an ontology like the CRM, but rather a data standard that allows
users to encapsulate a limited subset of their data in a CRM-compliant, XML
format; a more advanced, event-driven alternative to Dublin Core.
Scope
Employed to address the same scope as the CRM, above.
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Deployment
In progress: it has been accepted by CIDOC in May 2005 as working item for a
metadata recommendation, and it was revised by the CIDOC CRM Special Interest
Group in November 2005.
Format, Availability and License
Available as a XML DTD. Free for use and download.
Languages
Available in English only.
Authority Lists and Reference Data
None.
Aegis
As CIDOC CRM, above.

International Guidelines for Museum Object Information: The CIDOC
Information Categories
Summary
The International Guidelines for Museum Object Information contain a
description of the information categories that can be used in the documentation
of objects in a museum collection. They include a definition of the categories that
should be recorded for museum objects, how information should be recorded for
each of the categories and recommendations for the terminology with which this
information should be recorded, an outline of the format rules and conventions
governing how information is entered in these categories and, comments on the
terminology that can be used in these categories.
(http://www.chin.gc.ca/English/Standards/metadata_documentation.html#crm)
Scope
The International Guidelines for Museum Object Information have been
developed for museum documentation intended to ensure accountability for
objects, to aid the security of objects, provide an historic archive about objects,
support physical and intellectual objects. They are intended to establish a
standard for the documentation of inventories of cultural property at a national
level
for
use
by
curators,
researchers,
and
the
public
(http://www.willpowerinfo.myby.co.uk/cidoc/guide/guideint.htm#int1)
Deployment
This standard was designed to be implemented on an international scale either to
act as an intermediary when comparing (mapping between) existing museum
information standards or as a basis for new national standards if there are no
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current standards in a country. An object-oriented model called the CRM (above)
based on the CIDOC Guidelines has been developed to facilitate interchange of
museum information which has been adopted widely in Europe.
(http://www.chin.gc.ca/English/Standards/metadata_documentation.html#crm)
Format, Availability and License
Available in printed and HTML versions. The standard is free to use and can be
obtained from ICOM, on-line at:
http://www.willpowerinfo.myby.co.uk/cidoc/guide/guide.htm.
Languages
Currently available in English only. Ongoing translation into French.
Authority Lists and Reference Data
The guidelines make recommendations for syntax, format, and controlled
vocabularies but do not explicitly define the terminology to be used.
Aegis
Published by International Committee for Documentation of the International
Council of Museums, edited by CIDOC Data and Terminology and the CIDOC Data
Model Working Groups

CIDOC International Core Data Standard for Archaeological Sites and
Monuments
The CIDOC International Core Data Standard for Archaeological Sites and
Monuments aims to identify the categories necessary for documenting the
immovable archaeological heritage:
http://www.object-id.com/heritage/intro2.html
Summary
The International Core Data Standard for Archaeological Sites and Monuments
was the result of collaboration between several groups, the documentation
committee (CIDOC) of the International Council of Museums (ICOM) and the
archaeology documentation group of the Council of Europe. It became clear at an
international conference in 1991 that whilst there were already many similarities
between the approaches used to document different national records, there was
still a need for further co-operation in the area, of documentation standards. In
1992 it was decided that a core data standard for archaeological sites and
monuments should be developed and the CIDOC Archaeological Sites Working
Group was established to undertake the task. This standard was produced to
assist users when documenting archaeological sites and monuments, its ultimate
aim was to facilitate the international exchange of information by encouraging
standardised approaches to database structures.
http://www.object-id.com/heritage/intro4.html
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Scope
This standard was developed with the intention of complementing the Council of
Europe’s own Core Data Index to Historic Buildings and Monuments of the
Architectural Heritage. The aims of the standard are:
 To facilitate communication between national and international bodies
responsible for the recording and protection of the archaeological heritage;
 To assist countries at an early stage in developing systems for the recording
and protection of the archaeological heritage; and
 To facilitate research utilising archaeological core data where this has an
international dimension.
The standard developed by CIDOC (which had already begun to be developed
before its adoption by the Council of Europe) was to be subjected to some minor
adjustments that will better reflect the narrower geographical focus of the Council
of Europe.
http://www.object-id.com/heritage/intro4.html
Deployment
This standard is widely used internationally and has been accepted as part of the
Council of Europe's European Plan for Archaeology. A revised version of the
standard – CIDOC Core Data Standard for Archaeological and Architectural
Heritage (see below) is in preparation now.
http://www.object-id.com/heritage/intro4.html
Aegis
CIDOC Archaeological Sites Working Group.

CIDOC International Core Data Standard for Archaeological and
Architectural Heritage
This standard was produced to guide users in documenting archaeological sites
and monuments. It aims to facilitate international exchange of information by
encouraging standardised approaches to database structure. The first edition of
the Core Data Standard for Archaeological and Architectural Heritage was
published in 1995. A second edition, revised as the International Core Data
Standard for Archaeological Sites and Architectural Heritage, in the light of
practical experience and new theoretical insights. This second edition is in the
final stages of editing and will shortly be available through CIDOC.
Summary
The International Core Data Standard for Archaeological Sites and Monuments of
the Architectural Heritage is a revision of CIDOC: International Core Data
Standard for Archaeological Sites and Museums that was published in 1995 (see
above). It is intended to retain a close relationship with the Core Data Index to
Historic Buildings and Monuments of the Architectural Heritage so that countries
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wishing to include all information relating to the man-made environment on one
database can do so. The standard has also be designed to make it possible to link
it to other standards for movable objects such as the CIDOC standard for
archaeological objects (1992), CIDOC’s International Guidelines for Museum
Object Information (1995), and Object ID (1997). It is compliant with the CIDOC
CRM.
Scope
The standard has been designed to make it possible to record the minimum
categories of information required to make a reasonable assessment of a
monument or site, whether for planning, management, academic, or other
purposes. It also allows the provision of references to further information held in
places such as databases or documentation centres to be accessed that may lead
to the construction of a better understanding of either individual or categories of
sites and monuments. It has also envisaged that the standard will:
 Provide a model that can be used as a framework by organisations wishing to
establish new recording systems,
 Encourage consistency in the recording of archaeological sites and monuments,
 Function as an exchange format for the sharing of data
 Form the basis of collaborative projects.
The need for organisations to record archaeological information in varying
degrees of detail has been recognised in the design of this standard. A number of
sections, sub-sections, and fields are therefore optional rather than mandatory,
which will allow this standard to be used by organisations at a level appropriate
to their individual aims and resources. The standard is intended for use in
conjunction with the data model selected for the national or regional database
and will, in most cases, require modification to reflect the requirements of the
organisation.
http://www.object-id.com/heritage/intro4.html
Deployment
The first edition of the International Core Data Standard for Archaeological Sites
and Museums is deployed throughout the world.
Format, Availability and License
The second edition will be available as a text document and hard copy.
Languages
Available initially in English only followed by French.
Aegis
CIDOC Archaeological Sites Working Group.
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CIDOC International Core Data Standard for Archaeological Objects
The International Data Core Standard for Archaeological Objects sets out
minimum categories of information to be recorded about archaeological objects
including fields for identification, institution, references, object name, title,
iconography, description, material, technique, dimensions, form, archaeological
context, author and cultural milieu, inscriptions and marks, date/epoch,
acquisition, and state of conservation (http://www.chin.gc.ca/English/
Standards/metadata_description.html#core_data_arch_objects).
Scope
The International Data Core Standard for Archaeological Objects is designed to
accommodate information required for the documentation of archaeological
objects. It is intended to be extended and extensible. It is in fact extremely
minimalist to the point of irrelevance in the context of current practice.
Deployment
Its current use is unclear. The standard appears to have stagnated judging by the
lack recent material and the last update to the CIDOC Archaeological Sites
Working Group website (http://cidoc.natmus.dk/engelsk/introduction.asp) in
August 2000.
Format, Availability and License
The standard is free to use and is available to view online from the CIDOC
Denmark website: http://cidoc.natmus.dk/engelsk/standard_for_arch.asp.
Languages
Currently available in English.
Aegis
CIDOC Archaeological Sites Working Group

MIDAS: A Manual and Data Standard for Monument Inventories
MIDAS is a content and metadata standard for historic environment information.
A vast body of knowledge and understanding of the historic environment is held
in a wide variety of ‘inventories’, maintained by national bodies of record, local
authorities, museums, amenity groups, individual and university based
researchers. To make the best use of this information, especially where these
resources are available on the internet, it is important to establish a shared
understanding of what information should be recorded. MIDAS sets out that
shared understanding based on the experience of many of the key organisations
involved in the collection and dissemination of information about the historic
environment in the UK (http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/filearea.cgi?
LMGT1=FISH&a=get&f=/web_midasintro.htm).
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Summary
MIDAS was developed by English Heritage in 1998 (http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/
project/userinfo/standards.html). It provides a framework data standard for
monument inventories. It includes checklists to assist inventory managers with
decision-making, units of information to be recorded, along with definitions for
each unit of information. The standard, in its first incarnation, is very much
focused on indexing monument inventory.
http://www.chin.gc.ca/English/Standards/metadata_description.html
Scope
MIDAS is designed to accommodate information from monument inventories and
assist in decision making processes relating to the management of associated
data. It is intended to be used by a wide variety of heritage projects including
local societies and amenity groups, university based research projects or
individual studies, professional heritage managers and national thematic study
groups.
Deployment
Used widely in the UK. The Forum for information Standards in Heritage (FISH) is
currently producing a second edition, due to be published in 2007. The developed
Standard (now called MIDAS Heritage – the UK Historic Environment Information
Standard) will cover all types of heritage assets in the United Kingdom including
covering mainly landscape character, artefacts, ecofacts, archaeological science
and GIS data (http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgibin/filearea.cgi?LMGT1=FISH&
a=get&f=/web_midasupdates.htm ).
Format, Availability and License
MIDAS is free to use. A number of XML schema for the MIDAS standard –
including schema for monuments, events, and portable antiquities – form the core
of the 'FISH Interoperability Toolkit' (http://www.heritage-standards.org).
The on-line, browsable version of the standard has been withdrawn pending the
impending release of the second edition. However, a reprint of the current edition
is available to download as a pdf file from the English Heritage website:
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/upload/pdf/MIDAS3rdReprint.pdf
The mapped data annex – standardising how MIDAS entities are represented on
maps and map layers – was published in 2004:
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/upload/pdf/MIDAS3rdReprint.pdf
Languages
Available in English only.
Aegis
First published in 1998 by the Royal Commission on the Historical Monuments of
England, reprinted with amendments in 1998 by English Heritage. The standard
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is now maintained by a consortium of professional heritage organisations in
Britain known by the unfortunate moniker, FISH (The Forum for Information
Standards in Heritage): http://www.fish-forum.info/.
Authority Lists and Reference Data
MIDAS contains an inclusive body of wordlists and formal, polyhierarchal
thesauri, some of which are addressed in more detail here:
1) Thesaurus of Monument Types
This standard was produced by the Royal Commission on the Historical
Monuments of England (RCHME) in 1995. The purpose of this thesaurus is
to standardise the terms used to describe archaeological sites or standing
buildings in the UK by, for example, listing terms hierarchically and relating
the levels of this hierarchy to one another or indicating preferred terms in
the case of synonyms. Synonyms are dealt with by pointing the user to a
preferred term. This thesaurus is now maintained by English Heritage, and
is available on-line, or in CSV format under license from English Heritage.
http://thesaurus.english-heritage.org.uk/frequentuser.htm
2) MDA Archaeological Objects Thesaurus
This resource was developed by English heritage in partnership with mda
as part of the Archaeological Objects Working Party. The goal of this
thesaurus is to encourage access to, and reuse of, collections, archives and
record systems, and to facilitate cooperation and data exchange between all
individuals and institutions involved in the retrieval, research and curation
of archaeological objects. The resource is now maintained by English
Heritage.
No date limitation was imposed on the scope of the thesaurus, recognising
that archaeological fieldwork is concerned with the recovery of ancient and
modern objects. As far as the geographical scope is concerned, it was
recognised, at the outset, that it would be impossible for the thesaurus to
provide comprehensive coverage for archaeological collections from
cultures world-wide, and the object names which have been included cover
predominantly British and Irish material. However, a small number of
foreign names do appear. These were included partly because they are
names in common usage and partly because they frequently appear in
museum collections. It was also considered worth testing whether they
would fit into the overall structure, and to indicate that the geographical
scope of the thesaurus could be extended to include collections of foreign
archaeological material if required.
The standard is free to use and is available to view /download at either
http://www.mda.org.uk/archobj/archcon.htm (for the original published
version). or through the English Heritage website at
http://thesaurus.english-heritage.org.uk/frequentuser.htm for the most
recently updated version.
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3) Other English Heritage Thesauri
Other thesauri managed by English Heritage include:
– Components: Components of monuments, buildings and significant
craft types
– Main Building Materials: Thesaurus of main constructional material
types (e.g. the walls) for indexing of monuments.
– Aircraft Type: types of aircraft
– Cargo: Thesaurus of cargo types carried by vessel on final voyage
(Maritime).
– Defence of Britain: Physical remains of WWII
– Land Use: Authority list of present land use or uses for an
archaeological item.
– Maritime Craft Type: A thesaurus of Maritime Craft.
– Maritime Place Name: Test thesaurus for ports of registration,
departure and destination and country of origin.
– Evidence: A new 'Evidence' Thesaurus
– National Trust Thread: Terminology for the description of archive
type and format, jointly developed by the National Trust and English
Heritage.
4) MIDAS INSCRIPTION
INSCRIPTION
(http://www.fish-forum.info/inscript.htm)
is
an
authoritative set of wordlists for use in recording archaeological heritage in
the UK, currently being developed by the The Forum on Information
Standards in Heritage (FISH). This resource is intended for use with MIDAS
(above). A variety of term lists and scope notes have been developed for
high-level terminology control for things such as scientific dating
techniques used in archaeology (http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/project/userinfo/
standards.html ).
The standard is free to use and is available to view at the FISH website.

SPECTRUM: Documentation Standard for Museums
Summary
SPECTRUM was created by the MDA in 1994 to provide a standard for
documenting museum collections. The standard contains procedures for
documenting objects and their processes, as well as identifying and describing the
information which needs to be recorded to support these procedures. It sets out a
definition for each unit of information, guidance and examples of how and when
to record the information, and a list of the procedures for each unit of information
is needed (http://www.mda.org.uk/specfaq.htm).
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Scope
SPECTRUM is an industry standard for museum documentation and has been
developed in partnership with over 100 museum professionals. It is an open
standard held in trust by the MDA, formerly the Museum Documentation
Association, on behalf of UK museums. SPECTRUM defines best practice for
completing documentation for twenty-one museum activities (procedures),
setting out the definition, minimum standard and information requirements for
each procedure.
Deployment
Museums in the UK who have registered with the Museum and Galleries
Commission are required to use SPECTRUM. It is a well-respected standard
internationally, and is increasingly used as the basis for international interchange
of museum data. An XML DTD has been produced for SPECTRUM which serves as
a system-neutral interchange format for museum data that is based on SPECTRUM
or that can map to SPECTRUM (http://www.chin.gc.ca/English/Standards/
metadata_documentation.html).
Format, Availability and License
SPECTRUM is available as an XML DTD and can be downloaded and viewed free of
charge for non-commercial use (under a standard licence) and commercial use
(under an organisational licence) from the MDA website at
http://www.mda.org.uk/spectrum.htm. It is also possible to request a hardcopy
through the MDA.
Languages
English. Translations are currently being addressed by MDA.
Aegis
MDA (formerly The Museums Documentation Association)

SPECTRUM Terminology
SPECTRUM Terminology is an online service providing general information about
terminology for museums, guidance on creating thesauri and a set of existing
standard terminologies including Terminology Essentials (general information
about terminology for museums), Terminology Studio (guidance on creating
thesauri) and Terminology Bank (a set of existing standard terminologies). It also
supports the requirement of many SPECTRUM ‘Units of Information’ to “maintain
a list of standard terms”. http://www.mda.org.uk/spectrum-terminology/
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ICOM AFRIDOC: Handbook of Standards Documenting African
Collections
Summary
The Handbook of Standards Documenting African Collections was published in
1996. It was designed to provide guidance on the minimum amount of
documentation – information units – required for museums curating objects from
Africa in order to protect the African heritage by documenting and producing
systematic inventories and developing museum activities (research, collecting,
exhibitions, educational programmes etc.) by facilitating the exchange of
information on collections and the sharing of professional practices. All museum
disciplines were covered from humanities subjects to natural science subjects.
http://icom.museum/afridoc/html_gb/accueil/accueil2.html
Deployment
It was designed and tested initially using six pilot museums in Africa. It is hoped
however that eventually all African or Africanist museums worldwide will adopt
this standard. http://icom.museum/afridoc/html_gb/accueil/accueil2.html
Format, Availability and License
The standard is available online at http://icom.museum/afridoc/.
Languages
Available in English and French.
Authority Lists and Reference Data
The proposed terminology lists included in this standard are of two kinds. The
first types are introduced merely as illustration, to facilitate the use of the
handbook and the recording of the data. They are not exhaustive and can be
developed for each museum, even if the creation of lists common to all museums
is the ultimate goal. The second types are “closed lists” which are cross-referenced
with the phrase “it is mandatory to use the terminology list”, and are an integral
part of the standard. They contain the only vocabulary that can be used for
recording and are indispensable, especially in the framework of exchanges.
http://icom.museum/afridoc/html_gb/accueil/accueil2.html
Aegis
International Council of Museums (ICOM)

CDWA: Categories for the Description of Works of Art
Summary
CDWA describes the content of art databases by articulating a conceptual
framework for describing and accessing information about works of art,
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architecture, other material culture, groups and collections of works, and related
images. They identify vocabulary resources and descriptive practices that will
make information residing in diverse systems both more compatible and more
accessible. They also provide a framework to which existing art information
systems can be mapped and upon which new systems can be developed. The
Categories advise the use of controlled vocabularies, authorities, and consistent
formatting of certain information to ensure efficient end-user retrieval
(http://www.chin.gc.ca/English/Standards/metadata_description.html).
The CDWA includes 381 categories and subcategories. A small subset of
categories are considered core in that they represent the minimum information
necessary to identify and describe a work. The CDWA includes discussions, basic
guidelines for cataloguing, and examples (http://www.getty.edu/research/
conducting_research/standards/cdwa/index.html).
Format, Availability and License
The standard is free to use and is available on-line at http://www.getty.edu/
research/conducting_research/standards/cdwa/index.html. An overview of the
list of categories and descriptions is available to view as a pdf at
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/standards/cdwa/
8_printing_options/definitions.pdf
Languages
Available in English only.
Authority Lists and Reference Data
The standard provides guidance on the use and implementation of controlled
vocabularies and authority lists.
Aegis
J.Paul Getty Trust & Art Association Inc

CDWA Lite
Summary
CDWA Lite is an XML schema used to describe core records for works of art and
material culture, based on the data elements and guidelines contained in the
CDWA and CCO. (CCO is based on a subset of the CDWA categories and VRA Core.)
CDWA Lite records are intended for contribution to union catalogues and other
repositories using the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) harvesting protocol.
Elements 1 through 19 in this schema are for descriptive metadata, based on
CDWA and CCO; elements 20 through 22 deal with administrative metadata. All
attributes are optional unless otherwise noted.
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/standards/cdwa/cdwalite/
index.html
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Format, Availability and License
The XML Schema is free to use and is available to view and download as a pdf file
at
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/standards/cdwa/
cdwalite/cdwalite.pdf.
Languages
Available in English only.
Aegis
As CDWA, above.

CCO: Cataloguing Cultural Objects
“A Guide to Describing Cultural Works and their Images”: Cataloguing Cultural
Objects (CCO) “provides guidelines for selecting, ordering, and formatting data
used to populate catalogue records” in development by the Visual Resources
Association (VRA). It is the first comprehensive “data content standard” (or
format standard) for museums, intended to help guide the “choice of terms, and
define the order, syntax, and form in which data values should be entered into a
data structure”. It is similar in purpose (and in its recommendations) to the
“Cataloguing Rules” that are included within CHIN's Data Dictionary (below), but
is much more comprehensive for those fields that it covers. The CCO is designed
for descriptive cataloguing; it does not cover information for the full extent of
collections management functions (e.g. loans processing, conservation reporting,
etc.) It covers many types of cultural objects – “architecture, archaeological sites
and artefacts, and some functional objects from the realm of material culture”.
http://www.chin.gc.ca/PM.cgi?pmLANG=English&pmAP=return_full_record&
pmLM=News&pmPR=FORUM_NEWSRELEASES&pmSource=canned&
chinKey=8552
Deployment
“Cataloguing Cultural Objects focuses on data content standards that guide the
choice of terms used in description, and that define the order, syntax, and form in
which those terms, phrases, values, and narrative descriptions are recorded.”
Although its primary emphasis is on art, CCO will be of interest to all institutions
who manage cultural heritage collections.
Format, Availability and License
The standard is available as a manual; the most recent draft (Feb 2005) is freely
available online at http://www.vraweb.org/ccoweb/.
Languages
Available in English only.
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Aegis
Visual Resources Association

VRA Core
“The VRA Core is a data standard for the cultural heritage community. It consists
of a metadata element set (units of information such as title, location, date, etc.),
as well as an initial blueprint for how those elements can be hierarchically
structured. The element set provides a categorical organization for the
description of works of visual culture as well as the images that document them.”
http://www.vraweb.org/datastandards/VRA_Core4_Intro.pdf
The principle developed by the Dublin Core community of only one object or
resource may be described within a single metadata set was used to create VRA
Core. VRA Core is not intended as a completed application – the elements that
comprise the Core are designed to facilitate the sharing of information among
visual resources collections about works and images. These elements may not be
sufficient to fully describe a local collection and additional fields can be added for
that purpose. http://www.vraweb.org/
VRA Core 4 is now in a final draft form. While it offers significant enhancements
on its predecessor in terms of the ability to catalogue works and visual
representations of these works, it suffers from the lack of an event-based model
which would otherwise provide it with the framework upon which to hang the
many activities associated with works of art.
http://www.vraweb.org/datastandards/VRA_Core4_Intro.pdf
Format, Availability and License
VRA Core 4 is freely available as an XML schema.
Languages
Available in English only.
Authority Lists and Reference Data
A number of abbreviated authority lists are embedded in the extended form of the
XML schema.
Aegis
VRA Data Standards Committee

CHIN Data Dictionaries
The CHIN Data Dictionaries are not a data structure for use in a collections
management system, but are designed to be used as the basis for such a structure.
They can be used by a wide range of museums to help them to identify their
institution's information needs and standardize their documentation. They
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include fields for describing objects, specimens, and archaeological sites, as well
as fields for collections management.
http://www.chin.gc.ca/English/Standards/metadata_preservation.html
Deployment
CHIN's Data Dictionaries have been used by Canadian museums since the 1970s
and are still used by many museums for contributing to Artefacts Canada and the
Virtual Museum of Canada, to design collections management systems, and to
standardize cataloguing. The CHIN Data Dictionaries can be mapped to
SPECTRUM or to the CIDOC Guidelines for Museum Object Information. CHIN has
completed a mapping between selected fields of the Humanities Data Dictionary
and other international standards.
http://www.chin.gc.ca/English/Standards/metadata_preservation.html
Format, Availability and License
The standard is free to use and is available to view and search for free at
http://daryl.chin.gc.ca:8000/BASIS/chindd/user/wwwae/SF, it is also possible to
download the information as an Excel Spread sheet.
Languages
Available in English and French.
Aegis
Canadian Heritage Information Network (CHIN)

OBJECT ID
Object ID was developed to provide an international standard for the information
needed to identify cultural objects, in response to the threat posed by the illicit
trade in the movable heritage. http://www.object-id.com/
Summary
Object ID is an international documentation standard for the information needed
to identify cultural objects. It was “developed through the collaboration of the
museum community, police and customs agencies, the art trade, insurance
industry, and valuers of art and antiquities”. The project was designed to combat
art theft by encouraging use of the standard and by bringing together
organisations around the world that can encourage its implementation. Among
other things, Object ID encourages museums to record information about
“Inscriptions & Markings” and “Distinguishing Features” of items in their
collection that would help to identify the item. Museums that are designing
collections management systems or procedures are encouraged to consult Object
ID to ensure that they are recording information that can identify an object in case
of theft. The SPECTRUM standard is compatible with Object ID.
http://www.chin.gc.ca/English/Standards/metadata_description.html
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Deployment
UNESCO’s Intergovernmental Committee for Promoting the Return of Cultural
Property (1999) endorsed Object ID “as the international standard for recording
minimal data on movable cultural property” and invited the Director General “to
bring this recommendation on Object-ID to the attention of the General
Conference and to recommend that all UNESCO Member States adopt Object-ID
and use it, to the fullest extent possible, for identification of stolen or illegally
exported cultural property and international exchange of information on such
property”. http://www.object-id.com/who.html
Law-enforcement agencies around the world assisted in the development of
Object ID and a number of these are already using the standard including Interpol
the FBI and the Metropolitan Police Service. The Object ID checklist is also
compatible with the majority of art theft databases. The International Council of
Museums (ICOM) adopted a resolution put forward by the Council’s
Documentation Committee (CIDOC) in 1997 stating that “A museum should be
able to generate from its collection information system such data (preferably
according to the Object ID standard) that can identify an object in case of theft or
looting.” A number of insurance and appraisal companies in Europe and North
America are now also promoting the standard. http://www.objectid.com/who.html
Format, Availability and License
The standard is free to use and is available to use, available at http://www.objectid.com/.
Languages
The OBJECT ID Checklist is available in English, French, Arabic, Chinese, Czech,
Dutch, German, Hungarian, Italian, Korean, Persian, Russian, and Spanish.
Aegis
The Council for the Prevention of Art Theft.
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AMA 0.9
Mapping Tool
Description

Installation
Just copy the executable file (.EXE) in the preferred directory. Also the CIDOC.rdfs
(CIDOC CRM 4.2) must be copied in the same directory.

Use
Start the program. Two windows open:
a) A window titled AMA Mapping
It is the main control window where
actions for the mapping are specified;
on opening, it is empty.
File Menu options
 Open Schema: opens the xsd file
corresponding to data to be
mapped
 Open Map: opens an existing
mapping for editing.
 Save Map: saves the mapping file
 Save XSLT: saves the xslt file
associated to the mapping
As yet, no “Save As…” has been
implemented in the File menu, so copy
files you want to edit.
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b) A window titled CIDOC
(should be CIDOC-CRM)
In this window you find the
representation of the CIDOC-CRM
RDF schema.
Right clicking on a single entry opens
a pop-up help window with the entry
definition as defined in CIDOC-CRM.
The presence of an arrow near a class
means that there are properties in
which the class is the subject (right
arrow) or object (left arrow).

Clicking the black dot near the
property displays the name of the
related class.

Selecting File -> Open Schema opens a
new window titled Source with the
graphic representation of the source
file.
The same functionality (triangles and
dots) is available to display properties
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Mapping Process
1. Select a class in the Source
window (highlighted in
purple)

2. Select the matching class in the
CIDOC-CRM window
(highlighted in purple)

3. In the AMA Mapping window,
select the kind of mapping
i. “is an alias for” means it
is the same
ii. “inherit from” means that
every instance of the
Source class is an
instance of a CIDOC class.
4. Clicking on the Map button in
the AMA Mapping windows
records the correspondence.
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5. To add a relation in the
mapping, click in the AMA
Mapping window an existing
mapped object.
The “Add Relations” button is
now activated.
Clicking on it opens a new
window titled Relations Map.
Here a class from the source (listed in a small sub window) may be related
to the mapped item.

Any item shown in green can
be selected for the relation
(when selected, it will be
highlighted in purple). Then
choose the kind of relation
among “is an alias for”, “inherit
from” or “shortcut to”, and
choose from the dropdown list
the appropriate property (the
eligible ones are in green).

To establish the mapping, click
on the “Map” button in the
bottom left corner. The result
is displayed in the AMA
Mapping windows.
Intermediate mapping may be
saved using the File -> Save
Map and then reload with
File -> Open.

